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Foreword

Thirty years ago, I was a TA (teaching assistant). I had just returned from

active duty with the U.S. Army in IOWA, had just been admitted to graduate
study after an absence of three years from any sort of serious intellectual endeavor,

and had never taught in my life. I arrived on the campus no more than a week

before clAses started in September, was handed something labeled "Course Syl-

labus," together with a small packet of books (which the students shortly would

be buying), was told to "read it all over," anda few days laterwas thrust into
the dassmorm I must confess that I was probably more frightened than I had ever

been before. I lad I read Bernard Malamud's A New Life then, I'm sure I could have

seen the humor in my situation; not having read Malamud, I saw only the terror.
I often have thought that the 35 freshmen entrusted to my tender mercies were

cheated badly, and I have hoped that the remainder of theiracademic experience

was better than was the portion I Meted them.
Twenty years later, while working in India, I was invited to give a series of

lectures at a private, parochial girl's college in a city in the south central part of

the country. I agreed because the headmistress assured me that all the students
spoke fluent English and because many of them were studying to be teachers of

English, a held in which even now I believe I have some knowledge. I arrived to

find the students lammed beyond capacity into a huge auditorium. It was a steamy

day, and all the windows were flung wide open. The street noise was overwhelm-

ing. I started my lecture, mellifluously imparting wisdom in my northeastern
American dialect, and was delighted to find the airdieriee .abSailutely silent and

attentive, smiling and nodding as I made each telling point. After talking for about

an hour. I stopped and invited questions. There was a,kmg silence. Presently a

woman quite near the front raised her hand. When I recognized her, she stood,
bowed politely, and said something. I had no idea what she saidI couldn't
understand a word. She tried again and again, and in the end I had to ask the
headmistress to "translate" for me. When the questionfinally penetrated, I realized

that it was not at all related to anything I Madthe woman was interested to

soknow whether I was married and, if so, ny children I had. There were,
fortunately, only one or two other questions, all of whichthough asked in
nglish had to be translated for me. At last, I escaped from the mom and was

accompanied back to my car by the headmistress. Realizing the scope of the
communkation problem, I asked her whetht she thought the women had enjoyed

my talk. She assured me that they had enjoyed itafter all, they had never before
Ward a native speaker of American English. But she did admit that it was unlikely

that they had understood much. My pronunciation was, she said, so "unusual."
This book deals with something known as "The. Foreign TA Problem." Indeed,

as several of the authors point out, there is a problem. U.S. academic institutions

are in the habit of using graduate studec:::i to teach entry-level courses. They do

vii



so because the labor is available and because the function pnwides a way to
support graduate students. In the recent past, the number of non-native English
speakers in the population ot graduate students has increaseda phenomenon
attribtitable to a variety of causes, both kfreign and domestic, demographic and
economic. This phenomenon has created a problem, but some aspects of the
problem may have been blown out of proportion.

If my personal recollections are at all generalizable, the problem of being a TA
is not a new problem. TAs have been sent forth without training for at least a
couple of generations. The kingevity of the practice' is, of course, no justification
for it. All TAs ,u ht to he framed before they begin to touch. That is hardly a startling
insight After ail, many of them plan to be college teachers, or will be forced into
teaching because it is conventional for research scholars to justify their existence
in this way. And if my Indian esperience is generalizable, it is difficult to teach in
a foreign environment even when the language is alleged to be the same.

Teaching is probably one of the most culture-sensitiveactivities, as anyone who
has ever attempted to teach out of his or her culture well knows. This too is not a
startling insight. The maim is not restricted to the inexperienced TA. There are,
in U s colleges and universities, thousands of instructors with professorial rank
who share in the problem because they are teaching out of their cultures and
because English is their native language. As some of the papers in this collection
point out, the blame lies not only with the TA. lie or she (though shesare relatively
rarer) is the victim ot the students' iienophobia and of the ethnocentricism of their
parents. The TA suffers because it is unthinkable that the student/client might be
wrong, becauseunlike his professorial peerhe faces, Janus-like, in two direc-
tions, being neither truly student nor truly faculty, and therefore unprotected by
academic tradition.

All this is not to deny that there is a problem. It is undeniable that some foreign
l'As cannot operate in U.S. classrooms, cannot manage English adequately, and
contribute more to confusion than to clarity. All of this is not to deny that the
problem need, to be addressed. But at the same time, this is a plea to contemplate
the issue in perspective. It is not only the foreign TA who may not know how to
teach or how to communicate his meaning crisply, therefore let us not single him
out tor special (ensure_ The problem needs attention, but attention should not
become a license for a witch-hunt, as witch-hunts sometimes result in catastrophic
solutions. Surely rational people who work in institutions predicatedon rationality

n approach the problem so as to perceive and treat all its causes. NAFSA is
happy to 4 norbute this volume as a bit of sanity in what rapidly is becoming a
highly emotive environment. I trust that careful review of this material will lead
to a more balanced resolution of the foreign TA problem.

Robert B. Kaplan
Los Angeles
NAISA President, 1983-19M
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U.

The "Foreign TA Problem"'

KATHLEEN M. BAILEY

Nu(S. universities have king employed graduate students as teaching a
tants to work as part-time instructors, test grades, discusskrn leaders,
and laboratory session supervisors in classes for undergraduate stu-

dents. In the past decade an increasing percentage of these teaching assistants
(TM) have been international students who are asssumed to be competent in
their disciplines, but who haveto varying degreesless than perfect control
of English, the medium of instruction. Furthermore, these non-native speaking
(NNS) TAs may lack a clear understanding of their roles within the American
edUeational system. Thus both linguistic and cultural differences contribute to
the difficulties faced by foreign TM. Consequently, the interaction between
non-native speaking teaching assistants and their students is complicated and
sometimes problematic.

The r. nimunication difficulties engendered by this situation are collectively
labeled the "foreign TA problem."2 The purpose of this book is to address this
problem, which should be viewed within the framework of two larger overlap-
ping issues: the TA system as a whale and internationaleducational exchange.
This introductory chapter will discuss the context of the problem, including the
role of TAs in U.S. universities, and the screening and training of international
TAs. Since this book is intended to help college facultyand staff members deal
with the so-called foreign TA problem, the various chapters will provide both
practical advice and theoretical insights on these issues.

Context of the Problem
Like most difficulties in human communication, the foreign TA problem is

perceived and explained differently by the various people involved. The main

participants are (n the university faculty and administration, (2) the students,
and their parents, and (3) the international TAs themselves.

3
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4 1-trItifft% ASSIsTAtils

The University's Perspertive

The point of view of many universitk.s is summed up well in the following
euerpts from a report written by a task force (Cole et al. n.d.. 1-2) at the
University of Alabama. Three important assumptions underlie the committee's
position on the foreign TA problem:

first, we place a high %Attie upon having international students among our student
body and upon having qualified international graduate asistants and professors assisting
us in our on-going 4eaching, research, and service responsibilities While thes- individ-
uals certainly benefit from the refutation and empkient they receive, their presence
and active participation in the educational process also benefit our natne students and
the unnersitv

Second we have waived that the situation regarding the English language profi-
t 'erect. and teaching ability of international graduate assistant% it comples and not filTW-
hahir to an :minediate solution that will satisfy all concerned. We are dealing not only
with individuals who may have already developed pronunciation pattern% resistant to
change. but also with individuals who come from cultures and educational systems that
plate different espectations for teaching rn..thod% and practices upon.theff participants.

And third. L.: Si students are a part of the problem which is odrenvel difficult to
address Itesealch indicates that some 1..7.S students de.-i& they will have difficulty
understanding their instructor samplv upon learning that the instructor is an interna-
tional ihi% attitude tan be changed *WV ,Aiwtv, but only through CS. student.. incmwed
4 (*nth t with pvi irk trim other tAintries in both educational and social settings.

[he task force at the Univ....Nits. of Alabama went on to recommend several
steps for alleviating the foreign TA problem. These steps. included increasing
the applicant pool for teaching assistantships. adopting screening mechanisms
for determining potential foreign TAs' English language skills, requiring atten-
dance at a training program for all new foreign TAs, closer deparanental super -
s isin of foreign TAs. and establishing an intensive English language center at
the u niVersitv which would be responsible for training foreign TAs in the future.

The Students' and Parents' Perspective

University administrators and tacults members have been pressed to deal
with the foreign TA problem because of complaints from students about the
oral Ungh..h proficiency of foreign TAs. Out, as was suggested b the University
of Alabama's task force report. the students' ethnocentrism is sometimes part
of the problem

In dealing with this compkA situation, administrators and faculty members
must remember that undergraduate students, particularly freshmen and soph-
omores, 0% cupy the lowest rungs on the academic ladder. In some ways they
seem virtually powerless to affect the system that educates them. Yet they (and
their parents) are also the consumers in this system, and as such they can easily
tap into the philosophy that the customer is always right. Their instructional
needs must be met i+ their tuition and their parents' pas dollars are to be fudged
well spent

The usual forum for students' complaints has been the campus newspaper.

11



RAMEY 5

The followmg excerpt from a letter to theeditor of the Minnesota Daily is typical:

It is nut fair fur students to take a class such as math. ect nomics. or statistics.

and listen ter someone whom they cannot understand lecture, but whose material they

are responsible tor . It is ridiculous to go in tr obtain individualized instruction when

students can't understand the teacher to
go

vith (cited in Mesteithauser et A. 19140,

Similar problems have been noted in campus newspapers at the University of
Pennsylvania (Shaw 1982), the University ofMaryland (Kelley 1982), and UCLA

(Swanbeck 19$1; Timmerman 1981).

Unfortunately, the students' attitude is often pustiuied. However, research

by Orth (14N43) at the University of Texas has shown that students' evaluations
of foreign TM correlate more strongly with a measure of their grade dissatis-

faction than with their ratings of the TM' English. This finding illustrates the
complexity of dealing with students' perceptions of non-native speaking TAs.

For many college administrators, the foreign TA problem boils down to the

fact that students' complaints are often followed by parents' complaints. Two
esamples of such letters are quoted here to illustrate the perspective of con-
cvnted parents. Both were written in May 1980, regarding teaching assistants
at UCLA. The first was addressed to the governor of California:

As -one dedicated to assuring that the University of California system provides
alitormaotirinis with quality education, you will undoObtedlv wish to assist in initiating

4. arrectivr Anon to remedy an existing problem in the instructional refer to the

current practice of employing foreign students as TEACHING ANTS (TAs).

First. km me state that I believe that the TA is being utilised t t the paint wlwre he is

replacing the professor in many instances. Second. an ability to communicate dearly in
the Inghsh language should be a mandatory requisite for receiving a TA assignniert.
Third. isith the cost of college education rapidly gnnving beyond the financial means of

many middle income parents. t believe TA assignments and an Witty campus iolis should

be reserved toe established California residents who need financial subsidy. (I understand

it is a common practices at UCLA to provide a tuition waiver to foreign student TAs
who ciimpnw a signifsc ant proportion of current TAs.)

has e a young son who is a freshman at UCLA and who is having one "hell-ot-a-
time" as a result of an matnlity to obtain understandable help from his assigned TA% in.
akulus and chemistry. He has even changed classes in an attempt to improve the
situation. only to find himself faced with another TA who is unintelligible. This is a
ft Vidik unacceptable learning situation

would appmciate your comments on this problemand your assistance in effecting

a remedy As an overburdened taxpayer, I know of no good reason why I should be

subsidizing the education of foreign students --end them home

The second letter was addressed to the chancellor of the University with

copies sent to Calitornia senators, congressmen, and assemblymen:

It has been brought to my attention that many foreign students are einp:ayed as
I eat hing Assistants (TA.) at UCLA. many of whom are virtually inarticulate in Eng,lish.

and. thus. worse than inettectne in communicating with the-students. Not only are they

la no heir but cause contusion in the minds of those they are trying to teach. You and

I isell know that ommonwation at best is often difficult. even among natives of the same
language, specially as pertains to abstract ideas such as occur in philosophy. psychology,

and the general subiects of the humanities
As a us-paying Calikirman, I resent supporting a policy who h dilutes the teaching

12



6 ft IftEICN TEACHING ASSISTANTS

process by such an obvious abrog,ation t common sense: putting square pep in roundholes was never my idea at efficiency.
Additustally. d scene of the TA appointawrits are to subsidize needy students, thenof the more reason they should go to the sons and daughters of Californians, to wit,(L) Chanty begins at homer I ant looking forward to some comments andiur explanntiontegarding the foregoing hum your office.

As these letters reveal, the performance of non-native speaking teachingassistants has become an emotion-laden issue. Several factors which have con-tributed to this problem have been cited by researchers at the University of
Minnesota. These factors include "an emerging 'new' ethnocentrism on thepart of U.S. students" (and, one might add, parents), an "increasing attitudeof consumerism among U.S. students" and "increasing demands for quality
education and accountability" (Mestenhauser et al. 1980, 3).

A groundswidll of such complaints from parents and undergraduates hasprompted the recent efforts to upgrade the communication skills of NNS TAs
at several colleges. Indeed, concern about the foreign TA problem is manifestin many sectors of the university community. Graduate divisions, academic
departments, leami..% skills centers, TA training offices, derartinents of English
as a second language (ESL), and foreign student advisers have all contributed
to the activities described in this book.

The Foreign TM' Perspective
'7

Survey research (Bailey 1982a) conducted at UCLA suggests that the "typ-ic r foreign teaching assistant is a male pursuing a doctoral degree in math,
er.Oneering, or the sciences. There is about a one-in-three chance that he is
Asian. In questionnaire data from eighty-one NNS TAs, three-fourths of the
respondents reported having studied English for seven years or longer. Nearly
a third of these TAs (32 percent) rated their spoken English as "fluent" while
more than a third (39 percent) said theirs was "good" or "very good."

The respondents were also asked whether they thought foreignTM should
have to pass an or.I English exam before being awarded teaching assistantshipsat UCLA. Half the respondents said they should not be required to take such
an exam, while over a third felt they should. The remaining TAs said it dependson the' disciplinethat teaching some subiects requires greater English profi-
ciency. In particular, they felt it was not necessary to speak English well inorder to teach mathematics.

In addition, the TAs in this sample were asked to rate their own teaching
performance. Three-fourths described their teaching as "good" or "very goad."
About equal proportions of TAssaid their teaching had been either "excellent"
Or "Mir." NO one described his own teaching as "poor." However, there wasonly a low correlation (r .29, p- .05) between these TAs' self-ratings and their
students' evaluations of their teaching, which suggests that the NNS TAs andthe students are not using the same criteria to judge the TAs' teaching success.

13
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The questionnaire included an open-ended item which asked, "In your
opinion what problems CI{ non-native speaking TAs encounterwith their Amer-
ican undergraduate students that native English speaking TAs don't (or prob-

ablyably don't) haver While some I As did not itnswer or said there were no
problems, many listed more than one problem in answering this question.
Among the difficulties most often cited (in descending orderof frequency) were

cultural difterences between TAs and students, finding the right words to
express one's ideas, students' complaints about the TAs" pronunciation, general
communication problems, and a lack of trust from the students, who blame the
TAs for their comprehension problems with the subject matter. This attitude

was also expressed in follow-up interviews. Many of these subjects felt that
their English problems provided American students, who were often described

as "immature" or "lazy," with an easy excuse for their poor performance in

class and on tests.
These comments illustrate the wide discrepancy between the students'

perspedive and the `NS TAs perspective on the "foreign TA problem." The
reality of the situation, it one reality can be isolated, probably lies somewhere

in between these two extremes. In practice, it becomes the responsibility of
faculty members and TA trainers to make sure that foreign TAs (I) have a clear

understanding of their roles and responsibilities as TAs, and (2) speak English

well enough to do their lobs.

The Role of Teaching Assistants
in A rnerican Universities

The question arises as to how the university can ensure that foreign TAs
speak English well enough to convey the course material to their students.
Another important question regards what sorts of cross-cultural communication
and teaching skills a foreign TA must attain in order to do his job successfully.

lowever, these questions raise some debatable issues. How should oral

English proficiency be assessed and quantified? What definition of success will

be used and how will success be measured? According to whose perceptions

should success and English proficiency be determined? What can universities

do to improve foreign TAs' communicative competence? What can the TAs

themselves do in this situation? What exactly is the role they are expected to

perti irm
t. graduate students are employed as TAs at most Lirg universities in the

United 'states. Although teaching assistaats may indeed assist professors in

grading exams or preparing materials, they are often more directly involved in
undergraduate instnictin than their title' would indicate. Many supervise lab-

oratory experiments. lead discussion sections which complement professors'
ieotures. tutor students, hold office hours, and even teach independent courses.

14



8 FOREICN TEACHING ASSISTANTS

This variability in the TAs' role contributes to the difficulty of describing what
it means to be a successful TA.

Many people Withvery different perspectives have written about TM' roles
in contemporary American education. One undergraduate student has said that

a TA is a kind of middle person in the educational institution. TM tack the status of thefaculty member, who engages prunarily in research and teaching activity. TAs havepreviously, and wry successfully, completed the activities in which the undergraduate
is currently involved (Gurtuck 1981. 31.

Gurnick also notes that undergraduates view the TA "as a sort of apprentice
instructor, but as one whose function is to enhance their learning experience
more so than to learn how to teach" (ibid.).

This dual role has also been discussed by Caramagno, who is himself an
experienced teaching assistant. He hasreferred to TAs as 'academic hermaph-
rodites,' a species sporting parts of bothacademic sexesstudents and faculty"
(1981, 2). Another TA has said that "it is the half-way nature of the TA's position
between students and professors which provides both unique teaching oppor-
tunities and potential headaches" (Lewthwaite 1981, 5).

Professors and administrators have also commented on the roleof TM. A
decade ago a TA trainer wrote that

teaching assistants perform several important functions at the university. Their respon-siblit ranges from supervised. quasi-dencal assistance for a professor to completely
autonomous instructional decision making for a large undergraduate class (Rose 1972,
102)

Apparently the situation has not changed much in the last ten years. A faculty
member has recently asserted that the "role of the teaching assistant is mostly
fortuitous, depending largely upon how each department or individual profes-
sor defines the position" (Von Blum 1981, 1).

As these comments reveal, both the TM' role and individuals' expectations
of that role may vary widely. But whatever the breadth of the position and the
expectations may be, TAs are responsible for a substantial proportion of the
undergraduate instruction in U.S. universities. However, in spite of this central
role, relatively few TAs are recruited specifically for their teaching abilities or
their interest in teaching careers. Instead, most schools use teaching assistant-
ships as a way of "providing undergraduate instruction, and of providing
financial support for graduate students, not as a means of training future college
teachers" (Stockdale and Wochok 1974, 345).

In a scathing review of the TA system, Lnenicka claims that using TAs as
anything other than assistants is detrimental to the education process:

The undergraduate student and his parents, who suffer financial strain in order to
provide for their rfuldren'sx.ollegr education, have a right to feel cheated and resentful
when they find even one of the important courses in the undergraduate curriculum being
taught by a graduate student. one who, in all probability. is inexperienced, unrehearsed.
untrained for teaching, and whose primary interest lies not in teaching, but rather in
satistying the requirement for his own degree (Lnerucka 1972. 97).

15



BAILEY 9

Other academicians have shared Lnenicka's concern. Seaton- Spicer and
Nyquist report a trend of "growing concern about the improvement of the
teaching effectiveness of graduate teaching assistants" (1979, 199). They state
that teacher improvement (for both TM and faculty members) has become an
important issue in American education: "In the 1970s, programs began to
emerge ancL currently, something of a movement surrounds the improvement
of teaching in higher ed...cation" (ibid., 200).

Training Programs for Teaching Assistants

Indeed. the literature bears out this dairn of increased attention to TA

training in the 1970s. In fact, training programs for native-speakingTAs have
been described for many disciplines, including business (Buckenmeyer 1972),
chemistry. (Barrus, Armstrong, Renfrew, and Garrard 1974; Siebring 1972),

physics (Muhiestein and DeFacio 1974), speechiconmiunications (Staton-Spicer
and Nyquist 1979), economics (Lewis and Orvis 1973), English as a second
language (Bailey and Campbell 1977), and foreign languages (Azevedo 1976;
Goepper and Knurly 1980; tiagiwara 1976). Stockdale and Wochok (1974) have
surveyed a number of subiect-specific TA training programs offered at fifty
different universities, but some schools also offer campuswide TA training
programs. For example, Rose (1972) has described a program which stressed
criterion - referenced instruction as a means of improving the teaching effective-
ness of TAs across disciplines.

In the past decade there have been numerous attempts to upgrade the
quality of instruction undergraduates receive from their TAs. However, as
Siebring has pointed out.

training programs of this type can succeed only when the quality of graduate students
is such that they can benefit from such training. If graduate students are admitted who
la I prom :emu with the f 'Wish language or have not mastered the undergraduate curricu-
lum to a minimum level, the training sessions are not going to produce capable teaching
assistants (1972. 99; emphasis added).

Thus the current efforts to deal with the "foreign TA problem" should be viewed
in the wider context of the TA system and over a decade of efforts to upgrade
TAs' teaching skills.

Non-native Speaking Teaching Assistants

in 1976 researchers at the University of Minnesota reported an early finding

on the limited English-speaking abilities of some NNS TM (as perceived by
students). Seven hundred undergraduates were surveyed for their ideas on
improving TA effectiveness. At that time thirty of the respondents (4 percent)
recommended means to "guarantee that foreign students hired as teaching
assistants have sufficient mastery of the English language to insure effective
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communication with students" (Berdie, Anderson. Wenberg. and Price 1976,
-171)

three years atter that stud. as a result of complaints and letters to,the
editor of the campus newspaper, researchers at the same university conducted
the International Issues Survey (cited in Mestenhauser et al. 1980). In a summary
item about toreign TAs, more that 43 percent of the respondents said that a
foreign TA had harmed course quality whereas only 9 percent indicated that a
foreign 1.; had helped. Mestenhauser et al. concluded that "whether or not
actual deficiencies existed among foreign TAs when compared to their U.S.
counterparts, there was dearly a generalized perception that such was the case"
(1980, 7). This survey was conducted in a situation where NNS TAs comprised
approximately 24 percent of the total TA population, while the foreign students
constituted only 17 percent of the total student population.

In a similar vein, one of the University of California student regents,
commenting on the use of TAs in undergraduate instruction, has written that

the s% stem will never be ant.. better than the TA. that comprise it. Some lAs hair evoked
ism for not speaking I nglish well enough to communicate with students in class.

t it this communkatilm does not occur, the students are being hurt rather than
404%i rd tv% the present e ot the TA in the classroom (Lurie 1981, 4)

Thus these comments echo the survey results reported at the University of
Minnesota iNtestenhauser et al. 19*), cited above), in which undergraduates
perceived many foreign TAs as hindering rather than helping, the education
process

Furthermore. the topic of discussion apparently interacts with U.S. stu-
dents' reactions to foreign TAs. In doctoral research conducted at the University
of Minnesota, Keve (1981) found that freshman composition students rated
foreign TAs' presentations on cultural topics more highly than their presenta-
tions on academic subject matter.

Concern for the English language abilities of foreign TAs has sparked the
appearance glt training programs at many colleges. These include the University
of Southern California (Cheney-Rice, Garate. and Shaw 1980aand 1980b; Macer
1982, Shaw and Carat., this volume), Texas Tech (Smith 19442), Cornell Univer-
sity (Rlikenkamp NM), the University of Michigan (Ard and Rounds 1982),
the University of Indiana (Friedman and Bier 1082), the Univertityof Minnesota
(Dege 1481; keve 1981; Linda and Perry 1980 and this volume; Mestenhauser
et ;II. 19$0), the University of Houston (Acton 1980), Harvard (Sallow and
Mawll 14811. the UniversitY of Illinois at Champaign-Urbana (Berns, personal
communication), the University of Pittsburgh (Cake and Menasche 1982), the
University of Ohio t i feYde Parsons and Szelagowski 1983), and SUNY-Buffalo
(KM, this volume). Training programs for NNS TAs have been offered at five
campuses of the University of California; UC Davis (Franck and DeSousa 19(10),

Irvine it =askill and Brenton. this volume). UC Berkeley (San tranosiv Exam-
ier. Win, and LILA illintifotis and Bailey 1978, 1980). Recently, a program

f.
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was instituted in Impel to help prepare graduate students as TA.: betone they
amve in this eouritr (Young and Wang, I982).

runt, (this volume) has conducted survey research in several of these
programs, which she classifies as short orientation-type programs given pnor
to the beginning of school or longer seminars offered during the college term.
the chapter: in this book which deal with particular programs are arranged
according to luntis classification of orientation programs (Bailey and Hinofo-
tis, Gaskill and Kenton, and ShaW and Carat.) and seminar programs (Linda
and Perry. Rice, and Zukowski Faust).

In addition, the Foreign Student Adviser's Ohio.' at the University of Iowa
has produced a helpful manual for foreign TAs 1,Althen 1981). It provides
information about a variety of topics and sources of help.

Interest in the problems of non-native speaking TAs goes beyond the
concerns of individual institutions. however. The' National Asso:iation for For-
eign student Affairs NAFSA) has recently named this issue as one of its
pnonns to tact, NAFSA awarded a grant to the University of Minnesota to
develop a sole, of videotapes for training international TAs and for providing
guidance in stalishing such training programs (see Mestenhauser et at. 1980).
these videotapes may he borrowed by writing to NAFSA, while' the manual
which accompanies them may be purchatiCd from the International Student
Adviser's °Mix at the University of Minnesota.

land presentations on this topic have beim held at several NAFSA confer-
ences in the past five years and articles have appeared in the NAFSA :crwsietter
(Linda and rem 1980; Hevde Parsons and Striagowski 1983). Publication of
this volume is vet nother measure of NAFSA's concern about the foreign TA
issue

11-St .11 i leachers of fnglish to Speakers of Other !.anguages) and its affil-
iates have also taken a professional interest in this topic, since college admin-
istrators often turn to LSI. departments for help with the foreign TA problem.
this issue has been addressed in several TESOL conference presentations as
well as in articles appearing in TESOL publications (e.g., Bailee 1983a; Friedman
and Flier 1982, 1 finototis and Bailey 1980; Hinofotis, Bailey, and Stern 1981;
sadow and Mattel( 1443. Smith 1482).

Problems in Screening NNS TAs

I his review &puts a flurry of activity which is both widespread and recent.
But what circumstances have led to this proliferation of ESL-based training
programs for X XS t As' Why are international giaduate students not screened
for I nghsh proficiency before thev are awarded TA positions?

Most American universities do miuire scores on the Test of English as a
Foreign t anguage (T(OW.) or sonic other standardiied English test (e.g., the
Michigan Testi as a prerequisite to admission. However, the TOEFL does not
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include a direct test of oral English proficiency; there is no subtest which
involves an interview or the generation of spoken utterances by the test-taker.
Nor can a speaker's degree of accentedness be' measured by this "paper and
pencil test.

The use of TOEFL scores for screening NNS TAs is problematic, especially
since inototis (197) found only a moderate correlation between foreign stu-
dents' interview scores and their TOEFL scores (r = .40, n = 52) at Southern
Illinois Universitv. Higher correlations were found between the interview scores
and the school's local placement examination (r = n = 1(.1b). Hinofotis's
findings have been corroborated by research conducted at Educational Testing
Service (ETS), in which TOEFL scores correlated with scores from a direct oral
proficiency measure, the Test of Spoken English, in the .56 to .71 range (Clark
and Swinton MO, 19).

As these moderate correlations reveal, written test scores are not necessarily
good predictors of a candidate's oral proficiency. For this reason, graduate
students sempt from required ESL courses by virtue oftheir scores on a written
test may not be fluent speakers of English. Consequently, some graduate stu-
dents who have done well on the TOEFL, but whose oral production skills may
not be as good as their other English skills, have become teaching assistants at
many U.S. universities.

In tact, the lest of Spoken English was developed by EFS because many
academic and professional groups needed a reliable and economical way to
measure oral proficiency. This tape-recorded test can be administered overseas,
so some schools have begun to use it as an initial screening mechanism with
foreign applicants for TAships. The chapter by Stansfield and Ballard (this
volume) discusses the use of the Test of Spoken English (TSE) for this purpose.

Clark and Swinton (19*)) have conducted research in which the TSE and
the Foreign Service Institute (ESI) Oral In'erview were both used to predict
students' evaluations of foreign teaching assisLrits, as measured by the Student
Instructional Report (SIR), a computerized questionnaire for the assessment of
college teaching (Centre', 198)). The SIR includes supplemental items about the
instructor's English which the students complete when the teacher being eval-
uated is not a native speaker. Clark and Swinton found low to moderate cor-
relations between TSE scores and various categories of students' evaluations of
non-native speaking TAs.

In a similar vein. Bailey (19S2a) conducted research in which trained testers
rated the English of foreign teaching assistants on the FSI Oral Interview.
Students' assessment of their NNS TAs' oral communication skills (as measured
by a modified %VT Sinn of the Student Instructional Report)were correlated with
their evaluations of those TAs' teaching skills. Only moderate correlations
obtained between the students' rating. of the TAs' teaching and the testers'
ratings of their oral English fluency, one of the subscales of the FS! Oral Inter-
view. (Interviews are scored on a scale of "0" to "5" v ith a "0" being no
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functional competence in the language and a "5" being the equivalent of an
educated native speaker.) F lowerer. those .1-As receiving a score lower than "2"

on the FSI scale were fudged by the students to be significantly different (i.e.,

worse, than NNS TM rated as "2" or better by the professional testers.
Furthermore, those students who did not share a common major with their

teaching assistants were tound to be significantly more critical of NNS TM than
those students who did. This finding suggests that there is some validity to the
foreign TM' claim that students co! iplain about their English out of resentment

at hayin:; to take difficult requires courses. It also suggests that some complaints
from students might be avoided if NS TM were assigned to those classes
designed for students maiming in the particular discipline.

Anecdotal evidence suggests that some academic departments consider
test scores in determining NNS TAs' assignments. For example, foreign grad-
uate students who have not been exempted from required L-SL classes have
sometimes been given test-grading responsibilities until they have completed
those courses In other cases, however, fore* graduate students who are not
necessanl fluent speakers of English have been responsible for running lab-
ratory sec thins, discussion groups, and tutorials. Their classroom performance
has drawn cnticism from some students, but this criticism is largely undocu-
mented or unspecific. It may relate to purely linguistic factors, to teaching style,

to a lack of experience, or to problems in cross cultural communication.
Direct oral proficiency measures, such as the FSI Oral Interview and the

Test of Spoken English, are certainly better screening mechanisms than are
written exams, (See Stansfield and Ballard, this volume, for research evidence
to support this claim.) However, faculty members and administrators rnust
remember that non-native speaking TAs' oral English scores achieve only mod-

erate correlations with their teaching evaluations. For this mason Bailey (in
press) has argued in favor of local performance testing of foreign TA candidates
in addition to initial oral proficiency testing.

In a pertormance test, the examinee must demonstrate his ability to use his
English language skills in the same way they will be ,.sod on the job. In the
case I it foreign TM. such a test might include a videotaped role play in which
the candidate' must explain subject - specific terms to a class of students, entertain
(pleNtion.i. check the students' understanding of the concept, deal with an
interruption, make a homework assignment, and end the lesson (ibid.). A panel

t +imposed of faculty members, experienced TM, and undergraduate students
could then rate the eandidate's performance.

Concluding Remarks
the graduate division dean or departmental chairperson who has read this

tar may wonder whether the foreign TA problem is not best dealt with by
circumvention one' could avoid it by not awarding teaching assistantships to
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foreign students. Out this seeming solution is both unrealistic and unfair, and
se the long run it would work to the detriment of American undergraduates as
well as foreign graduate students.

TA selection committees are well aware that the pool of native English
speaking TA applicants, particularly in engineering, math, and the sciences,
has grown or shrunk in response to economic forces outside the university
community. In the absence of qualified native speaking applicants for TAships,
academic departments that do nut wish to hire NNS TM are faced with two
options: (I) hiring unqualified native speakers, or (2) allowing the ratio of
ur..iergraduate students to professors and/or TM to increase, thereby almost
certainly limiting students' access to the instructional staff. Of course, neither
of these options is acceptable. They would both directly harm the quality of
undergraduate instruction.

Foreign graduate students who work as international TAs can contribute a
great deal U.S. universities. These young scholars are typically among the
brightest and most promising professionals at their home universities. They
come to our colleges with educational experi aces different from those of their
Amman peers. They probably also bring different world views, which can
broaden the scope of their undergraduate students considerablyprovided the
channels of communication- are open.

As these foreign graduates return to their home countries, having com-
pleted master's or doctoral degrees at U.S. institutions, they will assume post-
trims of authdrity in colleges, industry, and government. One feels compelled
to remind the disgruntled taxpayingparents whose letters were quoted above
tha: the U.S. is likely to fare better in international relations if at least same of
the leaders of other nations' business and civic affairs have been influenced by
positive international educational exchanges in this country. (Of course, if a
foreign graduate student's teaching experience is disastrous, it is unlikely to be
a source of positive attitudes.)

'the foreign TA problem, then, is related to all the following interacting
variables:

1 .Teaching assistants are responsible for a great deal of undergraduate
instruction in varying capacities, even though they may not be highly
experienced or highly motivated as teachers.
2. The 1970s witnessed an increased emphasis on TA training and on
instructional accountability in American higher education, which contrib-
uted to an attitude of consumerism among undergraduate students and
their parents.
3 Relative to the number of foreign graduate students particularly in math,
engineering, and the sciences, declining proportions of American students
in graduate schmils have made foreign TM more numerous and more
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4 Undergraduate students, while often having valid reasons to complain,

..omehmes respond to their non-native peaking TM' foreignness with an

attitude of annoyed ethnocentncism.
5. International educational exchanges, including the awarding of TAships

to qualified foreign graduate students, are desirai-le in terms of tangible
present-day rewards and less obvious long-term results.

All of these factors suggest that proposed solutions to the foreign TA problem
must go beyond accent improvement and English language training. Conse-
quently, a number of ESL: based programs developed for foreign TAs have also

offered instruction in teaching techniques, communication strategies, public

speaking, and nonverbal communication. The chapters by Gaskill and Brinton,

Linda and Perry, Rice, and Zukowski/Faust explain how this diverse course
content is covered m various programs.

The chapters in this collection have been chosen to convey a variety of
institutional responses to the foreign TA problem. They reflect NAFSA's com-

mitment to ongoing international educational exchange. It is the authors' hope

that the ideas presented hew will help U.S. universities effect locally viable

solutions to this complicated situation.

Endnotes
the. chapter is based on portion.. of the AtithtPe% 414k-fond de,sertation (Applied tin-

Kuistks. UCLA) for more information see Rader (14$2a) tattier versions of this paper
benefited tram the constructive criticism of Russ Campbell. Frances ffintifons, Harold Levine,
and t Win-gm 'stew art

the foreign to problem" is math something of a misnomer. since some foreign T As

are native speakers ot Ingle.h- whether from the United Kingdom, New Zealand. Canada,
Australia. or other iinintries Therefore. although several chapters in the collection refer to
"foreign 1 As or 'international 1 As." the phrase "non-native speaking TA," is perhaps more
ackurate floweter throughout this book, these terms will he used intentangrably
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Toward an Anthropology of the Classroom:
An &sat on Foreign Teaching Amistants and U.S. Students

FRANK PIALORSI

Sometimes, as with Isaac Newton and the apple, it pays to take a closer look
at what so many consider the obvious and especially at what is obvious

smpabout ourselves. The attempt here is to juxtapose universals of culture and
specific American cultural traits in order to provide insight into the behavior of
our young people. especially in the classroom setting, and to show teachers,
administrators. and TA trainers why some of this conduct may be problematic
to the uninitiated foreign teaching assistant.

This chapter is intended to describe the relationship of education to society
as well as the participants' roles in the education process. The title is derived
from Sol Tax's definition of anthropology as "an association of people who have
agreed to continue in communication with each other" (cited in Flyrnes 1972,
7i. Fir definition. at least for the duration of their professional relationship to
one another. U.S. students and foreign teaching assistants must agree to com-
municate.

In a continuing commitment to international education, U.S. universities
have paid increasing attention to the roles and varying performances of he
foreign TM they employ. These men and women, because of their impressive
academic backgrounds at home, have been selected by graduate committees to
instruct American undergraduates in fields ranging from linguistics to watershed
management. One of the more positive aspects of these appointments is that
the foreign TA often presents a different view and interpretation of the course
material, and takes an approach to the subject that U.S. academicians may not
have considered And, in the king run, such a professional arrangement pro-
vides the opportunity for international cross-communication among future
political, scientific, and academic leaders.

Some specific notable negative aspects have also surfaced. First, variation
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in the use ut I. nglish among t reign TAs interferes with student comprehension.
Problems such as a foreign "cent and non-native syntax are confusing to
American ,students. Second. a lack of understanding by the foreign TA of the
diversified U.S. education system or an unclear picture of the "anthropology"
of the .S. university classroom prevents effective teaching and learning. And
final's., a conflict of educational values between cultures often emerges.

the foreign TA, like. any foreign student coining to study at ars American
university, must undergo a process of acculturation in (rider to be effective in
the U.S. classroom. In other words, he or she must, to an as yet undetermined
degree, "become more like us" in order to function.

The most obvious manifestation of the acculturation process is learning the
target language. Cautious linguists question a remark such as "Jane is fluent in
five languages." To be truly fluent in a language. in addition to mastering the
phonology, morpilolgy, syntax, and even the semiology of that language, Jane
must become aware of its other aspects, such as the variations of idiolectthe
language behavior of an individual speakera task that causes agonies of
misunderstanding even among native speakers. She must be aware of social
stratification within certain language groups, as well as appropriate levels of
formality to suit the e've'nt or topic.

Much of the data on foreign TA.: and their students indicate that both
groups place great emphasis on the language problem. especially pmnuncia-
bon, without putting it in the totality of culture; however, many a non-native
speaker who "massacres" English, is still able to get his message across with
just the proper amount of candor, humor, or poignancy, because he has mas-
tered other characteristic. of the language and culture such as timing and jargon.
Perhaps most important, the listeners sense the acculturated non-native speak-
er's insight into their view of the world and their place in it.

When the foreign TA is introduced to the important concept of culture and
the need t6 csamme it, he or she finds that education, formal and informal, is
part of every culture. The task lies in identifying prominent universals.

At this point, we should develop a working definition of culture. There are
many sut h definitions. a few hundred in fact. E.S. Tylor's, for example, might
eftectiyelv dese rave the range of vanables a foreigner in a new culture must
confront:

Culture is that 1:iimple% whole winch includes knowledge, beliefs. art, morals.
tai ,ust.,m, and any othrr tapatninte. and habits acquired by moil as a member ut
4 Wt% t 147:

Another definition that is especially suitable for foreign TAs attempting to get
along with their American students is Keesing's statement that "cultwe is the
totality tit learned, socially transmitted behavior" (1958, 30).

With either of thew definitions in mind, the foreign TA should consider
the necessity for a switching of cultural roles along with the switching of
languages ton successful teaching in a foreign university. 'The ability to assume
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a 4, iilturall alien persona is an important part of what we mean N. capacity for
language or overall ItOmmistik awl. competence. Like an actor the foreign TA
must assume the role of teacher

One charactenstic of education is its relationship to the social power base.
According to kneller (19S, 6t, the dominant group in a culture organizes the
system of education to maintain and strengthen its own position. Of course,
this power structure has been challenged many times, as in the 14bIls when the
.tudents, the educated elite. rebelled against "the system" in se ral countries.

A second charactenstic of education is that all cultures use rewards and
punishments to encourage learning and to correct aberrant behavior. The United
states, throughout its educational history. has been extreme in its use of one
or both of these devices at one time or another. But the subtle types of rewards
and punishment used tw adults or near-adults in unequal power discourse
situations, such as the college classroom. May diner widely from culture to
culture Foreign TAs need to be aware that American students may expect
praise for k (wrest answers and resent negative feedback that seems to them too
str,

A third notable characteristic is that in all societies, educators of every
nationalitc, intentionally or unintentionally, withhold crucial knowledge from
t hildren. young people, and 0-e uninitiated Ault learner. Foreign TM should
know that, in this society, such information may include facts about sex or
transgression... of historical figures_

Finally, and probably the greatest problem in education in every country,
is the hallenge of dealing and cooperating int::sgently with the inevitable
sok !kicultural changes taking place. Educators continue to argue about whether
or not we can or should actually use education to influence or control these
changes In the United States, our educators are vw.pected to be seekers and
explorers of knowledge. leader, in formulating the values and ideals of our
society and in working for its continual improvement. An important cross-
cultural question will be whether or not the foreign TA. on becoming a partic-
ipant in the process of American higher education, can assume this role.

As for differences among cultures, these are too numerous for listing.
Amencato culture.. for example is much less integrated than, say, that of the
Soviet 1 neon .here the needs of farming and industry are an integral part of
the educational too. We can compare the blurred lines between childrearing at
home and tthitattng at school that exist in the United States to the strict
iimpartmentaibeanon of education in Fran and Germany. As Metraux has

painted out 11%1. 125), because of the dear division of their responsibilities,
there is little need for communication between parents and teachers or social
katits trik1 teat hers in those two European countries.

In the " . on the other hand, a trend oi cooperation has developed
between the se hol and the home (e.g.. the yen existence of the and
the school and other social institutions. At the same time eve must remember
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that more than anus here else in the %odd. universities here have traditionally
reflected the social pluralism ot our twentieth century and have provided the
means for upward social mobthty

Atter developing an awareness of cultural di fterences and universals the
foreigner should become familiar with the conflicts within a given culture.
Nowhep. is culture-in-conflict more obvious than in the United States, where
opposing values coexist to a bewildering degree in the' eves of the foreigner,
especially one `Tom a tightly structured society such as Japan or China, or even
West Germany. (This same bewilderment is also faced by the native American
Indian who leaves the reservation to study at a southwestern university.) A
broad example of conflicting values comes from Knelle.:

c nside,- the value of AnFietitiyeness MM. ARS are constantly urged to gel ahead:
1r 4M1 is dIWAV% to win, always to get theft. first. always tel din to more rung on an

ensile...ladder of prosper". and success . The American is Aso pulled by contrary
caiues, stash as that of group harmony and cooperation 0965, 115).

The conflicting values of cooperaVan ani competition are ofWn painfully obvious
in college cliNsnwns, espoi-mIly during discussims of test gracie..-. lab report
score's, and cheating.

Let us focus on tiassroom behavior specifically to demonstrate the conflict
between the' epectations of teachers and ti e norms of behavioi It is important
for the foreign TA to know that U.S students have been told ewer and over to
be punctual or to be quiet when the teacher is talking. Since their elementary
school years, American students have been asked to raise their hands to signal
that they wished to speak r answer questions. In sports and games they learned
ti' pit.' Mir and to take turns; they also developed a strong sense of group
loyalty. t lowver, as Kneller concludes, there has been no guarantee that the
students ever absorbed these values as their own:

toil ?At tar, interfere. such as the special norms of the peer group, the unpodanty
tertam ttwhrs and perhaps parental apathy toward education (ibid., 119)

In class students at all grade levels often speak out .iithout being called on or
raising their hands. Jules Henry has described this permissiveness in its extrem-

it
(he estessicy intormalift of American schools stems from the teacher's

ut te.a 14, stablis a hear source of authority in the classroom. so that the children
an. onn unsure where tel draw the line in their behavior and whom precisely to heed,
whether the Leda her yr orw net their own number (19110. Z45-21161.

In college' ,Lissroonis. although the lecture format is common, this tendency
toward peTIT11Ss IV 4: ness often results in an interactive dialogue between students
and professors. either during or after the professor's presentation.

Amerw an students today do differ from past generations in some ways.
Their inannvr, sired num.s have been shaped steadily by the experiences and
last-changing life-styles of their parents and daily by the influences of their peer
groups, among whom a noticeable characteristic is in the choice of language
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style What we're outrageous obscenities rarely heard in mixed company twenty
years ago, are now commonly heard qualifiers, part of the informal and, mute
and more, of the. formal speech habits of both sexes, however blunted these
phrases are by overuse. Non-native speaking teachingassistants, whose English
instruction in their home countries probably did not include profanity, may be
puzzled or offended by :heir students' speech.

Most likely, the foreign TA will be surprised by much of the behavior of
the freshman undergraduates he encounters in his first teaching assignment.
It behooves us to attempt a further profile of the kind of student he might
expect to face in the classroom. Coming from the public high schools, students
are accustomed to teachers who have lost or given up a great deal of authority
in the classroom. Ideally, this loss of authority has been balanced by a kind of
teamwork for problem solvinga partnership between students and teacher,
However. critics of contemporary education, (e.g., Henry MO) exhort the
teacher to assume once again the authoritarian role of instructor and insist that
the boundaries of social distance be re-examined. Today. in many classroom
situations student.. are permitted to call teachers by their first names. This
practice, of course, is more common at the graduate school level, but it may be
surpnsing to foreign TAs from relatively formal educational backgrounds. In
addition, college teachers here are usually expected to be approachable both in
and out of the classroom.

Eximnence tells us that the class master, foreign or American, must main-
tain a delicate balance of discipline and permissiveness. If the instructor cannot
lead, the students, even those used to a higher degree of permissiveness,
become confused and anarchy results. On the other hand, if the instructor is
excessively autocratic, the students are likely to become resentful and attempt
to frustrate him.

What happens then in the university classroom? Because there is more at
stake prof. ssionally and financially, the professor does wield more power than
the typical high school teacher, in that the students' academic records have a
greater impact on their future careers. Not since they were read to by their
parents in their preschool days, do students in classrooms strive again to listen
so taretull In the lecture hall system, the social distance is wider between
lecturer and students, but considerably less than when their parents attended

In summary, recognizing that students' educational backgrounds are in
stunt' ways similar but in many ways different should facilitate the foreign TAs'
moos to communicate with and understand their U.S. students. Most impor-
tant, since this country has no national ministry of education, each community's
school district and, in fact, each school has a style or character in some ways
diftn.ot from any other. Although the media have created a great deal of
homogeneity nationwide, in each school setting one will find unique
approaches to teaching and learning along with individual definitions of the
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student and teacher roles. The foreign TA must be aware of the great variety
and elasticity of the American value system, thereby becoming more conscious
of and sensitive to the expectations that students bring to the university class-
room or lecture hall.
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Linguistic Competence. Communicative Needs,
and University Pedagogy:

Toward a Framenvrk for TA Training'

PETER A. SHAW
ELENA M. GARATE

This is a chapter which is more general than specific. It considers the
problem of designing a course for the orientation and training of interna-

IMMO tional teaching assistants in an American university. Explanatory and
illustrative details are drawn from the authors' experience in such a course at
the University of Southern California (USC).

This course is held in the month of August prior to the beginning of the
fall semester. The program is intensive, with thirty-six hours a week of class-
room activity accompanied by practical and cultural activities such as getting to
know the university and its surrounding neighborhood and becoming familiar
with the life and culture of Los Angeles. Instruction emphasizes language
(pronunciation, fluency, corrununicative competence). culture (American
undergraduate student behavior, the system of higher education in the United
States), and pedagogy (course and lesson planning, Classroom management
skills).

Linguistic and Communicative Competence
It will be argued here that a training course for international teaching

assistants is an instance of an ESP program: English for specific purposes. One
of the suppositions behind this view is the hope that the trainees arrive with a
good command of the grammatical, lexical, and semantic systems of the lan-
guage. That is. they have a general competence in the language. This, in fact,
has been the experience at USC: almost without exception, trainees pass the
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English placement test, which is given to all entering international students,
and they require no further EM. training as students. However, even that
statement is a little misleading: the same test is used for a# students and is
thereon, of necessity, a general test; the most realistic claim should be that the
trainee's general proficiency in English determines that no further ESL training
is required; his competence in English as a student of, say, physics, or as a
teacher of physics has not been assessed.

One can go further in some cases and add that trainees often have a general
communicative competence in that they can get along with native speakers in
most social situations and certain more specialized situations. lf, therefore, the
TA trainee is a limited speaker of English, beginning or intermediate ESL
student, then a different kind of course must be envisaged.

The general approach discussed Were is based on the broad goals laid out
in Figure 1. The term language skills here is equated with the ability to express
meanings; the TA trainee arrives with a general ability to say what he means.
The course will focus on his ability to express meanings in the content area he
will be dealing with. This is contrasted with what has to be done with the
language (communkative skills): managing the classroom, counseling students,
establishing an appropriate relationship, giving feedback, and communicating
information.

Expressing Meanings

This distinction may be expressed in the framework developed by Wilkins
(1977) and elaborated by van Ek (1976), Munby (1978), and others. Expressing
meanings involves concepts: the propositional content of what we have to say.
These meanings are sometimes referred to as ideational. Wilkins (1977) breaks
down this aspect of meaning in his semantico-grammatical categories, which
cover our perception of events, processes, states, and abstractions. These mean-

ings are expressed through the grammatical system of English (hence the name
of the categories). In attempting to convey our ideas, we select the appropriate
form. The semantico-grammatical categories include ttne, quantity, space, rela-
tional meaning, and deixis. Each category i. further subdivided. Space, for
example. is broken down into dimensions, locaiion and motion; quantity into
divided and undivided reference, numerals, and operations.

Thus, when a math TA fails to properly express the derivation of an
equation. or a physics TA cannot put into words the workings of a machine, or
an economics IA confuses the sequence of events, it is the semantico-gram-
matical system which is breaking down. The fault, and the repair, will corn-
monis- be at the sentence level or below: lexical choice to express multiplication;
the correct preposition to relate one part of the machine to another; the appro-
priate time expressions for sequencing events.
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Communicative Functions

The use to which language is put leads away from the consideration of
words, phrases, and sentences to a discussion of discourse. Sentences are put
together to perform a particular function (although, as we shall see below,
certain functionsdefining, for example---may be expressed by a single sen-
tence). These functions are classified by Wilkins into the categories of commu-
nicative function. They include judgment and evaluation, persuasion, argu-
ment, rational inquiry and exposition, personal emotions, and emotional rela-
tions.

It can now be seen how the two systems (the semantico-grammatical cate-
gories and the categories of communicative function) come together in the use
of language. One cannot suggest without suggesting something: a function
needs ideational content. Similarly, an action without some functional marker
is not a suggestion. The function may be overt, as when a TA says, "I suggest
we look at another example," or less explicit, as in "Why don't we look at
another example" or implied, as in "I wonder whether another Zmample might
not make it clearer." These are instances where function and form have a
reasonably clear relationship: one sentence to one function, one function to one
sentence. However, this is nut always the case. One sentence may express more
than one function; one function may be realized over a stretch of discourse.

Instances of the latter can be found in the category of rational inquiry and
expositio' which includes:

implicattim. deduction, supposition. conjecture, assumption, proposition, hypothesis,
substantsatum. ventication. Mstificalion, proof. conclusion, demonstration, condition,
consequence. result. inference, illustration, corollary, presupposition, interpirtation,
explanation. definition. eliemplificahon, concession, purpose, cause, reason, classifica-
tion. comparison. contrast. (and) generalization (Wilkins 1977. 53).

While some of these items will be localized in the discourse (giving an example
or stating a presupposition), others will be realized over a considerable stretch
(giving a classification, presenting a hypothesis). Thus, as suggested above,
certain such functionsdefinition again being the best exampleran be expressed
in a single sentence ("The atomicity of an element is the number of atoms
contained in one molecule of the element"), but most will involve a stretch of
discourse. Again, classifying would be an example.

When an international TA develops a function over an extended stretch of
language. breakdowns which take place may be much harder to prescribe and
treat. Not the use of one word or phrase, not the construction of a particular
sentence, but the whole design of the discourse may be at fault. This point will
have interesting consequences for the design of a TA training course.

In summary, then, the language syllabus for the course will have two
components, ideational meanings and functions, each appearing in a number
of speech situations (see Figure 2). Although all situations will be covered, the
pret,ontation of information will obviously receive the greatest attention.
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Comm:mu-abort Across Culture's

Finally. having analyted the notion of communicative competence to some
extent, we must examine the issue of communication across cultures. The crucial
question concerns the means by which adequate communication with native
speakers of another language is achieved (the ends of such communication
having been roughly specified above in Figure 2). The situation here can be
made to look very unpromising, given the problems depicted in Figure 3:
The mismatch underlying the situation can be expressed in three equations:

I in general, the TA's expectations of what happens in a university class-
room do not match those of the students;
2. in particular, the TA's imported standards, that is what he thinks he can
expect from the students, do not match the students' capabilities;
3. in particular, the students' standards, that is what they think they can
expect from the TA, do not match the TA's capabilities.

These equations can be exemplified as follows.
First, in the TA's home situation, college students probably do not interrupt

or ask questions during a lecture; in fact, to do so might lead to loss of face, as
indications of Lick of comprehension are a sign of weakness which is not
normally displayed. The American student, on the other hand, is used to a
situation where requests for clarification, repetition, and so on are quite com-
mon and where questions by students are welcomed. When the international
TA first encounters this practice, the interruptions may be misinterpreted (as
disruptive, hostile, or disrespectful), while the students may not understand
his inability and apparent unwillingness to deal with their questions. This kind
of mismatch in expectations can lead to severe breakdowns in communication.

Second. a physics or an economics TA may be entirely unprepared for the
student,' low level of ability in mathematics. tie makes assumptions about the
students' prior knowledge based on what students can do in his oe n country
and. as a result, students cannot follow the lecture.

Finally, students come to expect a procedure in which a concept, while
mewing J formal definition (often dictated or written on the blackboard), is
further illuminated with informal restatements and illustrations related to their
own culture and interests. When some or all these elements are lacking in
presentations by international TAs, the studei its express difficulty in following
and underaanding the lesson.

Can the skills needed for adequate communication with the native speakers
of another language be taught? One answer is given by Gumperz, Jupp, and
Roberts i icr79) in an introductory pamphlet that accompanies the BBC film
"Crosstalk,- which deals with issues of cross-cultural communication:

A Kltt prim pie is that individuals annot Iv taught hi communicate effectively acne."
kulture,. it is 41 nnething that the'" must learn for thenrrhes. Mery is no single method
a ha h l' mete tan datithaV and no set of rules which they can simply put into practice
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bet 414m! the 'A" language is used has to take account of sit many vanabies Every piece
ot Would cUITUTIUM4tlitil depends on the response and feedback which parhopantsr pect
from each other and every user cit the language has to develop his own strategies for
tnterpretmg and responding appropnately

From this, it is a short and obvious step to the principle (which is pursued
here) that an ESP course must be built around a central core of activity in which
the second language learner actually performs the tasks associated with his
specific purpose, either in a real or a simulated context. In this case, the trainee
must teach. The implications of this idea are pursued below.

This is not to suggest, of course, that the TA trainee's expectations and
capabilities will not receive attention. In the former, information about the target
culture as a whole and, specifically, the system of education must be forthcom-
ing. In the latter, discussion of practice in planning, evaluation, materials prep-
aration, and so on must be provided.

ESP: English for Specific Purposes
It was claimed earlier that an international TA training course is a case of

an ESP program, and some of the features of such a program were mentioned.
This section deals with the issue of planning and executing such a course. These
steps involve a geoeral consideration of needs analysis and program develop-
ment (although examples will be drawn from TA training).

Mackay and Ilosquet (1981) suggest three broad stages: (1) the pre-program
development stage, (2) the program development stage, and (3) the stage of
program maintenancea quality control stage. The pre-program development
stage is characterized as a period of consultation and decision making. Typically,
a problem is isolated and a commitment is made to take action to remedy the
situation. The outcome is an expression of that commitment in the form of a
rationale and the disssemination of that rationale to all the parties concerned.
The details of this phase will generally be the same in any university situation:
the increasing number of international TAs together with pressure from com-
plaining students and concerned faculty will cause deliberations to begin over
what action to take.

The program development stage is broken down into a number of phases.
The first is an information-gathering phase, when interviews are conducted,
questionnaires distributed, and classes are visited. This process provides the
necessary information for the second phase: the specification of goals. Once
realistic objectives have been set, the production phase can be initiated. This
procedure involves the selection of language items, pedagogic. activities, and
other materials that will form the syllabus. Once assembled, these are broken
down into teaching units, and appropriate classroom procedures to implement
them are established.

These steps lead to a teacher training phase, which in this case was espe-
cially interesting as it largely consisted of establishing a dialogue between
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expenenc tt I st tea' hers who needed to know something about educational
theory and practice in general and college-level pedagogy in particular, and
experienced educators who were interested in knowing about the language and
communication problems anticipated in the trainees. It should be stressed,
perhaps, that the program designed in the process was never envisaged as the
simultaneous implementation of two separate courses: an advanced ESL class
and a teacher training course. On the contrary, the course design was intended
to integrate the two foci as fully as possible.

One of the consequences of this decision can be seen in the production
phase. The use of conventional ESL materials and textbooks was precluded by
the decision h integrate the course as fully as possible. Thus it was necessary
to find as many relevant samples of language in use as possible and to devise
worksheets and ether materials to accompany them. Much of the input material
for the course therefore consisted of videotapes and films of teaching, counsel-
ing, and other aspects of the trainees' target activity. Where gaps in the available
materials were identified, live demonstrations by the trainers were planned.

I he final phase of the program development stage is the trial phase. Mackay
andlitisquet (1981) recommend that materials be taught under such conditions
that their elle% toe. eness can be determined and changes made. While this process
was attempted as an on-going activity during the course, the nature of our
program (an intensive one -month assault) made this sort of evaluation very
difficult to implement. Instead, the materials and activities are assessed in detail
by all concerned at the end of the course and modifications are carried out
before the following session begins. For this reason, the trial phase in this
program coincided with stage threethe quality control stage --and cannot be

insidered a separate exercise.
In the +41111-e way, to return to the information-gathering phase, it is difficult

to incorporate' the trainees' own desires and perceived needs except in an ad
hoc way. The trainees enter the country as little as 24 hours before the course
begins; needs are therefore assessed on the basis of information gleaned from
international TAs already here. Thus, where Mackay and Bosquet distinguish
between tour kinds of needs (future' hypothetical needs, teacher-mated needs,
student desires, and real, current needs), a course such as ours must estimate
what the real current needs will be and supplement them wherever possible
with the students' fie.. the foreign TAN') desires.

!he work tot Mackay and Bosquet draws on that of Munhv (1978), whose
ommumeative Needs Processor is the most ambitious and detailed needs

assessment instrument available'. It is presented here, not as a model to be
followed, but to underline' some of the points made in the introduction as to
what possible a oniponnts should at least be considered in a needs analysis.

Nlunby s C Ommume Aire rrniessor has nine parameters, each of
which raises questions to be answered in determining the objectives of a training
program.
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1 The participant what relevant information can be gained about the
trainer' In this ease, what is his mother tongue, country of origin, field of
study, ett
2. Purposive domain: what content will be taught and what kind of teaching
(lecture, lab, etc.) and other activities (e.g., counseling) are involved?
1. Setting: will teaching occur in a classroom, a lab, an amphitheater, an
office, or the campus in general?
4. Interaction: what are the students like and how will they expect to interact
with the TA?
5 Instrumentality: What medium is used (spoken or written) and in what
mode and channel (lecture or discursive or interactive mode; face-to-face
channel)?
h. Dialect: what are the characteristics of standard American academic
dialect?
7. Target level: how dear, fluent, and error-free must the trainees' speech
be?
8 Csrmunicative event: can the functions involved be specified and matched
witIrthe subject matter?
9. Communicative key: how formal or informal, serious or frivolous, etc.,
should the trainee be?

This is not the place for a detailed consideration of these parameters. Clearly,
they constitute a formidable battery for establishing objectives. They are raised
here as issues to be addressed in designing a training program for foreign TM.

In the next section, we turn to the issue of classroom activities and, in
particular. to the setting up of a cycle of events which will attack the problem
of training someone! to communicate more effectively across cultures. Again,
the point is repeated that this is not a question of selecting suitable materials or
a textbook; it is a question of establishing and following certain procedures.
Such procedures can lead to successful communication.

Three Steps to Successful Communication
1hr three steps to successful communication proposed by Gumperz (e.g.,

in Gumperz. him,. and Roberts, 1979) are perception, acceptance, and repair.
All three are necessary conditions to successful communication and none is
sufficient by itself While' all are by no means easy, different TAs have problems
with different steps. as the work of Linda and Perry (this volume) at Minnesota
has shown. Certain trainee4- fortunately, they seem to be a small minority
never achieve the first step. In other words, they never see that there is not
complete understanding on both sides. Gumperz's model would predict that
sue h trainee's will not make noticeabke improvements in their teaching and will
take the first opportunity to leave! teaching (becoming research assistants or the
hke' having had an uncomfortable experience in the classroom.
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Others achieve the first step, but do not accept any responsibility for
communication breakdown, blaming the student's for lack of attention, lack of
intelligence, or insuthcient background knowledge of the subject. Again, the
model predicts an uncomfortable, relatively unsuccessful, and often short-lived
career tor such TA trainees.

Most trainees achieve the first two steps, however. The most successful,
we predict, are those who can take the third step and modify the'r behavior
according to feedback and advice from trainers and students. However, such
responses to the trainee are of link, value unless he or she is open to advice
because the first two steps have been achieved. We now examine these three
steps in more' detail.

Pert r
This stage' involves a statement from the trainee to the effect that:
l an we that the tmmunitation imoliang me and this group G. tt student.. has not been
..iltueit mitt es.4o1

Repetitions of this expenence then lead to a general perception:
xtc ittmpt. t.. tt.tnmtsnaate with Amyru4s1 students in the classroom are not always
.44444....fuj .

[his step can be achieved in various ways, which arise from the central com-
ponent of the (-;SC' course. a sequence of teaching assignments in which trainees
receive immediate teedback from the audience (American undergraduates) and
delayed feedback by myiewing a videotape of their teaching with an instructor.
!he first possibility is that the trainee realizes from the behavior of the students
in class during a teaching, assignment that communication is breaking down.
This is most likely to happen if the students are participating to a noticeable
degree. the second possibility arises during the feedback session immediately
hallowing the teaching assignment; it involves the students explaining what
they did not understand and the trainee perceiving that the communication
was, to some' degree. unsuccessful. The third possibility comes in reviewing
the videotape as the trainer draws the' trainee's attention to points in the tape
where communication broke down and the trainee recognizes that that was, in
tact, the case.

We' would predict that, initially, the latter two possibilities are more likely
than the first f lowerer, for a trainee who achieves the perception step early in
the course by the first method, we would predict a rapid advancement in
ummunication and pedagogic skills and a good chance of success as a TA. The

second and third in combination are often a powerful means of effecting the
perception step. that is, the trainee is dubious about the students' claims not to
have understood but can later be shown evide rice in the videotape of exactly
how and why the breakdown took place. The combination of all three types of
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realization, though extremely rare because of some trainees' unwillingness to
allow students to participate in the class, is clearly the most effective break-
through.

Acceptance

This prucAs involves a statement from a trainee to the effect that:

A breakdown en cemmunitation has occurred between the students and myself. I accrpt
that tad and t further accept that a deficiency or deficiencies in my zommunicnion skills
brought about the breakdown.

Repetitions of the experiences of Pemption and Acceptance in individual instances
leads to a general Acceptance to the effect that

Unless I unprove my communicabon skills. commumcatum breakdown will continue to
occur in my classes.

The second step thus makes way for the third. However, the implications of
acceptance will not have escaped the reader. It is not easy for a mature individual
who has considerable knowledge and expertise in his field and who may have
been a respected teacher in his own country to acknowledge such a gap in his
professional capabilities. This step suggests confrontation, conflict, and loss of
face. One dearly does not want to urge TA trainees to such lengths unless they
are necessary: but necessar ii, what we consider them to be.

It is not sufficient simply to inform international TAs that American stu-
dents and American universities are different from those they encountered in
their own country. They must find out for themselves; perhaps the biggest
strength of the kind of course advocated here is that the confrontation necessary
to effect the acceptance step is allowed to happen in the course, where it can
be carefully monitored and contained, rather than in the real world. For in the
real world, as we know, such confrontations can lead to complaints, poor
evaluations, feelings of resentment and even, occasionally, to entire classes
arriving in the department office to complain. The acceptance step is often a
shock and man!' international TM resist it for a considerable period of time.
Yet, as mentioned above, we predict much greater success for those who make
it. and especially for those who make it early.

Repair

The repair step essentially involves five elements. In the first, the TA asks
for and is supplied with relevant information about the background, nature,
expectations, and skill levels of American students as well as information about
the high school and college educational system. Activities range from talks,
lectures and discussions, simulations, films, exhibits (from high school year-
books to student newspapers), to visits and contact with American students.
second, the TA asks for and is supplied with relevant information about the
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cultural background of the situation he will have to deal with- the general culture
of the area in this caw. I cis Angeles and Southern California) and the subculture
of the university: the foothill team, fraternity houses, and soon. Third, remedial
language work is given, either on a group or an individual basis as needed in
the a ppre 'Mate area. These are several possibleareas on which to focus, depending
on the l'As'

Pronunciation is a problem with high visibilityTAs often regard it as their
highest pnonty in terms of language rmediation. Students frequently cite it as
the biggest obstacle to understanding. With TA from certain countries (India
is perhaps the best example), pronunciation problems mar what is otherwise
highly proficient speech.

Stress and intonation can cause problems at the level of theword but more
difficult to repair are sentence intonation contours borrowed from the mother
tongue and used for the same purposes as in the mother tongue. (See the
chapter by Zukowski Faust, this volume, for further...discussion of this point.)
The work of Montgomery (197ti) at the University of Birmingham has shown
how imp Pnant intonation is in dividing up the different subsections of a lecture.
In general, intonation is important in English for indicating the relationship of
one item of discourse to another.

Vocabulary and word choice are involved because breakdown in commu-
nication is often not a sudden and abrupt phenomenon where a teacher pro-
duces a sentence and the students say: "We don't understand." It is often a
gradual process, where slips in pronunciation combined with inappropriate
lexical choice over a stretch of discourse lead to the students finally giving up,
but being unable to pinpoint the precise problem. (It is like a slipping vertical
hold on the television; if it slips once every five minutes, we can tolerate it;
every two minutes becomes uncomfortable and every 20 or 31) seconds is intol-
erable. and we get out of our chair to adjust the set.) Fur example, a TA trainee
began a lecture on the AC motor by remarking that "It is very stout," meaning

or rehalq. No one tnought this worth challenging at the time, but it
turned out to be the first of a series of small misunderstandings, whose cumu-
lative effect was 61 destroy the whole presentation.

Sentence structure, is important because, while the course can focus on
sentence-level representations of functions, such as defining or exemplifying,
it obviously cannot teach the entire grammar of English. 1 lowever, the appear-
ance of tr.kturd relative clauses or misused pronouns may be repaired by
individual or group 'mediation.

Discourse structure is also involved. In a situation where TA, are asked to
prepare a detailed lesson plan, it is often easy to point out when and how the
language, tails to properly represent what has been planned.

Paralinguistic features such as eye contact, gestures, and so on are brought
up much more by students in the training program than are syntactic or dis-
coursal errors (which have to be caught in videotape reviews with instructors).
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Students often have strong feelings about teachers who avoid eve contact or
make inappropriate. gestures

Fourth, remedial pedogogy involves repAinng various aspects of the train-

ee's teaching style. These can range from the selection of examples (aspects of

content), and handling questions and interruptions (aspectsof classroom man-

agement) to structuring a presentation (aspects of the effective transmission of
information). An exampk of the latter was seen when a TA discussed a machine

by spending several minutes silently drawing the whole thing on the black-
board. f le then attempted to explain how it worked. The students' preference

was clearly for a synthetic approach, with each part of the machine being
presented. first in isolation and then in relation to the whole.

Finally, remedial language work and pedagogy come together in an inter-

esting way when language deficiencies which can realistically only be remedied
in the long run (if ever) can be compensated for by certain pedagogic strategies.

Two examples can be offered, both related to the of the blackboard, specif-

ically its organisation.
rhe normal blackboard procedure is to start somewhere, usually the top,

left hand corner, and work across the board. When it is crowded or full, erasing
makes further writing possible. The blackboard is of tremendous importance to

international IA.. We therefore recommend to them that at the beginning of
each class they draw two vertical lines, dividing off about one quarter of the

space at the two ends. The left-hand space is used to layout the lesson plan:
The TA lists the points to be covered, thus compensating in advance for defi-

ciencies in the discourse structure which render the organization of the lesson
less than transparent. The right hand section is used for writing technical terms

to be used. As each term is used for the first time, it is written on the board. It
then remains there for the rest of the class so that the TA can gesture to it
whenever the' word is used. This strategy compensates for any deficiency in
pronunciation which makes unknown or unfamiliar words hard to interpret.
The middle section of the blackboard is used for diagrams and other work which
can be erased; the two end sections are never erased during the class.

Repair take's place in two ways. The first is spontaneous and arises during

and immediately after a teaching assignment. When the TA is giving even a
short ten- minute presentation to a group of American students, the feedback
tranging from puzikd frowns to questions, requests for repetition to cries of
frustration) can cause the TA to modify his behavior then and there. In the
strut turgid feedhac k session immediately following the practice teaching ses-
sion, this spontaneous feedbat k is more clearly articulated and detailed.

he wcond source of repair involves the trainer. On the individual level,
the instrut for reviews the videotapes with trainee privately and pulls together
the various &Ted% of the spontaneous feedback, providing additional com-
ments In this situation, the trainee is usually more comfortable about respond -

ing and considering what kind of repair is needed. On a group level, the trainer
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reviews the feedback being given to thegroup as a whole and devises activities
which will benefit most. if not all, the TAs.

The Course Model

The course model (presented in Figure si is divided into three phases:
activities which take place before, during, and after the course. These distinc-
tions are not absolute in that certain pre-course activities may leak into the
beginning of the course (establishing the background of the participants, for
example) and certain course activities continue after it has finished and the
trainee has entered the real world (aspects of feedback and associated repair,
for instance). Finally, the post-course activities run into pre-course activities for
the next course and the procedure becomes a cycle.

Pre-course Activities

The pre-course profile is drawn from what was said above about ESP course
design. the onginal motivation for the establishment of such a course came
from an outbreak of letters of complaint in the student newspaper: To this can
be added interviews with students and a sampling of comments from student
evaluations, where these are available. While useful in throwing light on the
situation in general (and certainly sampling the emotions involved), these find-
ings can be disappointing in that studentsare often not able to specify problems
beyond poor pronunciation or a general inability to speak the language: "X just
can't speak English," "I can't understand a word Y says," and so on.

A second area of activity involves visiting classes taught by international
TAs currently involved in instnittion. Such observations not only p.ovide the
investigator with ideas about what problems are involved but can also lead to
fruitful interviews with both the TA and the students in the class. In particular,
much more detailed information can be garnered from the students because
they and the investigator have a common point of reference, namely the class
they have both just experienced. Interviews with the TA are particularly helpful
in establishing the kinds of cultural and educational information they would
have liked to have had before beginning their teaching in an American univer-
sity.

These activities can take place some time before the course is given. A third
pm-course step is to examine the participants in terms of their linguistic, edu-
o ational, and L ultural background. To be at all complete, this analysis obviously
requires a degree of knowledge' that even a team of investigatorscould not have
access to. Linguists know a god deal about those differences between English
and other languages which tend to interfere in performance. However, this
knowledge is usually phonological (speakers of Farsi confuse IV! and /w/ in
English, for example) or syntactk (speakers of Japanese omit articles, for instance)
rather than semantic or discoursal. Further, one would not wish to suggest that
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Figure 4. A model for a training course for international teaching assistants
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a successful international TA training course depends on the course planners
.end trainers being steeped in knowledge about educational theory and practice
in other countries.

In general, the knowledge of the trainee's home educational system together
with its culturally determined features will be acquired a posteriori. The more
one trains international TAs from various countries, the more one can predict
these areas of interference. The experienced trainer will scan the list of countries
represented in a particular group of trainees and know what kinds of
cultural, and educational problems will have to be dealt with. However, we
should not depend entirely on this knowledge; it is very easy for stereotypes
to be established. Some element of a priori analysis can be achieved by asking
trainee's to nominate aspects of their home educational and cultural experiences
which are most different from the host system. This may be accompanied in
the first days of the course by the presentation of relevant aspects of that system.
I lowever. this procedure calls for considerable self-knowledge and awareness
on the part of the trainee, which may not be available. It may be much later in
the course before he is ready to make the necessary comparisons.

'the fourth pr -cours activity involves finding out exactly what it is that
l'As dcv in different departments. Survey questionnaires, class visits, interviews
with department 4 hairpersons and experienced American TM are all helpful in
finding out precisely what is involved. While there is clearly a general element
in the training course. the specific skills needed to run a lab course, handle
discussion groups. or give supplementary lectures are equally important.

Course Achy:ties

the course mode! is based directly on these pre-cours activities. Three
areas have been defined and fleshed out: the identification and diagnosis of
problems, the necessary cultural and educational information and awareness,
and the communication profile. The first of these is the least well-defined and
will be constantly reassessed during the course, because the probleMs of indi-
vidual IA.- cannot be accurately predicted from their background; teaching
depends so much on individual personality and the way in which that person-
ality interacts with a new environment.

he nature of the second component, on the other hand. remains much
more e (111%tailt the films, materials, and activities which convey this informa-
tion and raise awareness 4.10 not requiree drastic- modification from one course
to the nest or one TA to the nest. Similarly, the communication profile does
not change during the' course although, as the model shows. itmay be amended
on the basis of what is discovered during follow-up activities between courses.
I he communication profile lists two sets of items: the tasks required of the TA
and the language and communication skills needed to fulfill them. Two course
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components are constructed from these data: the planning and materials prep-

aration protects and he pre teaching cycle.

To take an illustrative example of the latter, the trainees are given a teaching

assignment based on one of the language functions identified in the pre-course

research: define a significant (but not ccanplex) concept or term from your field.

The pre-teaching cycle offers a demonstrationof such a piece of teaching, either

on videotape or by a trainer. The linguistic and pedagogic realizations are
analyzed and rehearsed. Trainees then select their own concept and prepare

their mini - lesson. This then leads into the feedback and repair cycle discussed

above.
These classroom activities are supported by five projects, which also involve

trainees making contact with their department and inspecting materials such

as course syllabi, textbooks, and examinations. For the first project. the TA

obtains the course outline, syllabus, and textbook provided by the professor
andior department of the course be will teach. The TA completes a calendar for

the semester including the first meeting for the course, the assignments, holi-

days that could conflict with assignments, and the TA's personal class schedule.

The TA writes behavioral objectives for each unit in the course. The second

project involves a unit plan. The TA outlines each dass period within a given

unit. Behavioral objectives are clarified at this point. This is followed by a testing

project in which the TA writes test items for a given unit. Lecture and class

discussion provide the TA with an overview of testing/evaluation theory, sam-

ple tests, and appropriate testing devices. The fourth project involves lesson
planning. The TA writes a lesson plan for three consecutive dasses. Attention

is paid to time constraints, sequencing, teacheristudent activities, classroom

organization, and variation of teaching style. The final project calls for the
planning and production of a visual aid for use in one of the planned lessons

or in a teaching assignment.

Post-course Activities
Finally, the model calls for the trainees to be followed into the real world

of university teaching. Debriefing should take place at several points; immedi-

ately after the course, after one semester, after one year. At each point, the
trainees' perceptions of what they wanted from the course and what was most

valuable change perceptibly, although the teaching-feedback cycle is -always

regarded as the most significant and valuable part of the course. Observation

of trainees in action is useful, not only for the trainees, who are given further

support and help in their teaching, but also for the trainer, who is constantly

reevaluating and redesigning the course.
This model is only one of a number of viable approaches to the training of

international teaching assistants in American universities. It has proved a fruit-

ful and stimulating basis for training activities. In the long run, one of the most
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useful features is the capacity to incorporate change both during the course and
between one course and the next, as our knowledge of the nature of the problem
and of pmsible solutions increases.

Endnotes
1. Portions of this chapter were presented at the Annual CATFSOL State Conference inSan Diego (Cheney -Rice, Garate, and Shaw 1980a), and the Annual NAFSA Conference in St.Louis (Cheney-Rice, Carafe, and Shaw PACO.
2. Of course. unsuccessful communication is seldom entirely ow-sided. For a discussionof the students' rule in the foreign TA problem, see Bailey's paper, -A Typology of TeachingAssistant" (this volume).
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.1 Stinet. of Training Programs for. Foreign Teaching
Atsistants in American Universities'

NINA J. TuRrrz

In the fall of 1982, fifteen universities were surveyed which now have, or
have had, programs designed to upgrade the language, cultural sophisti-

c cation, and teaching skills of foreign TAs. The purpose of the survey was to

find out how the programs were set up, what their objectives were, and how
they had been received, in order that institutions considering the establishment

of such programs might benefit from this knowledge. In this chapter, the
findings of the survey are summarized.

Institutional Responses
The fifteen institutions listed in Appendix A were identified from a mailing

list of people interested in non-native speaking teaching assistants.= In all,
questionnaires were sent to approximately forty institutions. Twenty-five insti-
tutions (h3 percent) returned the questionnaire; of these seven had no program
and anticipated none in the future, and four had no program but anticipated
the need for one. The names and addresses of the contact persons who responded
to the questionnaire are given in Appendix A.

The foreign TA training programs at the remaining fifteen institutions can
be divided into two basic types: the seminar-type and the orientation type. The
seminar-type program meets throughout the term for a given number of hours
per week the orientation-type meets for a short period of time prior to the

begmmng of the toreign TA's first term.
Twelve responding institutions offer seminar-type training programs. Two

of these, however, have been discontinued: that of the University of California

at lirkelev. because of insufficient enrollment and lack of support from the
departments involved, and that of the University of Houston, because of lack
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of funding All of the programs run for one term---a semester or a quarter--
with the est ertuth of the t tregon state program, which runs for one year.

Only three institutions responding to the survey offer orientation-type
programs. These vary in length from one and a half weeks to three weeks and
otter from nine to ninety instructional hours. (See Table I.) 1.11 of the training
programs of both types are relatively new. The oldest is that at the University
err Calitomia at Berkeley (since discontinued), established in 1976, while the
newest among the responding schools are those at Stanford University and
Northeastern University, both established in 19142.

Table I. (*frier:ration programs. Length and total instructional hours

Pricigram

Comet!
\ortheastern
Texas tech

Length of program

Iwo weeks
Fight days
Three weeks

Total haws 0-1'
instruction

10

(ntiereported)

Direction, Staffing, and Funding

There Is consuJerahle vanatson in the direction and staffing of the foreign
IA training programs. Seven are directed and staffed by the university's English
as a Foreign language (FF1.) program alone; five by the EFL program in con-
iunction with another part of the university; and two by offices of instructional
development. (See Table 2.)

Table 2 1 free tion and !darting

Pro warn Source of staffirs

Anton.' state

t t lierttelet
1.1 fiat is
t t o% Angeles
tt.+usttin
IIlinots ,it

hampaign L than.*
Indiana
tannest .ta
rho,
tregori state

l'ennst tania state
srantord

'melt*
wthastern

t'A.P. t t4. h

I nglt.h skills Program and Communications Department under the
auspices of the Program for Eacultv Devektpment
ISE DeNrtment
reaching Resources C enter
U.St Department
I'd Department
I )1% 'soon of

English Language Improvement Program. Department of Lingutstics
Ust. Program (Linguistics Department,
thou Program of Intensive English

!rearm tional Development Center
C. enter for t.'tI.
I ng,ip.h for Foreign Students and Center for teat htng and Learning
Intensive English Program
1 ogimh anguage C enter and Office of learning Reourtes
1%01 Program. Vert h and t ommuntcation Department, and Inter-
national Programs
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In most of the institutions responding to the survey, the program is pro-
vidd at no tout to the foreign graduate students enrolled, although in some

programs the foreign [As are required to cover their living expenses prior to

the term (Northeastern University) or to buymaterials (Ohio University). Fund-
ing is provided in a variety. of ways. In two cases, the EFL program alone covers

the costs of the program. In three others, the Office of Instructional Develop-
ment provides the funds. Other offices of the university provide the funding
for five pmgrams, and in two cases funding is provided by a grant. (See Table

1.!

Table' 1.14p*N tot tundoig

Program Source of funding

Anrona State,
Berkeley

LA. Davis
11 os Angeles

t Joni-aim
at

hampaigint ',tuna
lndiana
Minnesota
Ohio
ktergon state
PennsyKania state
Stanitirsf

sstnrii"
ssssrths44.terre`
it44 let h*
't *rental'', ,re IN ice'

nitersit Program tor fat ultv Development
Special grant ;stone not in.hiatedi
leaching Restlurces Center
Unice Ott Instructional Development (special irranrc-tumal improve-
ment tunds)
isourte not indicated)
1 I hvisum with some support from the School it lumatuties.Liberal
Arts and Sciences
I iiglish Language Improvement Program
Students' departments, 50'; Academie Affairs. ;

t /Imo PnNram of Intensive English
L ndergraduate and Graduate Studies
Prinst. I literal Arts. Graduate School
flu/nannies, and Scornum, Graduate. Studies

son Foundation
Pnnost's t.ttlice
Vise President for Academic Attain,

Hours of Instruction, Credit, and Participation

In the seminar pri.vgrams, the' number of hours of instruction per week
ark.% trawl one' to six. Approximately half of the seminar -type' programs offer

4. redo tine partit ipation. None of the orientation-type programs do, however.

(See Tabk. 4.1
Participation in the training programs is optional at the majority of insti-

tutions responding to the survey. although it is mandatory in three Caws.
l'artu imam may be limited to current TAs or to prospective TAs. or may
include both. as shown in Table' 5.

Obiectives and Materials

Priigrani obiet lives may include linguistic, cultural, and pedagogical goals,

as depicted in Table ft. The maiority of the programs responding to the survey
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Table 4. Credit and Hours of Instruct Ion in Seminar-1We Thvgranis

Pm Bram Credit Hours s' larbiutkor
Arizona State

UC' Berkeley
UC Davis
UC Uri Angeles
Houston

ItWnory at
Champaign Urbana
Indiana
ltinnesiaa
Ohio
Oregon State
Pennsylvania State
statni;rd

2 units discontinued
2 units
4 quarter units
(Discontinued)

None

None
None
2 units
None

units
2 units

2 classroom hours plus I
hour of individual
instruction as needed

3
2
4

3 classroom hours plus
individual consultations

2

3
3

1.3
4,5

2 classroom hours and
individual consultation*
as needed

Table 5. Prtwam partwrpotkIn

Prague. rasticipants Optionattnendatery
Aniuna State

UC Berkeley
UC Davis
CC l im Angeles

Houston
Illinois at
Champaign Urbana
Indiana

Minnesota

nun

Oregon State

liennsviv am.. State
stantord
Cornell'
tiorthra+iern*

leas It% h"

inrnioinn n pr pamrairt,

Current TM selected by their
-department chairmen or academic
advisers
Current TAs
Prospective TAs

Current TAs
*2 Other graduate students
3 AU others
Current TM
Current and prospective TM

Prospective TM with at least 550 TOEFL
score
Current and prospective TM

unent TM who have completed other
language training (with at least 78

Current TM nominated by their
departments

urrent TM with less than 250 TSE
C. orient and prospective TM
Current TAs (emolinwnt limited to 12)
All new international TAs who have not
been TAs in another program
Current TAs, prospective TAs it space is
available

0

0
0
0

M
0 (M fur physics TM)

0
0 (some departments
may require it)

U

0

M
0
0
M
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Table 6. Program *retires

TuRnz 47

harass LAWNS* Cullen ridagegY

Arizona State Yes Yes Yes

IX Berkeley Not specifically Some Yes

VC Davis Minimal Yes Yes

IX Los Angeles Yes Some Some

Houston Yes Yes Yes

Illinois at Yes No Yes

Champaign Urbana
Indiana Yes (Needs met by departments)

Minnesota Yes Yes Yes

Ohio Yes Yes Yes

Oregon State No Yes Yes

Pennsylvansa State Yes Yes Minima

Stanhird Yes Yes Yes

Comer Yes Yes Yes

Nordic-444mi" Yes Yes Yes

Texas Tech' Yes Yes Yes

*Vorientrtion trpr proluarn.

cover all three elements, including the orientation programs, which appear to
be not king enough to make a real difference in the participants' English pro-
ficiency. (See the chapter by Gaskill and Brinton in this volume for further
discussion of this point.)

In most of the programs, practice lessons taught by the participants are
videotaped for review by the TM. The University of Houston program requires
its TAs to tape, transcribe, and analyze an actual class session; Northeastern
University shows its participants videotapes of American teachers in cl:iss.
About half of the programs use a text or manual. The others either use teacher-
made materials or did not specify in the survey what materials were used. (See

Table 7.)

Responses to the Training Programs

Most responding institutions report a favorable reception to the training

programs by the foreign TM who parti.ipate. (See Table 8.) Departmental
reaction is generally good also, but there is little information on whether the
undergraduates, whose complaints provided the motivation to institute the
programs, are Satisfied. Only the questionnaire from Oregon State University

reported a response ("excellent") on the part of undergraduate students.
Since undergraduate input could be invaluable in developing and improv-

ing the training programs, and positive evaluations from undergraduate stu-
dents could be indicative of a program's success, it is important for those of us

who are involved in these programs to solicit students' input.' One program
which does this is that at Oregon StateUniversity. According to Dean Osterman,
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Table 7. Materials and activities used in TA training programs

hairadm Matariala and activities

Anzona State
LC Berkeley
LT Davis
LC Los Angeles
Houston
II Mom at
Champaigni Urbana
Indiana
Minnesota
Ohio
Oregon State
Pennsylvania State
Stanford

Cornell*
Northeastern'

Texas Tech*

torsistiori.ispr posilarps

Levine and Adelman, Beyond lingtioge; teacher-made materials
No materials specified
Parts of various texts on public speaking
Videotapimp role plays; Rodman, Pidgin- Snotkins
Videotaping; role plays; essays; discussions
Videotape's; discussions; rule plays; Rodman, Mir Spenksng

No materials specified
Videotape/4; various ESL materials in individual tutorial
Videotaping; Morley. linproving Spoke English, Vol I; TM' class texts
Necroteiching, c.agnetive maps, feedback. lectures
Videotape%
Videotaping; Keifer and Warner. Genktts 2:Ltnks; Fisher. Teaching at
Stanford
Videotaping
Videotaping; Aitken, Mangy for Foreign TM; Keller and Warner, Gme-
hes
Materials vary

Table 8. Response to the training program

Plsgrala Fartidpanb Deputises*
Arizona State
LC Berkeley
IV Dons
LX' [us Angeles
Houston
Mimeo at
Champaign Urbana
Indiana
Minnesota
Ofuo
Oregon State
Pennsylvania State
'.canton d
( omen'
tiortheastene
Ieus Tech'
.1),r0rftlAtuen tspr proKram.

Very good
Good
Great
(Not specified)
(Not specified)
Favorable

Mixed
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Favorable
Enthusiastic
Extremely good
Very favorable
Generally good

Good
Mixed
Mixed
(Not specified)
(Not specfied)
Favorable

Good
Favorable
Excellent
Excellent
Neutral
Enthusiastic
So-so
(Nut specified)
Enthusiastic

Director of Instructional and Faculty Development, undergraduates at OSU
have the opportunity to influence how their classes are taught via "small group
instructional diagnosis." Midway through the term, Osterman visits selected
classes and solicits reactions as to what the students like about the class as it
has been taught so far and what they would like changed. The class as a whole
must agree (bv vote) cm the final list of changes. Then Osterman meets privately
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with the TA to discuss his findings and to suggest what the TA might do to
improve.

Osterman reports that TAs (both foreign and American) tend to be rated
higher in these sessions if they have been through the Instructional Develop-
ment Center's training program. OSC undergraduates also fill out a standard
written evaluation of their TAs at the end of the term. According to Osterman,
there are again "significant differences," with TAs who participated in the
training program being rated more favorably than those who did not.

The value in small group instructional diagnosis lies in its positive approach.
It chats concrete suggestions for positive action during the semester, when
changes can still be effected. The Oregon State model might be a good one for
other universities to follow.

Conclusions
The findings of this admittedly limited survey seem to indicate that existing

foreign .1- A training programs are generally well received by both participants
and departments. However, cooperation and proper funding are essential if
such training programs are to succeed.

First, the various departments, institutes, andoffices of the university need
to work together to set up the program and ensure that those who need it
enroll. These offices include the graduate departments employing foreign TAs,
the administration, the EFL program. and other members of the university
community. such as the instructional development office.

Second, it must be recognized that it is in the interest of the university as
a whole to support programs whose goal it is to raise the standards of under-
graduate instruction. It the EFL program is expected to absenb the entire cost
of the training program, as in the case of the University of Houston, the program
may be diltild to tallow.

It is still too early to evaluate the actual effectiveness of foreign TA training
and orientation programs, but obiective evaluations of such programs are needed.
Thee- ee ill enable us to improve' the programs and their usefulness to the depart-
ments and the adminstration, and they will pniide institutions considering
such programs with evidence ot their value. Possible bases for suchevaluations
might include student evaluations of foreign TAs, statistics on courses and

t1011% dropped be undergraduates, measure's of student achievement,' par-
'pant and department evaluations, and follow-up evaluations later in the

foreign I As' tenure. I the paper be Linda and Perry in this volume provides
an example of one such long-term tollow-up evaluation )

Endnotes

I flit-. 'harter baed on the author pre...emotion at the fiegtonal Hvgton VIII
onteree held in t Jton %farvland. in fkienlber 1'042
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2 this computented mating tea is maintained bv Kathleen M. Badry. co-editor of this
t %flume Inquiries should hi...ern to her at the Monterey Institute of International Studies.

1 In nrsearih o onduc led at Ut I A tt linotoiss and Dailey 14441), freshmen rated randomly
ordered vicksitapeo of potential foreign teaching assistants folioed before and ater they had
completed a torts. -hour seminar-type course in oral communication. The undergraduate raters,
like a sample ot ESL teachers and TA trainers in an earlier study (thricitotstc, Bailey and Stern,
PIN. percents' statistically signiftcant improvement in the knvign TAB mat communication
skills in the post- treatment videotapes These findings suggest that pereeptible improvement
is possible in a relatively short pentad of time, but the authors note that since no control group
was available, the improvement cannot be attnbutril unambiguouslyto the foreign TA training
PreVarn

In a study conducted at the L'niversity of Minnesota, Keve also measured changes in the
evaluations of foreign teaching assistants by American students, following a forty-hour. ten-
week training course She concluded that "training did affect improvement in language
skills, teaching effectiveness, and miss- cultural awareness in the S. classroom setting"
i PRO. 2)

4 See lacobs and Friedman (forthcoming) for a companion of student achievement in
classes taught by foreign IA. and native English speaking TA.at Indiana Univetsity.

Appendix A. Contact people at the' responding mstituturns
semmar titre fifoicr4rn

Witham Acton, Assistant Protiseair. Dept of English. University of Houston, Houston, TX
77004, (711i

Richard R Net. Coordinator, English Language Improvement Program, Dept. of Linguistics,
Indiana Universits fllisinunghin. iN 474115. (812) 33541033.

H Douglas Drown, Director. Division of English as a Second Language, University of Illinois,
)I7 South Mathews, Urbana, IL 611401

Sandra C o' ambit Acting Director, University Program for Faculty Developtrwnt, A-I39 Ritter.
Arizona State University. Tempe, ra, 8SX', (102) litt746736.

Marton R Franck. Lecturer. Rtietnrici5ept.. Cnrversov of California. Davis. CA 95616.
Min Hinds. Director. Center fur ESL. A) Sparks Sodding, Pennsylvania State University.

Unit-emits- Park. PA Ite402; 01141$0-7365
Mark Linda, Director, English Program fur International Students. 152 Klaiber Court, 3230

'nth Avenue SF, Minrwapohs, Minnesota 5M55.
Larry L. I other, Director. Office of Instructional Deve4opment, 70 Powell Library. University

of C alitorma tors Angeles. CA 40024: (213) 825-5244
Mit. henry, Director. English for Foreign Students, Building 100. Stanford tinhvr-

%ay. manioc& CA q430i, (41;) 44,17-3113h
lune McKay ESL Cisirdinatur. 1-2241. University of Caltfornia, Berkeley, CA 94720;14151 h42-

(Iran t Osterman Director, Instructional and Faculty Development, Instructional Develop-
ment t enter. t hewn State Lniverote. Lon-AIN, Ortiont 47111, (5(111 7;4413;

Adelaide Its de l'amoro.. Director. (lino Program of Intensive English, 201 Gordy Hall. Ohio
nersit% Athens. O)i 4+701. ih14, 544-%34

tJt:. 'r1 t: re s:ra

rik I tieukenkaini, Ihre. tor Intrn.ice l ngle.h Program. Nforrill flail Cornell Unteenaty,
1-irr.;

Paul ( Krueger A....o.tant Dean I)ires.tor t ngttsh Language Center 20n &whirl 3b11
Ihmtington Avenue Briton. MA 0211'4, 01071 4r-24;-;

ft....-.1sn smith Director 1'411 Program. Dept cot Classical and Romance Language... rotas
De-o11 t nit er,iti I unocfc. rt -4404-4rs44
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.4 One -chat Morkihop in Oral Communication Skills

KATHLEEN M. BAILEY
FRANCES B. HINOFOTIS

This chapter describes a one-day workshop in oral communication skills
that was offered for international visiting scholars at the University of

sImi California at Los Angeles (UCLA). However, the activities outlined here
could be used in a brief orientation-type training program (Turitz, this volume)
for foreign teaching assistants where departments do not have financial support
fur longer seminar-type programs.

The workshop was offered on a trial basis by UCLA's Office of Instructional
Deekipment in conjunction with the FSI. Section. It was based on activities
used in a ten-week course in advanced oral communication (Hinofotis and
Bailey 1978) that had been developed in part to help foreign TAs improve their
English language communication skills. The workshop activities and the par-
ticipants' and leaders' reactions to them are discussed in some detail here so
that the may serve as a model for people interested in offering similar pro-
grams.

Participants
Workshop members volunteered to participate after learning about the

one-day program through their departments. The Office of Instructional Devel-
opment sent invitations to department chairpersons, who informed the visiting
scholars in their departments. In other words, attendance at this particular
workshop was not required though some participants may have been strongly
encouraged to attend by their host departments.

She workshop was attended by twelve scholars from seven different
countries trance. japan, South Korea, the Netherlands, West Germany, the
t 4 S R , and the People's Republic of China. Academicdisciplines of the group
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members included Dutch literature, computer science, anesthesiology, radiol-
ogy, English literature, geophysics, engineering, and immigration law. Thus
the participants represented a variety of interests and native language back-
grounds.

Work Shop Goals and Activities

The oral communication workshop had three main purposes:
1. to acquaint the visiting scholars with the characteristics of effective oral
communication in English;
2. to give the scholars guided practice in making oral presentations before
an audience and in responding to questions following the presentations;
3. to provide the scholars with both videotape feedback and the workshop
leaders' suggestions for improving their oral communication skills.

As these goals suggest, the workshop was intended primarily as a conscious-
ness-raising and information session, rather than as the only guidance the
participants would receive. (Obviously relatively little can be accomplished in
one day.) The activities described briefly below were planned in orderto achieve
these goals.

The workshop was held in a comfortable room at the UCLA Faculty Center.
Such a facility is ideal for this type of program because it typically has informal
furniture for the small-group and dyad activities, as well as tables, chairs, a
blackboard, and a podium for more formal presentations, and because of the
the available food services. On the day of the workshop, coffee breaks and a
luncheon allowed time for the visiting scholars to interact informally. Because
many of them found casual conversation somewhat difficult, these relaxed
periods proved useful.

At the beginning of the day's activities, each participant completed an
information sheet. (A copy of this form is given in Appendix A.) Among other
things, the scholars were asked to identify their own strengths and weaknesses
in English. Those areas most often cited as strong points included reading,
grammar, and technical or subject-specific vocabulary. Areas identifiedas need-
ing improvement were pronunciation, conversational skills, and the ability to
understand spoken English.

Four of the participants (one third) expressed a desire to increase their
vocabularies in the area of colloquial English. For this reason, an emphasis on
vocabulary and idioms was added to the day'S activities. Each time an idiom or
an apparently new vocabulary item was used and discussed, one of the work-
shop leaders noted the term or phrase. The collection of terms was later typed
With definitions and examples, This list was distributed to the participants when
the came to view their videotapes privateiy the next week.

After the information sheets had been completed the two facilitators intro-
duced each other and briefly outlined the day's program. These introductory
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remarks served the dual function of putting the participants at ease and pro-
viding them with models for the next activity: introducing one another.

.Fur the peer introductions, each participant was paired with a partner from
a different discipline and language background. The scholars spent five to ten
minutes interviewing their partners, making brief notes as needed on index
cards. Then each scholar stood before the group and introduced his partner.
This activity provided the participants with information about one another and
with an initial "public speaking" experience in which the focus of their talk was
not on their own ideas or experiences.

The introductions were followed by model presentations by the two work-
shop leaders. the same speech, which dealt with cultural differences, was given
twicefirst poorly and then well. (For a discussion of this activity in a foreign
TA training program, see Gaskill and Brinton, this volume.) The group dis-
cussed the good and bad presentations with one facilitator listing "do's" and
"don't's" on the blackboard as the participants identified the problems and
strengths of the two deliveries. Thus the scholars themselves, based un their
own experience as audience members, generated a list of behaviors to practice
Or avoid when speaking to an audience.

The next scheduled activity consisted of impromptu speeches. The plan
was fur each scholar to draw a topic (from a list prepared in advance) dealing
with culture in academe.. (See Appendix B for a list of such topics.) After one
minute of preparation, each participant would speak for three minutes on the
topic he had selected. Then the workshop leaders and other participants would
ask questions and comment immediately after each impromptu speech. How-
ever, because twelve visiting scholars attended the program, which had been
planned for ten participants. all the activities took longer than anticipated and
the three-minute impromptu speeches had to be cut from the program. In light
of this problem. such a workshop should probably be limited to ten participants

or ft,'Wer
billowing a one-hour lunch break, the afternoon session was devoted to

exteniporaneous speeches. Each scholar took about ten minutes to prepare a
five-minute talk explaining a concept or technical term from his area of special-
ization. The two workshop leaderscirculated and supplied vocabulary or gram-
mar help as needed. The scholars' presentations were professionally videotaped
so that they could see themselves later. This arrangement also freed the two
workshop leader,' from videotaping responsibilities to concentrate on evaluat-

ing the presentations.
As each scholar spoke, the two workshop leaders independently noted

pronunciation problems, grammatical and lexical errors, distracting nonverbal
behaviors. and apparent strengths in the scholars' oral English. These items
were noted on a checklist adapted from one used in the ten-week oral com-
munication course. (See Appendix C for a copy of the checklist.) Both leaders'
wntten comments we're given to the individual scholars when they viewed the
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sideiltdpV K Ith one of the workshop leaders dunng the following week. After
each extemporaneous speech. the workshop leaders and the other participants
asked questions about the topic.

Evaluati9n of the Workshop

At the end of the day -king program, the visiting scholars were asked to
complete a brief evaluation form. The items and the results are summarized in
Table 1. Those items dealing with the impromptu speeches have been deleted
from the evaluation since that activity had to be cancelled because of lack of
time Each scholar had the opportunity to add to or change his ratings on the
evaluation form after viewing the videotape of his extemporaneous speech.

Table I. 1'ft:ding scholars' evaluation of the workshiv in oral communication

Standard
Liken Kale lien

I the workshop was helpful to me.
2 The introductions helped me get to know my colleagues
i The demonstration specifies of good and poor speaking manners

were useful
4 the discussion of cultural aspects of oral communication was

useful and informative
(.wing my estemporaneous speech was good practice her me

ti The checklist we used helped me identity my strengths and weak-
nesses in oral communication in English.

7 1 isterung tel my colleagues' speeches was useful in helping me
see my own problems and strengths in oral communication.

M Answering questions from an audience is difficult for me
4 Answering questions from the group after giving my estempora-

mous speech was good practice for nie
If) thing videotaped made me nervous.
11 tieing videotaped was a good experience.
12 It will probably be useful to see myself on videotape.
13 1 would recommend this oral communication workshop to other

vi.cifing scholars at UCLA
14 1 he workshop leaders were helpful and well-orgartwed

Mean Deviation

4.42 .51
4.36 .81

4 27 .90

392 .79
4.25 62

4.17 .98

3 83 .72
2.73 1.19

4.tX1 .95
2.17 .72
3.83 .94
4.40 .52

4 h4 .50
4.42 51

scores were computed on a ficepoint scale 1 strongly disagree. 2 disagree, 4 -A agree,
strongly agree in 12)

Some conclusions can be drawn from these data. The respondents were
largely a confident group, although their English proficiency varied consider-
ably In general, the videotaping did not seem to bother them, nor did they
seem to experience much anxiety in answenng questions. However, responding
to questions from the audience generated the widest range of responses (as
shown by the standard deviation for Item S in Table 1), indicating a variety of
rya-turns among the visiting scholars on this point. The overall ratings of the
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program were high. with the leaders and the workshop in generalboth receiving
a mean score of 4.42 on a five-point scale. The participants all agreed or strongly
agreed (4.64) with the statement, "I would recommend the oral communication
workshop to other visiting scholars at UCLA."

The specific activities that were judged useful were seeing oneself on
videotape (4.40), introductions of colleagues (4.36), watching the demonstration
speeches (4.27), use of the checklist (4.17), and answering questions from the
audience (4.00). Activities that were judged to be less useful included the
discussion of cultural aspects of oral communication (3.92) and listening to one
another's extemporaneous speeches (3.83). There was also a variety of responses
to the statement, "Being videotaped was a good experience" (3.83).

The evaluation form also included four open-ended questions and a space
for optional comments:

1. What workshop activity helped you the most? Why?
2 What activity was least helpful? Why?
i. What are y.tur overall impressionsof the oral communication workshop?
4. What suggestions would you make for improving the workshop?

Most participants responded to the first two questions with positive comments;
negative comments centered on listening to other non-native speakers. General
overall impressions were unanimously positive. Suggestions for improvement
included expansion of the program, ideas about specific techniques, and more
interaction between course instructors and individual participants.

Based on these comments and the ratings given in Table 1, the leaders
agree that the demonstration speeches could be shortened without kiss of
effectiveness. that the workshop could be offered for scholars or teaching assis-
tants from specific fields, and that faculty members or students should be invited
to participate in the program as peer coaches or members of the audience.
Furthermore, any workshop of this sort should probably be limited to eight or
ten participants, which would allow each one more "talk-time" while also
permitting a wider variety of activities. In addition, the extemporaneous speeches

should 1w limited or presented as two groups to half-group audiences to prevent
restlessness and to maintain a high level of critical awareness.

Any discussion of the efficacy of such a program must also include budget
questions. The cost can be broken down into two main areas: media support
and facilities costs_ Media support includes the camera professional, videotapes,
and the rental of videotaping equipment. Facilities costs include mom rental
and food services. People planning similar workshops should also consider
workshop leaders' tees, where these sorts of activities are not part of their
regular instructional responsibilities.

It would be impossible to lodge the effectiveness of such a program accu-
rately without obtaining pre- and post-treatment videotapes and using a control
group that did not participate in the workshop. However, it is clear from the
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participants' reactions that the oral communication workshop had a high level
of face validity: the visiting scholars believed they were being helped. Because
none of the twelve participants had been videotaped before, that in itself was
a learning experience. They also seemed to.benefit from the individual consul-
tation time spent in reviewing their videotapes with them and in going over
the d'..ignostic points on the checklists filled out by the workshop leaders.

Concluding Remarks

International visiting scholars represent a vast and probably under-used
educational asset in U.S. universities. If a workshop such as the one described
here can help them gain the confidence to speak up and communicate more
with students and faculty members in their departments, the increased com-
munication could lead to a richer educational experience for the students and
faculty of the host institution as well as for the scholars themselves.

(his sort of oral communication workshop could also prove useful in ori-
ntation-type training sessions for foreign TAs, particularly in situations where
lack of time and financial resources will not permit longer programs. The
workshop could be offered on a departmental basis and be staffed by faculty
members charged with TA supervision, provided they themselves were fluent
speakers of English and effective teachers. Or workshop leaders from ESL or
speech communications departments could assist departmental faculty mem-
bers in providing specific feedback to the TM, either at the workshop itself or
during the later videotape viewing sessions.

It is important to note, however, that unlike visiting scholars, who may
avoid interaction with American undergraduates if they choose, foreign TAs
must be able to communicate with both students and faculty members. A day-
long program, no matter how effective it may be, is only a first step. Except in
the cases of foreign TA trainees with a fair degree of English proficiency and
considerable familiarity with the teaching behaviors preferred in U.S. class-
rooms, a one-day workshop cannot be expected to do more than raise the TAs'
awareness t their own behavior and how it may differ from (or coincide with)
the oral communication skills of an effective teacher in this culture.

There is at least one preventive benefit of offering an oral communication
workshop as part of an orientation-type program for new foreign teaching
a ssi ta n ts. I hat is, in the absence of other screening devices or standards, seeing
the performance of non-native speaking TAs in the various activities described
above' would give the workshop leaders a first-hand impression of which TM
Lould probably handle' teaching assignments immediately and which should be
advised to seek turther help (e.g. in longer seminar-type programs) while being
given tutoring or paper-grading tasks rather than classroom teaching respon-
sibilities
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Endnotes
1. An earlier version of this paper was presented at the Annual NAFSA Conference in St.

LAW.. Mi. leoUra, May 20-23. moo.

Appendix A. Partiapant information sheet
I. What is your full name? (Family name, given name)

2. What name do you prefer to be called during the workshop?

3. What is your native language?

4. What other language(s) do you speak?

5. What department are you visiting at UCLA this year?

b. What is your own area of professional specialization?

7. Will you be teaching a course (or courses) at UCLA this year? If so, what course(s)?

S. Will you be giving guest lectures to UCLA or other groups this year? if so. please describe
the topics or the groups you anticipate speaking for.

9. Now did you learn about today's oral communication workshop?
10 Air you a teacher or a university professor in your home country? If so, when do you

trash and what subiects ilk, you teach?

11. What are your strong points in English?
12. In what areas do you think your English could be improved?

13 What Jo you hope to gain from your participation in this workshop? at you need additional
space. *44 use the back of this page to answer the question.)

Appendix D. Sample topics for impromptu spathes
1. Describe the grading system in your country and compare it to what you know about the

grading system in the United States.

2 Dess:rbe the relationship between professors and college students in your home country.

3. flos important is it to have a college degree in your country? Why?
4. Wkat-aze-the-Manif...COncerriS (social, personal, academic, political) of students in your

home country'
5. What are your early impressions of the students in the department you are visiting this

year'
6 What is your idea of an educated person? Have you ever met anyone who didn't go to

high school but whom you considered to be educated? (Explain.)

7 flow is your auidenu fife here different from the way it was in your home country?
0. Should it be the professor's responsibility to motivate students at the university level?

Why or why not?
Should effort and attendance be taken into considerajon in the students' final grades in
university classes' flow would you grade a student who put forth a great deal of effort
and attended every class but faded the final examination?

10 What professional or academic expenence do you hope to gain in your host department
this year?

11 lksw can the research facilities in your host department and at this un:versity in general
be of help to you in your own area of specialization?

12 fuss is the physical layout of your host department (fur example, the office space, the
classrooms. the surrounding areas) similar to or different from your department at your
home university'
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13. What courses %hi vnu plan to attend dung your stay here and why haveyou chosen thew
turves' Him will they be of use to you in your long-range academic career?

Appendix C. Etuluation of roams schq1ar5" speeches*

I. DeltivrY

A. Visual aspects (eye contact, movement, posture, gestures, facial expressions, etc.)
Auditory aspects (volume, pitch, rate. articulation. clarity, etc )

C Pronunciation
1) Grammar

It Content

A Orgam.ration of speech (introdortion, body. transitional expressions, conclusion)
8 Information (content explained, informahon conveyed to audience)
C. Interest level (audience interest maintained, use of humor or examples, illustrations

given. etc
III Overall omments

A Suggestions for unprovenwnt
B Strengths of the presentation

*TN% ekaluatior Lheakst was adapted hum WM used to an Ashamed utai inaustunuatumcarouse taught by
su.an %tern at A
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A One-week Language Skills Orientation Program
for Foreign leaching Assistants and Graduate Students'

WILLIAM GASIULL
DONNA BRINTON

p resented with a growing population of foreign teaching assistants (1 As) as
well as complaints from undergraduates about foreign TA intelligibility,

mos administrators at the University of California at Irvine (UCI) decided to
institute a program aimed at increasing the classroom effectiveness of foreign
TAs. The program was envisioned as having two separate phases: an intensive
one-week program to be held during fall orientation week and an ongoing
program to be offered throughout the academic year.

Early in the planning stage, an administrative decision was made to expand
the one-week orientation to include both TA and non-TA foreign graduate
students. Thus the original conception of the program was modified. This
chapter details the following aspects of the one-week orientation program:

I, the student population involved;
2, the rationale for the syllabus;
3. the use of videotape recordings to improve student presentation tech-
niques;
4 video playback of university lectures;

simulated testing situations;
". communication exercises of a role-playing and problem-solving nature;
7 student evaluations;
S suggestions for similar programs.

Student Population
the student population of the program was highly heterogeneous. In

addition to the approximately equal numbers of TA and non-TA participants,
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the student.. in the program came from a wide variety of linguistic, cultural,
and academic backgrounds Of the twenty-nine students involved in the ori-
entation program, seventeen had studied previously at American universities,
and a number of these were returning rather than incoming students at UCI.
Another difference involved the proficiency of the participants. As del ined
by the UCLA English as a Second Language Noficiency Examination ( ),
their English proficiency ranged from beginning (n = 3) and intermediate
(n 6) to advanced (n , 10). Seven of the students scored high enough
have been exempted from required ESL courses at UCLA.

Needs Analysis
tiecause of time c.-cmstraints and the unavailability of participants, it was

not teasibke to conduct a formal needs analysis of the student population prior
to the syllabus design phase. However, where possible we collected background
data. such as names of students, native countries. language backgrounds, and
mayor fields of study. Since, at the time, there was no existing ESL program at
UCI. the ESL activities were coordinated through the Learning Skills Center.
We were able to obtain relevant information on the general foreign student
population from the instructor. and counselors at the center. This information,
added to our own expenences with similar foreign student populations on the
UCLA tampus. proved valuable in developing the program syllabus.

Program Logistics
.stanv problems which arose in the' program planning stage involved issues

such as how to divide the students into two groups of approximately equal
we, which instructor to assign to which group, and how to arrange class
sessions so that they would not conflict with other onentation week activities.
Though routine for the most part, the problems of program planning were
compounded by the heterogeneous character of the student population.

While initial consideration was given to dividing the groups according to
I A non I A status, or to dividing them into two levels of proficiency, we decided
instead to divide the two groupsrantlomly, and to change the group rosters on
a dav-to-dav basis. This decision was based on our belief that by mixing more
profit tent student with less proficient ones, there would be a greater oppor-
tooth for peer instruction. Additionally, we telt that by daily reassigning stu-
dents to groups. social interaction among students would be increased. finally,
tit wa4 our hope that dividing the two groups in this way would avoid the stif.,:ria
assot iated with being placed in the lower- of two groups.

he problem of how to assign instructors to groups solved itself in that
.01T1e at tit dies seemed conducive to team teaching with one large group while
other ae twines. such as videotaping. required smaller groups, thus for these
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activities, we divided students into two classes with each instructor supervising
the mme akiivitv twice, students then rotated from instructor to instructor (see
Figure I ).

Curriculum Decisions
The administrative decision to open the orientation program to non-TAs

complicated curriculum planning. Although the original aim of the program
to increase TA effectivenesswas called into question by this change, we felt
that the immediacy of TA needs justified retaining some of the original empha-
sis. Nonetheless. in light of the addition of non-TAs to the population, and
given the dual student/teacher rule of TAs, we decided to expand the focus of
the program to address both the academic needs of graduate students and the
teaching-oriented needs of TAs.

Realizing that within one week all we could hope to do was to touch on
skill areas required t both groups, we decided to emphasize oral and listening
skills needed in an academic environment. Thus only one session related to
grammar. This session was entitled "focus on question formation" and included
a review of question word order in direct and embedded questions. We felt that
both TAs and graduate students needed to be proficient in question formation,
and our past experience had taught us that students at all levels of proficiency
have difficulty with this area of English grammar.

To meet the needs of TAs, we drew heavily on the precedents set by UCLA's
advanced oral communication course (see Hinofotis and Bailey 1978). That
course utilized videotape recordings extensively. We felt that this medium could
play a powerful role in helping TAs identify problems in their own presentation
techniques and communication strategies. In meeting the student -.a rated needs
of both TAs and non-TAs, we decided to further o pitalize on the medium of
videotape by showing previously recorded lectures, thereby providing students
with listening and note-taking experience. In sum, practice in the following
areas seemed most appropriate in meeting the needs of the orientation program
participants.

I. organizing and presenting brief talks related to the student's major field;
2. asking and answering questions based on such presentations;

comprehending university lectures;
4. taking notes on one; -:,sity lecture material;

preparing for multiple choice and essay type exams based on such
material.
tt COMM u nwating with student peers and professors in an academic frame-
work.

. dtittpthzeg, t tiituralhi tti academic and non-academic envi-
ronment.'
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Administration of the ESLPE

Despite our decision to integrate the different proficiency levels. we felt
that it would be valuable to administer the ESLPE on the morning of the first
day of the program.' In addition to lending credibility to the orientation pro-
gram. we believed that the exam would be helpful fora number of other reasons.
First. the examination would provide background information on students,
especially in cases where TOEFL scores were not available. Second. it would
help in determining whether we could proceed w!th the program as planned.
Third. it would provide information to assist in limiting enrollment in the event
that there were too many students. Finally, we felt it might serve UCI admin-
istrators in assessing needs for the ongoing program.

Genera! Overview of the Program

With the exception of the first day, which included the administration of
the ESLPE and a campus tour in the morning, the program consisted of five
afternoons of approximately four hours of instruction per day. Each day's
activitws were va.ied as much as possible by alternating types of activities and
mcpdes of instruction. There were approximately three breaks per afternoon,
one of which was extended to include refreshments. A schedule of the program
is presented below:

We should note here that we were greatly assisted by the staff of the
Learning Skills Center. They were present in the classroom as observers and
aides. and did much to alleviate the tasks of classroom management. Since the
Learning Skills Center staff were to be responsible for the second, ongoing
phase ot TA training, their involvement in the orientation afforded them the
opportunity to get to know the students and thus provide continuity between
the' two phases of the program.

Administrative Sessions

on the first and last days of the program. there were' several sessions which
tot used on administrative matters. The first afternoon session began with a
presentation by the foreign student adviser regarding such mattersas immigra-
tion and housing. following this presentation, there was a general introductory
session during which we thstnbuted schedules for the week and explained the
program oblecnves. Dunng the last session on Friday, students were asked to
evaluate the week-king program.
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Student VTR Presentations

As suggested above, the extensive use of videotaping provided the focal
point of the orientation program. By way of clarification, we should note that
the videotape recording was used in two different kinds of activities. In one,
student presentations were recorded and played back; and in the other, vid-
eotape's of university lectures were used to provide practice in listening and
note-taking.

The first of these activities, the student VTR presentations, was intended
to provide, the students with an opportunity to see themselves on videotape
and to help them determine where they needed improvement m making oral
presentations. During the week-long orientation program, student presenta-
tions were taped and played back on the first, third, and fifth days.

The first student taping session was designed to familiarize the participants
with the procedure. Students were asked to choose from a list of topics and
give an impromptu one-minute talk.' The list included topics such as "My initial
impressions of the U.S." and "My major field and why I chose it." Following
the taping of student presentations, the recordings were played back and stu-
dents were given an opportunity to react to their own -' resentations. Additional
comments were kept to a minimum on the first day since the emphasis was
more on familiarizing the participants with the presentition and taping proce-
dure than on evaluation.

On the second day of the program, four sessions were conducted to help
prepare students for the subs,:quent VTR presentations. These included an
introduction to the evaluation checklist (see Appendix A), an organization
workshop, a presentation workshop, and tw-.1 demonstration presentations by
the course instructors. While the organization workshop stressed the impor-
tance of carefully planning a presentation, the proper use of visual aids and
kmesks in'a14....mpfhtied in the presentation workshop. Both workshops were
conducted informally and students were encouraged to take a major role in the
discussions

I he intrtiduction to the evaluation checklist involved a discussion and
tiara:cation of each evaluative category. then, using the checklist, students
evaluated a short, well-delivered videotaped lecture. Atter completing the
checklist, students discussed their ratings ant- the rationale for each.

In the fourth preparatory session, we attempted to review the major points
presented in the organization and presentation workshops. To demonstrate
w hat would be required of students in their VTR presentations, we took a
4 orit ept from our own field. the difference between a phoneme and a mor-
pheme t instructor provided the students with a model of "what to do" by
pi-I-writing the difference as clearly anti ettectiveil as possible; the other instruc-
tor prof riled a model of "what not to do."' I he latter presentation was charac-
terized by distracting gestids, heavy dependence on notes, and a lack of visual
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aids. Dunne these demonstrations, stuilents had two additional opportunities
to use the evaluation checklist.

For the second and third VTR sessions, students were asked to present a
three-minute explanation of a concept from their major field. Using the check-
list, the instructor and students evaluated each speaker's presentation. Before
the floor was opened to group critique, the videotaped presentations were
played back, and the presentees were invited to comment on their own perfor-
mances. Following this self-evaluation, other students had the opportunity to
make comments before giving the presenter the completed checklist.

Note-taking and Test-taking Experience

The second VTR component, the video-recorded university lectures, pro-
vided the students with note-taking and test-taking practice. Whereas the VTR
student presentations discussed above were aimed more at the skills that a TA
might need. the note-taking and test-taking exisliences attempted to provide
a preview of parts of American academic life which would be especially relevant
to the newly arrived foreign student.

%TR lectures were used on three different occasions. The first lecture was
a simulated humanities lecture which had been prepared for note-taking prac-
tke rn advanced ES! classes at UCLA. Students were given partially completed
notes and were told to fill in what was missing. Following the exercise, we
asked students to share what they had written to verify that they had compre-
hended the major points of the lecture. The second two re. ,rdings were of
actual college lectures in political geography and history. For these, students
were required to take notes on their own. Following the geography lecture, we
gave the' students sample essay questions and time to prepare answers in study
groups. they we're' then given an essay question based on the lecture and were
allowed fifteen minutes to organise and write their responses. The history
lecture was followed by a multiple choice test, which was provided to give
students practice with another mode of testing.

CMMUHICatin xerci." e

A., we have noted above. students had frequent opportunities for group
work in class While gu,up work was incidentally incorportated into a number
of activities. two sessions focused solely on group interaction. The first of these
was a problem-solt inn; and role-playing exercise involving such issues as grad-
ing, cheating .end plagiansm The second session was an adaptation of a Values
( !antic atsin isimon. I lotve, and kirscht'nbaum. l972) exercise concerning for-
eign students attitudes toward Americans. this session followed a cultural
panel during which the students related their problems of acculturating to
Amencan lite
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Program Evaluation

On the last day. students were given an opportunity to evaluate the pro-
gram. We asked them to rate each session on a scale of 0 to 5; and for each
session, we provided space for additional comments. Because there were several
other conflicting activities which students were obliged to attend during oti-
entation week, and attends was more or less optional, the number of stu-
dents present fluctuated. twenty-six students on our original roster, an
average of twenty 'attended y. Sixteen of these students completed the
program evaluation. Results of the evaluation are presented in Table 1.

Ratings on the six-point scale ranged from a high of 4.79 to a low of 3.11.
The VTR student presentations received the highest ratings (4.79-for sessions
two and three, and 4.77 for the preliminary session). Next highest were the
practice objective test (4.5$), the instructors' demonstrationpresentations (4.55),
and the cultural panel (4.50). In descending order, lowest ratings were given to
the session on question formation (3.71), the two communication exercises (3.67
and 314) and the campus tour (3.11).

In their written comments, most of the students praised the program. They
expressed their approval of the program's focus on global communication skills
rather than on discrete points of language. Repeatedly, students emphasized
the value of seeing themselveson videotape and of getting to know other foreign

Table I. Results of student ma/tuitions of the one-week orientation program

Santos Mean Number
1 Student 1' i K presentation 2 4.792 student V 1 ft presentation 1 479 141 student VTR presentation 1 4.77 134 Pr..14.tice ohm -five test

4.5E1 12Instruktor demtmstration presentations 4.55 ItCultural panel 4.50 12Note.taloriK 4 43 14n Immigration illicit-Trianon 423 13Prwntation 4 10 11lo Introduktion %:hrt kiNt 3.92 12
11 1 nnersgte ks:ture 3.92 12Lnnersin lecture 1 3.91 1113 lira% tiLe VeutS test 191 11

I )rgOillidf11141 1A4Kikoht.1,1 381 12U. Of) qustuin formation 17I 14ultural problem solving eservise 3.n7 121" Student teat-her problem solving eeft14.e 3.64 14IS t ampus tour
3.11 9

`Sititieni% rallid the 4t1nVe ..e.44,11 nn 4 .44ie eft I) in ti ,sisteen students (X 16),ompletd ealuatuin Corm The figures in the Number .olumn represent the number of
students tt he participated in a .4.0.14141
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students Several t them acknowledged their gratitude to the university for
setting up the program.

the major criticism of the program had to do with time factors. Some
students complained that the program was too concentrated and that the breaks

were not long enough, and others recommended that the program be spread
out over a Wiwi penod of time. It was also suggested that the program start
earlier so that students would have more time before school began. As it was,
the program ended on Friday and regular classes began on the following Monday.

Insauctor Reactions
In response to the student evaluations, we would like to add some of our

own reactions. First, we too feel that the VTR student presentations were the
most valuable aspect of the program; however, we fear that some of the students
gave the activity a high rating for the wrong reasons. Although some students
were well prepared and utilized the experience to its fullest, others were unpre-
pared and tailed to attend to the content and organization of their presentations.
In short, the overall quality of the student VTR presentations was not as high

as we had hoped, and we feel that the student ratings reflect more the superficial
thnll of seeing oneself on videotape than an objective evaluation of its instruc-

tional value.
Second, it is interesting to note that student ratings of communication

activities were among the lowest, and vet in our opinion these were some of
the liveliest and most popular activities. By way of explanation, we believe that

man foreign students tend to place more value on teacher-centered instruction
than on peer interaction instruction. In view of our own positive evaluation of
these activities, the opportunities they provided fell socialization, and their
relatively high ratings (3.67 and 3.641, we'would still include communication
exercises on any similar program.

Although we feel that the orientation program was a success, we do not
wish to delude ourselves about how much the students "learned" in one week.
Whole we attempted to expose the participants to some ideas and skills which
aught help them in their academic careers as students and TAs, we feel that
the' most positive aspects of the orientation were the possibilities provided for
students to get acquainted with other foreign students and with various offices
and individuals on campus. Thus, in our opinion, the advantages e4 a one -
e vek orientation program exist more in the- realm of affect than in that of
learning and instruction.

Cc inclusion
In dosing. we would like to otter several suggestions for administrators

who are iiinsidering the establishment of special programs for foreign TAs and
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or foreign students. We think it is important that administrators carefully con-
sider the obiectives of any special program and limit them according to the time
available' for instruction. It. for esample, theaim of the program is to familiarize
students with the campus and with certain aspects of university life, then a
one -wee k'program may well be appropriate. More time will obviouslybe needed,
however, it the program aims at imps-ming TA intelligibility or at improving
the study skills of foreign students.

In addition to specifying the nature of the program, we feel that it is equally
important to specify the population of students for whom the program is
intended. Criteria should be established to determine who should attend the
classes and, it necessary, on what basis enrollment should be limited. In this
regard, consideration may need to be given to such factors as test scores,
previous grades, and departmental referrals. Additionally, a decision should
be made.- as to whether attendance is required or optional.

finally. the scheduling of special programs merits the support and coop-
eration of the entire university community. In being asked to attend these
programs, foreign students should not be isolated from the mainstream of
campus lite. Thus, inter-departmental efforts should be made to schedule such
programs at times which are least likely to conflict with other campus activities.
If programs for foreign students are deemed important, then they should be
scheduled at times which allow students to attend and at the same time do not
deprive them of the opportunity to participate in other orientation programs
where they can meet with their native-speaking peers.

Endnotes
1 1 his hapter a as originally presented at the Annual t. ATLSOL State Ctmterencr to Los

Angeles in 147'4 It hr"t appeared in teed) 1741. Wtirkwapers in Teaching English
as a ``.et e Ind 1.inguage. tot 11. pp 49-M. Lniveratv nt Caliturnia. Los Angeles. We wish to
acknowledge lour appre4 ;anon to Frances limototts, Kathleen Nary. and Susan Stern fur
man* or the idea. t e implemented to the program discussed in this chapter.

2 Itiewgh determined solel on the basis ut the instructors intuitions of students' aca-
demi, needs the above le t exhibrts a high degree of smulantv to students' own perceptions

their needs as determined t a %sine% of L IA students. reported in Balky (1977)
1N i.ish to thank. lk Lad Rand her his it:operation in providing us with UCLA's

f u glrh a- a 'vet (Ind language Placement Fain
4 f-t,s- lists elf possible torts. see the appendices to the chapters by Rice and M. Bailey

and thrtototis both in this volume
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.4 One-semester Program
for Orienting the New Foreign Teaching Assistant'

DONNA STEED RICE

The subiect of internationalizing higher education is a topic of current
interest in the academic community. At a conference dedicated to the

in.. problems and possibilities for internationalizing higher education, Dr.
Burton Clark, Director of the Yale University Higher Education Reseanth Group,
stated. that, In the last two decades, Americans have been looking more and
MOM to the work of foreign researchers in various disciplines." From this
observation we can conclude that, if the concept of international education is
to be developed, we can expect a significant increase in the international exchange
of scholars in the future, and thus, in all probability, an increase in the number
of foreign teaching assistants in U.S. university classrooms.

The rationale for this chapter Lies in the belief that if institutions of higher
learning are truly committed to the concept of international education, then
they have a moral as well as an academic obligation to familiarize the foreign
teaching assistant with the sociocultural and academic differences in the uni-
versity system that may cause communication breakdowns within the class-
room.

Course Coals and Activities
This chapter focuses on the content and evaluation of an orientation pro-

gram which was devekeped for new foreign TAs at the Intensive English Lan-
guage Institute of the State University of New York at Buffalo in order to meet
the following objectives:

.
To improve the oral/aural proficiency and reading/writing skills of the

non-native speaking 'TA, both in the classroom and in the pursuance of
graduate studies;
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2. To perfect classroom teaching and interaction techniques that are appro-
pnate to the U.S universatv classroom;
3 It, pnvde an understanding of the educational and philosophical bases
for the U.S. university graduate and undergraduate curricula;
4. To teach the foreign TA to anticipate, through interaction activities and
tole-playing, the types of situations that are likely to be encountered in the
U.S. classroom.
5. To enable foreign teaching assistants to understand the respective roles
of the faculty and TAs, the university administrative procedures which
affect the foreign TA, matters of grading and testing, and the general
communications network of the university community.

The chapter discusses the organization of the program, describes some of the
techniques used to accomplish the intended goals, and offers suggestions for
the planning of future programs of this type.

The pilot protect for this training program was begun in September of 1978.
It consisted of one weekly two-hour session for thirteen weeks. Enrollment was
voluntary. Total enrollment ranged from sixteen to twenty-two students, rep-
resenting ten languages and various disciplines, including operative dentistry,
mathematics. oral medicine, politicil science, engineering, physics, English
literature, computer science, and microbiology. TOEFL scores of the group
ranged from 449 to n32. No required text was used, but students were referred
to NicKeachie's classic Teaching tips: A guidebook for beginning teachers (1978).
The scope of the course was intentionally broad, and was designed to include
three major components: (1) oral/aural English, (2) reading and writing, and (3)
cross-cultural orientation to the U.S. university system and communication
network.

The first session of the course, a general orientation to higher education in
the United States. proved to be one of the most valuable in terms of needs
assessment. The session consisted of a brief overview of the history and phi-
losophy of higher education in the U.S. and an open forum on problems of
both an institutional and administrative nature which the foreign TM them-
selves perceived to be significant. It soon became quite apparent that although
the foreign I As were university students, they had come to this country as
graduates and had little or no knowledge of American undergraduate curricula
in terms of distribution requirements, university policy, grading, and general
lassnx,m procedures. local acronyms, such as DUE (Division of Undergrad-

uate Education t. were meaningless to them. In other words, they lacked a basis
tor understanding the teaching situation in which they had been placed. For
example, they could not understand w hat they perceived to be the "apathetic
attitudes- of some of their students toward the subject matter. Foreign TAs in
the sot-rites related that they had oected to find a classroom filled with
dedicated future scientists, rather than a class composed of some majoring
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students and others who were merely fulfilling distribution requirements. Like-

wise, they did not understand the almost aggressive "attacks" by some students
who received a grade of 13 + on a report rather than an A.

As a result of information gained from an informal needs assessment
conducted in the first session, we found it necessary to modify the previously
planned syllabus somewhat in order to increase its effectiveness. The syllabus
had been designed according to what we thought the TAs' needs would be.
However, the needs analysis results made it apparent that the foreign TM had
many concerns which had to be addressed immediately. Most of the modifi-
cations involved the sequencing of materials in th various components (e.g.,
an earlier and greater emphasis on cross-cultural communication problems),
rather than changes in actual course content. However, the requirement for the
course participants to write a research paper was dropped, although the concept
was discussed thoroughly.

The Oral/ Aural Component

the objectives of the first component, the oral. aural segment, were to
develop the comprehension and communication skills of the foreign TAs both
as teachers and as students. In this respect, the goal was not only the mastery
of the linguistic features of the language needed for oral production, but also
to help the win-native speaking TM understand why students complained of
being unable to understand them, and conversely, why they had difficulty
understanding their professors' lectures and directions. Teaching assistants
from India, for example, had spoken English since childhood, but were still
virtually. unintelligible to Americans because of differences in stress, intonation,

rhythm, etc.
Listening and speaking problems caused particular difficulties in some

hvical college classroom activities. For the new foreign TAs and for some of
the more experienced ones, such concepts as brainstorming and the oral report
were clearly a source of trauma. Special attention was given to these issues.
Tet hniques for increasing listening comprehension, such as listening for cause
env' t relationships. we're prachced.

As the protect developed, it became increasingly apparent that many of
the foreign TAs" problems in the classroom were not directly language related.
Problems such as maintaining classroom discipline and not being able to respond
-on the spot- t., both legitimate questions and to those questions that were not
entirely. academic in scope wen, high on the priority list for class discussion.
We dealt with the problem of spontaneous response through the use of impro-
t Nations and rule - playing flavored with a bit of humor. (See Appendix A for a
list ot improvisation topics) In very little time, tEe group became quite adept
at fielding some of these types of questions.

In terms ot classroom discipline, an effort was made to help the participants
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become more aware of classroom related sociocultural differences that affect
the learning situation A unit on "how to disagree politely'' was incorptwated
as an on-going part of the course. the foreign TAs practiced phrases such as
the following:

'I understand your point of view. however, it has been my evenencr that .

'lour point is well taken, however. I would argue that.
"that's a good point. but do you think that ?" "firnm. I never thought tit that. Still.

Such phrase's were useful for the TAs in both their rolesas graduate students
and as teachers.

Also discussed were the use of body language to maintain class order and
ways of dealing with the student who asks the rhetoricalquestion that may be
designed merely to test the teacher's patience or skill, rather than to seek
information. Conversely, foreign TM were taught how to read the students'
body language in order to determine their own effectiveness as teachers. Since
most of the group had had little or no teaching experience prior to their TA
assignments, they were most gratefulefor such teaching tips.

I-4 introduce the unit on body language, the silent Charlie Chaplin film,
"The Immigrant," was shown. It illustrated that people do indeed communicate
without using words After viewing the film, the participants discussed what
the toreign TAs themselves do with their bodies when they are bored, tired, or
disinterested in a classroom. Information was provided on the theories of
Birdwhistle (1971) and Knapp (1972) about kinesics, the utilization of classroom
space, and seating arrangements for small groups.

At the nest class meeting, a iilm about an American high school' classroom
was shown It was a segment of the old television series "Room 222" entitled
"burro `stoney." Prior to viewing the film, the TM in the training program
observed both students' and teachers' body language and classroom behavior
in general the film has est-client examples of facial expressions and body
language which suggest dogmatism, defensiveness, and boredom. The TAs
analyzed the tilm for instances of each.

The Reading and Writing Component

the obits-toes of the setond component, reading and writing, again were
fed tiiward shills needed tor both successful teaching and successful grad-

uate study I et ho.lues for increasing reading speed andoverall comprehension
of academic and periodical literature, discussion of the recognition and use of
appropriate let els of dictum, and appropriate reasoning and argumentation in
the .4advnut term paper were addressed Some thought was also given to the'
t' pes of lo' urine, that could be annupated within the contest of the U.S. uni-
t ersit system tie . a preference in many disciplines for synthesized critical
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understanding e't concepts versus the rote memorization of facts) and the role
of the teacher in facilitating such learning.

The assignment and assessment of a library research paper were identified
as matters of grave concern to the group. One of the more heated discussions
of the semester centered on the question of whether or not foreign TAs should
be expected to grade students for their grammar and writing skills, as some
native-speaking TAs tend to do. Because of many extenuating circumstances,
this question remained unresolved, but the general consensus of the group
regarding such corrections was negative.

Although program funding was limited for anything other than the course
instructor, every effort was made to acquaint the foreign TAs with all aspects
at classroom instruction, since. many of them had had no training as teachers.
On-campus expertise was used in special areas when possible. For example, an
educational psychologist lectured on testing and evaluation. An introduction
to the use and availability of on-campus audiovisual equipment was also pre-
sented by a specialist in media studies. These presentations were well received
by the foreign I As and eased the SL teacher's burden of preparation.

The Cross-Cultural Component

The third component of the protect dealt with a cross-cultural orientation
to the U.S university system. This component consisted of three two-part
modules, which out of necessity were dispersed at intervals throughout the
course. The first module, models of education in the U.S., was divided into
two meetings. One was presented as part of the general orientation. The other
was introduced later and invoked a Iecturediscussion about the abserice of a
&entrained educational governing body to standardize procedures in this coun-

try and how this lack affects the concept of academic freedom.
The effects &it the "publish or perish syndrome" on the foreign TA also

proved to be of interest. In the medical and scientific fields in particular, the
foreign I As were often asked to present papers at both on- and off-campus
comet-en& es, or were' encouraged to submit papers to journals. Even though
many of the I As had published in their own countries, they were reluctant to
do so in English and wanted to know what would happen if they refused. Thus
the I A course provided clarification about publishing and presenting in hopes
tit mminining the tear associated with these activities.

I he second module was entitled study skills and administrative proce-
dures It dealt with the manner in which students approached their instructors,
student eve & tations in terms of teacher availability, and the importance of the

Ifri flied Id it' grade' in terms of future departmental admissions.
the content of the third module, a cross-cultural seminar which had been

planned fin the end of the course, became interwoven as an on-going orientation
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throughout the semester. This change was a direst result of the informal needs
analysis tosidut tett at 11w first class meeting.

On the whole, the statt and the students involved in this particular program
agreed that its goals and objet-tives had been satisfied. This conclusion is based
on the' results of an informal questionnaire. In addition, in casual discussions
with the instructor, the foreign TM themselves reported that they were more
confident in the classroom.

Planning Future Programs
tlowever, there are a few considerations to which future planners of pro-

grams of this type should give serious thought. When one reads the criticism
of foreign teaching assistants voiced by American students in the media, the
hidden assumption appears to be that, if one can teach non-native speaking
TAs to master the production Zit oral English, then an increase in the quality of
teaching will be automatically followed by increased understanding and learn-
ing tit the foreign TM' classrooms. Nevertheless, it is common knowledge that
perfect oral English skills do not necessarily make a good teacher.

Nlanv of the toreign TM' problems are related to sociocultural differences
and poor instructional methodology as well as to lack of linguistic skills. In fact,
whether Ameman students who complain so strongly about not being able to
understand" the foreign TAs would be able to "understand" a native speaker

any better, given that language were the only denominator, and whether or
not the' student is unknowingly reacting to sociocultural differences as well as
to linguistic vanables. remains an unanswered question.

[his is not to say that being able to speak the language is not an important
prerequisite for intelligibility in the classroom. Such an assumption would be
name to the point of absurdity. However, when designing an orientation course
for foreign TM, the true weight of accent-free English is worthy of accurate
assessment in terms of determining goals, objectives and curriculum content.
It is likely Cut foreign TAs who are 95 percent unintelligible at the beginning
it a t me-semester training program will in all probability be 75 percent unintel-

ligibl at the end of the tourse, regardless of the content, unless the course is
%ery intensive It would seem much more logical then, that people who have
the nec.....sary TOM. scores and academic t.- : . the oral
English skills for teaci--- a into non-teaching kinds of disistantships
rather than be plated in a classroom situation where they can be predicted to
perform ptsniv

in terms of motivation for enrollment in such courses, the element of time
must he considered Most .1-As will be graduate students for a limited number
it %ears usually two or three 'mice' most foreign TAs face heavy graduate

study demands as %%ell as their teaching schedules, it is unreasonable to expect
that thei, tolunteer to spend more' than a minimum number of hours in a
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training program once the semester begins. The questiofi then becomes "What

kind kit tour*, Can one design in order to meet the greatest need in a limited

amount of time,"
FM graduate students planning to return to their native countries imme-

diately upon completion of the degree program, there will be even less incentive

to improve their teaching skills in English. The solution, in terms of motivation,

may well be to prtwide an intensive orientation which focuses on all aspects of

classroom instruction prier to the undertaking of the teaching assignment. (For

a disaission of such programs, see the chapters by Gaskill and Brinton, and by

Shaw and Carat*, both in this volume.) Such analternative would provide new

foreign TAs with the information about the university system, sociocultural

difterences and teaching methods before rather than after they become involved

in a teaching situation. Such an alternative would also allow time for reassign-

ment it it were discovered that a selected teaching assistant was incapable of

teaching. (.;rantel there are many problems which can be foreseen as Ling
inherent in such a plan, but once the commitment to international education is

made. some steps must be taken to ensure academic ericellence in the' teaching

donv tw foreign Ms.

End notes
the. chapter is a re% :sett %vision itt a papt, presented at five :tot Annual C onterence

ot Ni Al-SA in l'hiftnoi Anin ma. Slav PC10

Appendix A /rriproNiftions her ft/reit:Pi TA turning
I f .irt 1 I A lou hate been late lot class several Milo', tin one particular day when

tow jrylt t,ou arc ..urpre,,ed to tind the professor for whom you work waiting for You. He lh
cry angry Con. nun him that v tote are not inevntisible and that you have a legitimate excuse

manutesi
toil ate afA lieu have told the students that they must buy a certain test which costs

S2; 011 this protest t ont ince them that this is the most important book written in this field
in the 2itth ientury and that they must have it on Isiontiav (2 minutes)

Non are an instructor l'ou have lust given a student his grade. He thinks he deserves
an A 1 iiu gat e him a L) Convincethe student that you are right and he is wrong ( minutes)

4 lieu are an instruitter lou have explicitly given the directions for an assignment. On
the (late that the assigtiment is due, one student %ay.., 'Out teacher, I didn't understand the
assignment I Isdn t it' Respond to turn very politely. but hrmh' Cove turn a deadline
41i a negative alternative if he thiesn t the assignment (2 minutes)

Nou are an instruchir tour students want to know if you give pop quotes. make-ups,
siandardited tests open hook exams, hourlies, and departmental exams Lxplaut vour phi-

of. hrting to the students 12 minutes)
h ,ore institutor int hat e lust announi 'xi a qui/ for friday Several students ask,

tYkit is it going to he ahout'' t +w long is the tire- What kind of test is if'" "What
should we stud% " t.rp lain to the st .dents that the trot questions wilt be taken right from the
hoot. hut 1 not use the word honk}, that they will select (a) (b), as the correct answer
ha .1,, rtt .n 4111 or Answer all 44 their questions in less than two minutes

Non are an (fistful. ti hie of %our students made You so angry that two Sot the riot telt

that t oil had ts.t t,, iterc Ntwe him tor ,e drretro,7. and tvld him that tw had better be up to in
.r It he expel, t ht pass Su% all of these IV .rigs in a VON ;With', but emphatic,

manner'
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Problems and Strategies:
.in Extended 'framing Program for Foreign leaching

Assistants

JEAN ZUKOWSKI/FAUST

,

Tle their Amencan students foreign TM in the University 3f Arizona's
chemistry department were having a "pronunciation problem." The

=am Americans wrote in their course evaluations that they could not under-
stand the directions that they were given by the foreign TM, that the foreign
TAs were not able to explain problems very well, and thatin some cases
they did not believe that the foreign TAs knew the field of chemistry well
enough to teach it. Because the chemistry department staffs most undergrad-
uate courses with teaching assistants, a significant number of whom were
foreign TAs, a decision was made to organize a special spoken English class for
them, one that would address the special "pronunciation difficulties" that their
students perceived.'

The Analysis

Informal evaluations of the English of the eight foreign TAs conducted by
the course instructor showed these results:

1. Ali eight spoke English well enough/to carry on comfortable, mutually
intelligible conversations with a native speaker about their backgrounds,
about current world happenings, and even about the problems they were
having in their classrooms.
2. All eight were able to understand each other in ordinary conversations,
according to the judgment of the class pm ticipants, their supervisors, and
the teacher of the class.

All eight were able to write well enough in English to be placed in
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advanced composition classes or to warrant exemption from further study
ot English, as evaluated bv the ('niversity of Arizona's Test of American

English Rhetoric

Obviously. from the tact that all had been successfully engaged in graduate
study tin: St least a year, these foreign TAs were capable of understanding the
English language as used in advanced chemistry study.

What then was their problem? For diagnostic purposes the foreign TAs
were asked to prepare a zampkexplanation of 4 chemical process or a laboratory
procedure to present in class, such as how to operate a centrifuge or what
happens when salt is added to an already saturated solution. The assignment
was intended to be related to their graduate work and yet similar to the kind of
presentation that foreign -Ms are expected to give to their students; it was
intended to be ,.omeilung that anyone could understand.

It was during toese simple presentations that the problems began to emerge.
It seemed that there was a connection between the familiarity of the audience
with the topic and the success of the communication, Therefore, a second oral

assignment was wade- the chemistry TAs, who we're all students in one advanced
seminar and were therefore all at the same level of accomplishment in chemistry,
were asked to prepare the theoretical problems that they were working on in
their own research for oral presentation to the class.

In this assignment. it was assumed that their English teacher would under-
stand the language but rot the chemistry involved, and that the other foreign
TAs would be able to understand both. The tpcus was tobe whether the English
ha." understandable. It was not understandable to either the chemists or to the

nglish teacher in tact, the English seemed to deteriorate quickly as the chem-
istry became more tom pies In other words, as the subject became less familiar
and less common. the listeners were much more likely to have trouble under-
stanciing I he words seemed to slur. the discourse seemed to become mono-

tone
let only part of the problem lay in the linguistic competence of the foreign

TAs. their 'pritnutioation" was good enough when the linguistic domain was
clearh defined it K . the language used in talking aiout one's background) but
not -4) in less familiar discussions. Tape recordings proved that their scholarly
pre..encitins were no more monotonous than the more personal presentations
had be n. The listener, it seemed. was providing much of the comprehensibility
to c fIS When the listener was not able to contribute to the
eenprehensietn. the' pronunciation I it the foreign TA was blamed and the speech

seemed to become less animated.-

Strategies
let Determine the roots ot the foreign 1 As' spoken language problems, the

class rfltMbt'I'S brainstormed about the reasons why they were having difficul-
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ties. The tollowing observations en the foreign lAs' language and linguistic
situation were sYnthsized and retogruzed as basic to their problems:

1 technical words are often the same in both their native languages and
English
2. Chemistry involves an international symbolic language in the same way
that mathematics does.
3. fhe more advanced one is in graduate study, the more likely one is to
use jargon and "in- expressions," language that -in undergraduate could
not be expected to understand in English and that a non-native speaker
might not recognize as extra-ordinary expressions for the concept.

thus foreign TM must learn not to rely solely on technical jargon in community
with their students Bailey points out that the native speakers of any language
encourage a person learning their language to use colloquialisms, "but 'book-
ishness' comes closer to what foreigners are taught as 'correct' English . . "
(Baily 1978. 330). The implications for the foreign TAs entail a double bind;
they must speak one way to be accepted by their peers and professors, and
another way to E enderstod by their students. Unfortunately, they have few
opportunities to learn the difference between the two "languages" they are to
speak. Furthermore. there are few if any written authorities to tell them which
is which and how to use the two levels of language.

the implications of these observations about their language situation were
meaningful to the F rAs. They expressed both surprise that their discussion had
resulted in concrete ideas about why they were having communication prob-
lems in their classes (awareness of the problem) and hope that they might be
able to correct it (a commitment to the class work).

Because the chemistry terminology was already familiar to these graduate
chemists in their own language. the foreign TM had made little attempt to
pronounce the words within the English phonological system. Ma result, their
undergraduate students were mystified as to what "so diem cried" (sodium
chloride) meant, what "ennetch-three" (NH3) was for, what the importance of
a -green frank" (clean flask) was, and what made a "neat -feet" (nitrite). Fur-
thermor, bet Just. the foreign TM were transferring whole sets of words from
one language to another. the overhang of the native language phonology also
affected the other English words in the immediate environment, making their
English even more foreign-sounding.

Ileums:. .1 the' international symbolic language of chemistry, the foreign
I As tilt corntortable in using the oral equivalents of the written shorthand, a
practice' that American chemistry teachers used far less frequently and one that
mystified their Anwncan students all the more. (For example, a foreign TA
might say "mit h pruss etch-see-air equals etch-two-woe Truss enay-see-
air- instead of -sodium hydroxide plus hydrochloric acid equals water plus
sc 'Glum &blonde-)
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Because all of nglish is toreign to the TAs. the "in expressions" of (hem-
istr used h% their Arnetit all ',Err% were no more toreign to them than ordinary

discourse they quickly adopted the conversational style and jargon of the
American graduate teaching assistants in an ettort to be accepted, for a group
es bound her such in-expressions (Weinberg 1979, 53). However, because the
foreign I As t% ere not sensitive to the change in language level that the jargon
signified, the% used rt freely io freshman classes. Their students could not
understand it, thee. would not have understood it from a native speaker, but
the flan% e-speaking I As understood the language level difference.'

The list of observations lust discussed resulted from the course instructor's
intrae hi in with the toreign TAs and from their own discussions of the problem.
the implications of these observations about their language situation were
meaningful to the toreign 1 As. They expressed both surprise .that their discus-

sion had resulted in "concrete- ideas of why they were having communication
problems in their classes (awareness of the problem) and hope that they might

able tit t kirrm t it iaictrirmitment to the class work). The strategies that resulted
from the Assure, anon. began at the word level, progressed to sentence level, to

organization and then to paralanguage.

the Sounds and Rhythms of English
!he first step in convincing the foreign I As that their native' language used

a ditterent set of sounds was to have them pronounce their own names using
English sounds and rhythm. This step was also designed to narrow the per-

, eived distance hot% veil a foreign TA and his or her American students, people
who would feel more comfortable it they could hear their teacher's name in
tatiltilar s.otiyltis and Would theNtisre be able to sat' it. For example, the Arabic

protium iation of "%tailwind- requires the strong pronunciation of the h in the'
middle of the. name. Without that h, the name seems much easier to pronounce
:n I nglish

The. 'reign I As' initial rese,tance was strong, but the ultimate results were
posit:\ e I he % %%ere reluctant to mispronounce' their names deliberately, but

ones the hi.ard how Amen( an" it sounded to do so, they moved. in a sense,
ate trom their traditional language sound patterns, and were able to use'

English sounds more naturally.
he ,t't.t,nd .tep showed that the pronunciation of word syllables followed

patterns us I nglish w.srels so that. by analogy with known words, even the
most intimidating leek at items could be' figured out. A systematic presentation

of some a ommon long word stress patterns unlocked the secret. For example,

ItTliildr A,,rt !,:tor6n.irloft tNpri;ahorr. and nation pyji,,txed eeith Ws%

,f 'r h ri-rznatr,7 inavva.ttlAtron .orrdertsatzort ogrN14
7r'. !'.'+7, 1t..7 anet 4zaslheath,P:

1!:. :'+'.1;10;.i,,:;/ and ..th :'1.'0 has the saint' stress pattern in. 'lit, re'
6.. r,,1
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f 111'411'1M,trt folio% s the rsittern 4,t %tress mei% e.ment of the prec-eding..ectei as tit fr;o'..,pli trt tit, {ti irti

erguson i 1978, 42), in discussing an instrument for evaluating speaking
SeK'S that one-word encoding is the kernel for generating "stress-groups,"

the phrasal units composed of one single stressed syllable together with any
unstressed syllables around it In other words, the way a person breaks up one
word attests the stress group that the word occurs in, thereby affecting the
whole utterance. If the head word (and a long uncommon word is the most
likely element in a phrase to be the head word) is mispronounced, then the
whole phraseif not the whole utteranceis likely to be misunderstood.

for example, if a person intends to say "At the museum I saw an unusual
collection of butterflies" and emphasizes colt- rather than -lea- of the phrasal
object, the hearer will probably process the "At the museum I saw . . . part
of the message, but not the object phrase. This blurring of other environmental
segments is probably due in part to the resulting distortion of intonation, and
in part to the contusion of the listener'...., expectations.

Sentence-level Strategies

Ne'd the class reviewed the basic intonation patterns of English, including
statements. question-weird questions, yes-no questions, emphasis, calling and
naming. these basic sentence intonation patterns were applied with the prin-
t. pie of emphasis and contrast (Sledd 1959, 22.29), in which the students were
asked to stress first the head words and then the contrasted elements to reinforce
the use of the emphasis. The net result was a greater break between words
(luncturt. an ettect which made the individual words more easily comprehen-
sible, broke up the steady speech rhythm. and destroyed the monotoneall
resulting in clearer, more enthusiastic deiivery (l.ado 1957, 40-41, 148). For
eample, the students began with sentence's like this:

POTS take' thy ;,ri: one' take' the Mlil one'

Chet progressed to sente'nce's like this:
hcri 911 atEr 1 there' is probable Tiler ID it IA hen tilt t ompinind is

.hre i. pr,,bable It

Organizational Strategies
tie et ttte (LI, studied the' principle of redundancy in lectures. Iii general

their training in Unglish rhetoric and organization had come indirectly through
reading and more directly through instruction in composition, both areas of
rigli11 retires-40n in which conciseness and parsimony are highly valued
haptatt !'ftfti I I he. natural oti It time tit learning a toreign rhetoric and super-

imposing it on a more naturally acquired method tit development and then
prattle mg it and doing so well. as evienced by their advanced composition
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placement) was an unwitting emphasis on tight construction of thought orga-
nization ! he tight construe non and parsimemy were reflected in their oral
presentations. The foreign TAs were likely to state each idea, including the
topic sentenc,., only once. For example. one foreign TA's report on an unusual
invention began as follows:

I he seen a methane powered tar in Modesto. California It is revolutionary in design.
the utv l.11 are sponsoring the protect Cartage at the cm. dump .

A more natural lecture stvle includes internal references and repetition of
concepts.

I lane seen a methan -powered gar in Modesto. California The city officials of this
,ntral t.alitornia town. being concerried about fossil fuel consumption, Are sponsoring
this revolutionan prows I. one which would utilize ir.ethane, the gas produced by gar-
bage to run an automobile tic tonverting the garbage at the !Modesto city dump into
methane tor fuel

In the redundant model, the listener has far more opportunity to catch any
information that might have been missed the first time around. Therefore,
because the foreign I As were less likely to repeat parts of their sentences, it
seemed to the American undergraduates that they had little to say about the
subiect. that it was -hard to follow them," and that the foreign TAs did not
know enough chemistry to teach. Added to the problems that the .students
were hat mg in understanding the concepts of chemistry and the accented
language' of the non-native speakers, this diversion from the expected lecture
delivery style made their language almost as foreign as French would have
been

In a group discussion at the outset of the foreign TA course, one of the
unhapp% foreign I As had interpreted the situation as simply a problem with
students having to take chemistry to meet general university science require-
ments rhe don't like chemistry and they have to take it so they blame us
for their problems. I he problem, however. is more complex than that.

A second strategy to help make the foreign TAs' concept organization more
accessible to the students is the reflective listening technique. If a person wants
tee be sure tee Lie in ,omplte communication with another, he or she repeats the
ideas tnut the word) that are questioned (Gordon 1973, 49-94). For example,
when a student asks a question. the teacher should rephrase the question as

n- she repeats it. This repet non serves both to frame the subsequent answers
leer the rest set the' c lass and to assure the student who asked the question that
it has Feet, underst, sod and is about to be answered.

The effect ot non-rphrasai of a question is at best somewhat unsettling to
a student, at its worst. the foreign TA's answer might seem entirely unrelated
tee the' ,luestton Because the verbal interaction began without the foreign TA's
repetition tie , %erbal recognition) of the problem, the students' receiving of
the response' begins with uncertainty Ino reassurance) that the foreign TA
understood the question and was therefore in a position to answer it.
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this refit% tive technique sores to increase the communication between
etery teacher and student An eten more active approach enhances under-
standing vet further. Called skillful for at me) listening, this technique involves
verbally interpreting what the student has asked. relating the question to the
larger scope of the course or course unit, and thenatter restatementanswer-
ing the interpreted question. This sequence of presentation builds rapport
between teacher and class, its non-use might hinder communication.

The' third organizational strategy involved practicing the use of transitional
devices The' foreign TAs had been taught to use' phrases such as for example,
tor till% rea47,1 in the ±ante wau. and on the other hand, in their English writing, but
for some unknown reason, in the taped oral presentations, they did not use
these' eitpressnms.' fhe foreign TAs were urged to substitute these English
ways tit indicating thought pattern instead of other culturally indicated was
of signifying "thinking-on-Your-feet- time. Ehe drone of an ahhh or errrr under-
scores lack tit confidence in English rather than meaning "I am considering an
answer- as it does in Japanese. Arabic. and many other languages. Further-
more, transitional phrase's cue the students as to what kind of evidence the
foreign I A might be offering to answer the question. With a hint that the foreign
I A is about to gic e an example, a reason, an analogy. or a contrast. the listeners
can become prepared to contnbute part of the form to the answer. that is, to
provide a larger part of the comprehension than would have been possible
without the t Cues. In addition, limiting the stop. of the answer reduces the
anxiety level of the students, the answer is therefore less likely to seem obscure
and ur.rehted, since most miscues would be eliminated.

Body Language?

I.,. last aspect of the classroom communication problem that faced the
tori4n As as hots to adapt their total communication to the informal teaching
situation. how to protect confidence. and how to establish authority in a way
that was culturally understandable! for American undergraduate students.
Essential to this learning is cognition of how body language works. The foreign
i 1s twriled to understand that nonverbal communication functions in the
toll, Pt% mg ,%,11.-

I it supports speech by filling in the missing information:
2 it pro. ides feedback to the listener;
; it ntr, its the sc nt hronwation of a group in communication.
l it t OrTIMUMI ate% attitudes and emotions;

it transmits information about personality i(;raham and Argyle 1975.
11

tit. pi It% ertut k 1MM link anon tiHit ttillid not he left misunderstood, particularly
lint e tilt sending it misinformation is more likely to happen in learning a low_
gesture tang thhte tike English iibict .
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In a cross-cultural approach to body symbolism, Douglas says that

Posture. %trite. speed, artkulatton, tonalttv, an contribute to meaning. The words alone
mean i.ery httk Verhil symbols depend on the speaker manipulating his whole elm-
ronment to get the meaning across. (Muria% 1975, 85)

Douglas continues that the whole thrust of education has been toward over-
empharas of the verbal channel, to the neglect of the kinesic channels.

Because foreign TAs are likely to have learned body lay that are
socially acceptable for their particular sex, age, and status group, the. are likely
to incorporate signals that are appropriate fur verbal expression: ex their home
languages end often incongruent with the English equivalent. Furthermore,
because the body languages that accompany spoken languages differ greatly,
foreign TAs must be made conscious of the potentials for misunderstanding. If
the nonverbal signals the American students perceive are leading them to form
incorrect attributional impressions of the foreign TAs, then an analysis of the
problems aid a plan for resolution are in order.

The basic problem, one that is easy to understand in contrastive terms,
*ems to be a lac k of authoritative signals. In the relatively informal relationships
between TAs and students, he trappings of authority have been removed. For
example. the type of clothing worn at the Unive.sity of Arizona is extremely
informal, whereas in the foreign TAs" native countries the dress of university
teachers may distinguish them from the students. Furthermore, first names are
frequently used by American students in addressing their teachers,'a p.actice
that suggests familiarity and sometimes even intimacy to foreign TAs. In most
cultures, the social rules which indicate that there must be distance between
teacher and student limit the use of first names (Hall 1959, 71). In many places,
titles are used instead of names. Finally, there are differences in expectations
of behavior. For example, friendly banter (which involves a high level of lan-
guage skill) is part of many American college classrooms as students try to
outwit teachers. What American teachers understand as rapport resulting from
good teaching ( that the students' minds are seeicing application of the principles
taught).. foreign TAs are likely to interpret as lack of respect and evidence that
their classroom positions are insecure.

For the foreign IA in the University of Arizona course, being unaware of
the nonverbal problem was the greatest hirdrance to solving it. The challenge
was to find those behaviors that spelled out lack of confidence and lack of
authority. interpret the problems, and learn to overcome them. In class discus-
sions the toreign lAs and the teacher identified three problem,: the need for
eve contact, adiustme in pacing or timing, and adaptation of body movements
;including voice).

the principle of eye contact, once explained, was easily accepted by the
foreign TAs. rhey had once felt uneasy because their inability to look their
students in the eves (to confront their American students in the American
fashion) seemed to be understood by their students as lack of control over a
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4ituatiim : . hereto TAs toe*. nd that holding the gate ot two or three pe..ople
in the audience actual % made talking t o a group easier.

Adjusting timing in practice teaching sessions seemed to come more nat-
urally once the foreign TAs began to incorporate more chalkboard use and more
repetition ot concepts in their class deliveries. The foreign TAs had tended to
prepare complete lesson plans and deliver them almost word for word from
elaborate notes. As a result, their delivens were quite tense, lacking a balance
ot ideas and example's. The students, who were unable to grasp the great
amount ot material the toreign TAs tried to present, experienced a build-up of
strain The deliberate use of the chalkboard forced a pacing in their teaching
that seemed much more "natural" to American students. (See Shaw and Garate.
this volume tor further ideas on blackboard techniqdes for foreign TAs.)

Apprpnate new body movements were a difficult lesson for the foreign
TA', to learn. Class members were sent to observe Americans who, according
to students' evaluations, were good teachers. However, it seemed that good
male models were hard to find. "erhaps because most of the processing of body
language' is don subconsciously, the assignment, to observe native speakers
as they lectured, yielded few useful positive observations. One professor, it
was rrOrted with disdain, sat on his desk. Another walked around the room.
Net another gripped the lectern.

While these reports did give a few clues for successful body movements
teaching, a tar more successful technique was direct imitation of some of these
postures in both natural and exaggerated form. This part of the Glasswork was
amusing as well as enlightening. Perhaps it was because a female teacher was
imitating male lectunng style that the great differences in ways of exhibiting a
eontident. assertive manner became obvious, or perhaps rapport was at last
established between the instructor and the foreign TAs. In either case, the
foreign IA, all seemed to understand what they needed to do. At this point,
they made great changes in their teaching styles, incorporating many of the
stances and movements they had observed (while noting the unsuccessful ones)
and stored unconsciously in their memories.

Practic mg these newly acquired toois was tried in front of the videotape
k ,1111e1.1 I or the foreign I As. videotaping showed some beedv movement prob-
lems. For example, one person stood almost facing the blackboard, writing

erything down as if he thought that no one could understand his words.
niahr stood s.r.pght and still as if she were rooted to the spot and too unsure

it hrselt tti take step Yet another planted his feet and turned only his tom',
.is it he wenr firmly established on a base and could not, would not, should not
venture tar from his position.

fi .1114 the foreign I A in attempting to correct the "errors" in English
Is rdc language is k donation already apprehensive about his or her commo-
n,, an& in, t ideota ping in a teaching situation usually elicits the most anxiety and
therefore also the prson's most natural tear-related betide lens. Videotaped
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presentations, in this light, provide the most acceptable material for objective
analysis of kinesthetic ambiguities and contradictions. The preliminary use of
audiotape for word and sentence intonation work was found to desensitize the
foreign TAs somewhat to being video recorded. Use of teaching films, with and
without sound, not only offers natural ideal models, but also permits the foreign
TAs to talk about kinesics as they prepare themselves for similar analyses by
becoming accustomed to discussing the postures and expressions of native-
speaking teachers.

A major objection might be made to the teaching of gestures and the like:
that the second language speakers will be learning how to act. However, it
seems that such is not the case. In a study of cross-cultural nonverbal behavior,
Graham and Argyle (1975) found that the simple addition of gestures improves
the accuracy of descriptions and that, w hen the appropriate gestures were not
permitted, the ,person needed inure words and used fewer internal references
such as it. this, and here. Graham and Argyle also inferred from their study that
those subjects with less extra verbal ability would have greater difficulty in
conveying concepts tibid , $j. If foreign TAs do not understand and practice
culturally appropriate nonverbal behaviors, they may be put in just this posi-
tion.

the kind of feedback imm students which successful description earns the
foreign TA is its own reward. Moreover, in oersuaMon, it is known that engag-
ing in a behavior leads to a change in a related cognitive state. It is not possible
to tell whether attitude changes lead to the observed behavior k or if once the
behaviors are realized, the attitudes follow naturally from the benaviors. In any
event, should it matter to the foreign TM except as assurance that cognition of
the situation and th:ar options can precipitate more appropriate body language
while speaking English, thereby making them more comprehensible?

The foreign TA faces one more potential problem, that of stereotyping. All
foreign I As are subject to this difficulty. However, a strong, preconceived attack
on possible stereotyping can serve to subvert students' misconceptions because
differences in judgment (about a person) may be the result of the nonverbal
communication cues which are used in impression formation (Gitter, Bloch,
and (Goldman, H714, 4a5). According to Black and Monteverde (1974, reported
in Gitter, it al.), people who do not Have personal information (or a strong and
positive attributional first impression) about a person will tend to judge him or
her -according to the stereotype associated with the nonverbal cues." In addi-
tion, the target person is invited into interpersonal relationships in such a way
as a, engender the prejudged kind of behavior, that is, to behave in accordance
with McMahan' attributional impression (McMahan 1976, 288). Therefore, a
person who uses the body language of a leader is assigned qualities of strength,
dsnamism, and assertiveness, whereas the nun - leader is judged as meek, sub-
missie, quiet A person who acts like a leaner is i' be reacted to as a leader.
One whose behavior suggests he or she is not a lea . apt to be stepped ern.
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Indt.ed a stud% bt, Weinberg. Smotrott. and ('ecke 11978 tin) shows that
leadership it the kind required tit a teacher is perceived nonverbally through
eve 4:ontat t. proxemics. and arrangement. The factors that describe a leader are
selfcntidence (assertivenes and poise), openness (a combination of ability to
receive and respond to other group members), information (apparent knowl-
edge and the ability to present the intOrmation so that it is accessible to the rest
of the group). and persuasion (the ability to affect the members of the group
while holding their respect). Furthermore, these dimensions of leadership can
be learned

Thu. foreign TA must be prepared to adopt the perceived behaviors of
leadership and to remove' themselves from their physical stereotypes, while

maintaining their own identities. A small, demure-appearing Thai woman
must Inv herself from the nonassertive model of the folktale Asian woman.
The bespettacled Chinese scholar must show himself to be a master of practical
material. The athletic-looking African must demonstrate with finesse his or her
intellectual abilities The Mediterranean and the Middle Easterner must prove
(arm. it% h,r Ii itu.ed, forceful application of theory. By successfully avoiding
such stereotypes, foreign TAs can help free American students from their
misconceptions In the spirit of international educational exchange, perhaps
this breaking of stereotypes, more' than all the subject matter knowledge they
impart, is the greatest contribution made by foreign TAs.

Endnotes

1 fttntit,gtis and Hail% ilqall report that undergraduates. LSI tra:hers and TA trainers
rating % hiisitArr%ot potential foreign I ranked pronunitation .14 the most important variable
intlwri. trig the o%r.,11 ratings alinJrkird the speakers Pronuntlation is a highly salient %pt.:4:h
feature .ind ma% he priened as %en important. but setlal of the strategies discussed in this
h.ipter tstn minimize su% h phonologu al Jithaulnes

I hi, itbsert ation parallels a finding in research Keve 119$1), in which undergraduates
rated pt r.t mac . ultural presentations be foreign TAs more highly than subiect-matter speeches
41, hs the .attic I'

t to ,111,...titmttairt rescart ;,. Nile% found that non matins rated their foreign TAs
anti% in. Ire riti( all% than did students who were enrolled in the I As' own disciplines

4 I u 1,404 1, ha, examined the use of transtriona! espressions in a dect-ourte analysis of
tour ratite ...peaking rh matched with tour foreign 1A% in the' same department.
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An Evaluation
of a Training Course jer Forgo leaching Assistants'

MARK LAIYDA
WILViAM PERRY

mce the early 1970s a serious problem has arisen, at the University of
Minnesota and other U.S. universities, regarding the role of foreign grad-.

mop uate students as teaching assistants. In an age of increasing consumerism
and ethnocentrism, foreign TAs have been criticized for not providing the
quality of education that American undergraduate students demand. As a
result, the credibility .of foreign students as effective classroom teachers has
been greatly undermined.

University graduate departments, which in the past have had to rely only
on scores on written English tests to determine the language proficiency of
pnispertive students, can now get a reliable measure of spoken English by
requiring the Test of Spoken English. (See Stansfiekl and Ballard, this volume.)
If graduate students have been offered financial support in the form of classroom
teaching assistantships, and if, upon arrival, their command of English does
not meet departmental standards, they may be referred to an intensive English
program for further training. If the institution offers a special course for foreign
TAs. this mav receive training directly related to the use of English in the
classroom.

Thy investigation reported on in this chapter evaluates the foreign TA
course developed at the University of Minnesota and attempts to isolate fhe
variables dttet ting the success of foreign TAs in American classrooms. The
variables that will be examined include English language proficiency and class-
room teaching skills. as well .s the individual TA's attitude toward his or her
wk. as a teacher at an American university.

t49
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Description of the TA Course

the hest course for foreign I As at the University of Minnesota grew out of
a faculty seminar on instructional design. It was initially designed and taught
by an ESL instructor from the Linguistics Department. The ten-week course
focused on improving the TAs interactional skills, pronunciation, and listening
comprehension. The class met twice a week, and each TA had a weekly tutorial
session with the instructor. Videotape feedback was used, but on a very limited
basis. When the course was offered for the second and third tunes, it maintained
the primary focus on interactional skills and added a component emphasizing
effective teaching skills using extensive videotape feedback. The fourth offering
of the course, made possible by a Cooperative Projects Grant from the National
Association for ForrigoStudent Affairs, included three weekly class sessions
and an individual tutorial. The classroom work was divided into an ESL com-
ponent and 3 toss-culturaL teaching component. The course has subsequently
been ottered during three academic terms.

I h.' experience of developing the course has brought with it a variety of
insights concerning the needs of the foreign TAs. It is apparent that they need
to t tint entrate un specific language problems in an intensive, individualized
tutorial program I her also need practice in performing a range of teaching
tasks whit h can be followed by group and individual feedback sessions.

The component of the foreign IA course is designed to place the TA
in a van ot classroom situations requiring different types of interactional
skill . (se Appendix Ai the teaching tastes include simulating the first day of
class, defining a specialized term or concept; fielding student oral stims; giving
oral instructions, explaining a diagram, model, or illustration; presenting a short
let tun and leading a group discussion.

I hiring the class sessions the TA. are nut only expected to make their own
rsntatum%, but also i to evaluate the performances of other TAs. As thecourse
t.ontmues. the' I As assume ma or responsibility for providing useful feedback
to the presenters An atmosphere of trust and openness gradually emerges
among the' TAs in the do's, helping them develop self-confidence and the
11,111t to evaluate themselves in their own roles as teacher.. Self-evaluation is
encouraged throughout the course in the development of both teaching and
language skills. In order to become more effective classroom teachers, however,
the% also learn to integrate these skills with an understanding of the cultural
t arhibis III% I do eft in t lassroi im intraction.

tilt'thtitl
In et Altiating the ette't tie cm's*. of the' nurse', a cas stitch' method was

adopted I his method nude it possible ft, interpret the !As' evaluative responses
.n ttut.ti.'nnai re C4 ernmg the course in relation to their success as cla,,room
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teachers (a copy of the questiemnaireis given in Appendix M. An attempt was
made to determine whether the LA had successfully integrated into the aca-
demic community and the extent to winch success could be attributed to the
foreign TA training course.

The evaluative questionnaire was divided into a set of introspective ques-
tions focusing on the TA!4' feelings about their actual teaching experiences, and
a set of retrospective questions concerning the foreign TA training course which
had been completed twelve to fifteen months prior to the investigation. Both
sets of questions were open-ended end were intended to allow the TAs to
comment at length on their own development and on the various aspects of the
course.

The following procedure was used. Ten TM (eight men and two women)
who had completed the course were given the three-page questionnaire. They
were asked to give factual information, including TOM. scores, positions held
in their departments, and an estimate u' their amount of daily interaction with
English speakers They were also asked to rate themselves in the areas of
listening. pronunciation. 'peaking, composition, and grammar. The question-
naires were completed prior to individual interviews.

Using the questionnaire as a guide, two instructors cif the foreign TA course
condue teed interviews with e.ich of the TM. The IM were given an opportunity
to expand on farts II and li: of the questionnaire. The interviewers were nut
interested in eliciting any particular kind of response, but rather in creating an
atmosphere in which the TAs would feel comfortable discussing their teaching
and the effectiveness of the foreign TA course Their oral responses were used
as a means ot assessing their spoken English proficiency and attitudes toward
teaching. flaying served as foreign TA course instructors, the interviewers were
in a position to eommeme on longitudinal changes in language proficiency and
attitude.. I he interview information was used ai complement the other sources
of evaluation, such as direct observations c classroom teaching, interviews
with colleagues and supervisors. and studer opinion surveys.

Results
In their ee aluations of the foreign TA course, the I As reacted to the most

and least useful cernponents of the course There appeared to be agn'ement
that c deotapini . follow-up tutorials, peer teaching practise, and individual
exert 144. Atli tangnagt dab, ulnes wen' the most valuable features of the COLIINV.

Most ot the T As telt that the course helped them improve their English
language. skills 'eime commented that they had step o marked impnement
in their language. skills I loo~ ever, they were at least aware of what their prob-
it. Ms Cr* and ot hat speed!' kinds of prattle'. might help. them improve.
Most ot the I As found the teaching component of the course quite useful. They
gained a new vines lotion of the importance. of communication with an audi-
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me and also became aware of the need to adapt, to an appropriate extent, to
student expectations in tin. Amencan tlassruom. Several of the Ths stated that
the course was too short to deal efiectively with the problems facing the foreign
I A. Only one telt that the course was nut useful.

A more detailed case-by-caw- lysis made it possible to complement the
H 'uteri data with the deeper ins.g at could be gainod through the interview
process. in considering individual an interpretation of each TA's evalu-
ative statements was made. From an a '-alvsis elf these statements, it was possible
to construct tour distinct profile's or 'es grouped according to two factors:
first, whether the TAs in question had decided to amtinue working as teachers

an Amencan classroom after taking the TA course, as opposed to working
under a pnite'ssor as a research assistant (RA) or as a paper-grader; and second,
whether the TAs' evaluations of themselves as speakers of English and as
classroom teachers were consistent .vith external evaluations (interviews, class-
room observations, and comments from academic advisers, supervisors and
ClIlleagues, and students). The combinations of these categories are depicted in
Figure

;# I lituaftori

0(1%P.trilt 4i Ittl
.'ete'rnal i t,elu,ttievu

eikternal
.'t tllt.etrnn

INvt,r4m re letiting

1 lid not omtinue [Ad continue

A B
In 2) RI 9

( 1)
in II In 2)

t atc,,;or tft t4irett:tt teth lung as%P.tant% to the 141,-e-,tiriiv apnrath to
,.;.altratuts; a triiMMV, tourN

In this tatgon arc the Ms whose' evaluations of themselves
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in English. These TAs were aware of the inadequacies in their communication
skills and telt that they needed more specific training before taking on the
respernsibslifies of teaching in the American classroom. They consistently made
efforts to improve, but by the end of the course, they were still not satisfied
with their improvement and chose not to teach.

The first *TA in this category came to Minnesota from another university in
the U.S. where he had earned an M.A. in mass communications without having
to demonstrate proficiency in English. lie had written his thesis and all of his
papers in his native language. Upon arrival at Minnesota, he was required to
take courses in English as a second language before pursuing his Ph.D. One
year after fulfilling the minimum ESL requirement and having studied at the
Ph. D. level, he voluntarily returned teethe ESL program and expressed doubts
about the adequacy of his English. lie wanted to support himself with a teaching
assistantship, but his lack of proficiency for teaching in the English language
made him hesitant to do so. lie then enrolled in the course for foreign TM.

By viewing his videotapes with the instructor of the foreign TA course, he
was able to understand how his language differed from that of native speakers
of English. l to began to monitor himself carefully and to improve his English.
Even though he' did manage to improve, he chose not to teach because of his
concern for the educational needs of American students. He still felt his skills
were inadequate for a regular teaching assistantship in his department, but he
would lecture in English on special occasions.

Among the ten case studies there is a second example of a TA whose
decision not to continue teaching was also based upon feelings of language
inadequacy. As a research assistant in a clinical field, he realized that the
Americans with whom he' came in contact were not understanding him. During
the TA course he learned how to interact more effectively with clients, but his
speaking skills remained clearly inadequate for classroom teaching. However,
it is interesting to note that even his academic adviser would not tell him that
his pronunciation was unintelligibk.

When interviewed eighteen months after completing the course, the TA
reported that he had worked six months with a speech therapist but had finally

given up hope of booming a classroom TA. He reluctantly chose to support
himself by working as a test-grader.

Category B: The five case studies that comprise the second category are those
f As who evaluated themselves in essentially the same way they were evaluated
by others and who (hose to continue teaching. They were aware of the factors

inhibiting their successful communication with American undergraduate stu-
dents, but nevertheless, chose to support themselves as classroom teachers.
They developed strategies for integrating into the academic environment and
for coping with their classnstra communication problems. Through the TA

course', they became aware of obstacles to communication and took steps to
improve. They learned from the TA course that the success of their own courses
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also depended in part on the cooperation and motivation of the students. They
recognued their own necLi develop techniques for interacting with American .

students who had never encountered a non-native speaker of English in the
role of classroom teacher.

Although each of the five TAs in this category had unique problems in the
areas of language and teaching, their evaluations of themselves were consistent
with external evaluations which were based on classroom observations, inter-
views, student evaluations, and comments from people they worked with on
a daily basis. TAs in this group tended to rate their proficiency in the various
skills in English as either good or fair with pronunciation consistently given the
latter rating They felt there was slight improvement in their ability to use
English for teaching, but all of these TM felt confident about teaching, and
most of them had noted improvement in their teaching since they had begun
working as TAN.

The most salient characteristic shared by TAs in this group was their
concern that their students understand them. One TA emphasized the impor-
tam opt being able to pass on her knowledge to her students. In order to
sue teed in this endeavor, she found it was essential to understand her American
students in order to succeed in this. tier attitude was shared by 'he other TAs
in this category. Then actively sought feedback from their students regarding
communication in the classroom. An analysis of their successful integration
showed that eaCh of them had a different set of needs, but that all of them had
either vet~ little or no previous teaching experience.

cates:orii C In this category is a TA who chose not to continue as a classroom
teacher and whose evaluation of herself did not match the external evaluations.
She lacked self - confidence, although her colleagues and supervisors believed
she had excellent language skills and considerable potential for classroom teach -
mg Interviews with her and videotapes of her teaching kd to the same conclu-
sions tom rated her proficiency as fair in all skills except composition, in which
she rated herself as pOt1r.

As a person of small stature, this TA faced the' problem of protecting her
sent voice over the background noise' in lab science classes. Even in traditional
let tun, settings, her studetits found it difficult to hear her. She attempted to
solve this problem by using a microphone but found the situation unsatisfactory
and decided to support herself as a research assistant rather than as a classroom
teacher

atevim I ) in the final category are the TAs who decreed to continue as
classrisim teachers, yet whose' evaluations of themselves did not match external
evaluatu ins. I. hese TAs are of particular concern in contrast to those in Category
ti, who ako oemtinued teaching. From the sample, there are two TAs in this
Lategi

the first a teacher of an introductory lab course' who had considerable
teaching experience before coming to the United States. When .i..ked how he
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Mt about his teaching, he responded in writing that it was a perfect way to
learn English. tie telt that 90 to 9S percent of foreign TAs are effective teachers

and that if their students did not understand them, the students need only to
"watch and learn." He felt he had no problems in teaching or in using English
despite the fact that his MEM score barely met the minimum requirements of
his department at the time of his admission to graduate school. He rated his
skills in all language areas as goof. As for the evaluative questionnaires filled

out by his students every term, he read and destroyed them routinely, so none
were available for this analysis.

When he was observed in the classroom for this study, both his language
was highly formal and his teaching style seemed inappropriate for the situation.
During the first thirty minutes of the 45-minute class period, he lectured to the
twelve undergraduates by commenting on a totally prewritten outline on the
blackboard! lie sat on a table at the side of the room and spoke in a low
monotone with his eyes fixed on the board. He asked two questions during the
period, but the students were unable to answer them. Student names were not
used. *the TA provided the answers to his questions and said that he hoped
they understood. tie th..n urged the students not to sleep.

After this observation, it was concluded that the students must have either
understood the concepts being taught before the class session had begun or
they had arrived at new insights during the period without choosing to interact
with the TA. A third, very real possibility, of course, was that they still had not
grasped the concepts by the end of the pea In any case, the TA did not
modify his lecture style even though the class was small. At this point it was
suspected that the TA's concept of an effective teacher did not match the
expectations of the students.

The other IA in this category taught a beginning language course. He had
been teaching his native language in the U.S. for four years at the time of the
study. tic rated himself as good in listening, speaking, and pronunciation, and

as fair in grammar and composition. When he assumed his TA position, he had
difficulties associated with his lack of experience in teaching and with aural
comprehension. As he gained experience, he became very confident and felt
that he was an effective classroom teacher. Like the first TA, he felt that his
English improved through his teaching and through contact with Americans.
lie felt he had no problems with his teaching.

here was, however, considerable discrepancy between this TA's evalua-

tion of himself and others' evaluationsof him. In an interview it was found that
his English had in fact improved markedly. lie was able to understand and
respond to all of the questions with little or no difficulty and appeared to be
confident in his use of English. lie felt that he had reached a point at which his

teat lung Wv1 effective. and saw too need to be interested in further improvement.
A subsequent interview with his supervisor and an analysis of his students'

evalu'ations revealed a very different profile from the one that he had given.
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fis supervisor had received a number of complaints about his teaching, and in
her oh...mations of him she telt that he ha.1 considerable difficulty CoMMII3l-
t a ting with the students in his classroom. I tw written evaluations of the instruc-
tor were generally favorable except for several complaints concerning the lack
of clarity in his grammatical explanations in English. his students also com-
plained abc tut not having an opportunity to practice the target language in class.
One student wrote that the teacher and the class were -seldom on the same
wace length," which made learning difficult.

An analysis of a videotape of this IA's classroom teaching confirmed the
discrepancy descnbed above. The atmosphere in his classroom was highly
hernial with only minimal interaction between the TA and the students. It was
perhaps easier for the students to accept his shortcomings as a teacher because
he was teaching a foreign language not requiring exclusive dependence on
English for instruction. Hecause he was teaching a language course and not a
course in a field like math or physics, the students may have extended some
degree of cultural acceptance to him that would most likely not have been
extended to his counterpart in the other fields.

Discussion

Although each of the participants entered the foreign TA course with
unique characteristics and specific- needs, it was possible to isolate the variables
of English language proficiency, teaching skill, and attitude for each TA. The
development of the four discrete categories presented in the previous section
has meditated analysis of these variables and has led to some useful genraliza-
turns about each of the variables.

:dust cit the I As telt that English was then main problem. Although some
I As showed dramatic unpnwemnt in various areas of English language pro-
ficient v. this was generally not the case. As the course continued, the TAs in
( a tegt Iry ti saw the need to compensate for their lack of fluency in theclassroom
setting, raining that language improvement at their level would take place
only as a gradual process These TAs were especially open to classroom strat-
egies designed to support their oral presentations, e.g., using the blackbeiard
to ensune that students understand particularly troublesome vocabulary items,
or asking for immediate feedback on key points in the presentation.

On the other hand, the TAs in Category D. who also chose to continue
tea& lung, remained convinced that a mastery of English was the key to being a
sociesstu! cclassroom teacher. I As in this group were open to activities specifi-
calls designed to improve their English language ability. They were less inter-
sted in learning strategies to support their communication with students in
the al.issrinm

I c en though language* is clearly a maim vanable in classroom interach,
immediate or dramatic improvement in this area was not frequently observed
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or expected. It is extremely important that the. TAs be persuaded that there are
crucial vanables other than I. nghsh involved in overall teaching effectiveness.

in the area of to skilh, it was found that the' TAs with limited teaching
expenence were very open to making changes in their teaching and that, in
many cases, these changes were made quickly. On the other hand, some of the
IA, who had previous teaching experience entered the foreign TA course with
certain preconceived notions about teaching and learning and were not as open
to change or adaptation. T .ey came into the course with specific ideas and
expectations concerning their role- as teachers at an American university and
left the course with essentially the same ideas. It appeared that they had decided
in advance that they had certain deficiencies, particularly in language ability,
which when remedied, would make them effective classroom teachers. They
resisted the idea of looking at the whole range of skills and attitudes that might
affect their performance as [As. The other [As with teaching experience chose
not to teach even after taking the foreign TA course because of their respect for
high standards in education. They felt that because of their inadequacies in
l'ng lish, thee would take non-teaching positions until they had improved suf-

hciently It was apparent that some of the TAs in this category could have
functioned adequately as 4 lawoom teachers.

In contrast to the variable of language pnificiencv, dramatic improvement
was frequently observed in the area of teaching skills. It was often easier for
mexpenented teachers to make c ldnge. in their teaching because they generally
had not developed rigid ideas concerning the best way to teach and learn.
hipenenced teat hers, on the other hand, were faced with the difficult task of
adapting their notions of teaching and learning to the expectations of their
Amenean students fir both experienced and inexperienced foreign TAs, an
appropriate attitude toward differences in educational systems seemed to be
essential. The I As who were successful in this area developed an appreciation
of their studets" perspectives on classroom interaction.

I he cultural and attitudinal variables involved in teaching are perhaps the
most difficult to isolate and analyze, but at the same time, may be the most
reliable pred it tors of success. When foreign students come to the United States,
they find themselves in a very difficult situation. they may have a strong desire
to integrate completely into their new environment. For many of them, this
11141V mean trying to become like the' Americans they encounter in their daily
Ines through this desire to become a part of American culture, they may try
to minimize different es arid emphasize similarities.

I his desire to identity with Americans may be one reason that most of the

foreign i As in this study claimed that English was the primary factor determin-
ing their suet es. in the classroom. This perception may have been the reason
that `Ae of the t As were t 14144%1 to activities designed to improve their teaching
ettet heelless or to increas. their awareness of cultural differences in the class-

room. I it' ever, the( ultural differences involved in classnxim teaching, includ-
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ing assumptions about learning, may be the soun- of the greatest difficulty for
the foreign FA in Amencan classrooms. Therefore, if foreign TAs are not open
to analysis and discussion of these differences, their success may be severely .

limited.

Conclusions
Foreign graduate students who choose to support themselves by working

as TM in American universities are faced with difficult situations. These TM,
who are required to provide quality education to their students, may encounter
serious problems in classroom communication because of their level of profi-
ciency in the English language, their teaching skills and experience, and their
attitude toward classroom education.

This chapter has discussed ease studies of ten foreign TAs who had taken
a special course designed to improve their classroom effectiveness. Although
each TA had different language needs, different levels of teaching experience,
and different attitudes toward the educational process, it was possible to create
foes: u.stinct categories based on (1) how the TM evaluated themselves and
w., evaluated by others, and (2) whether or not they chose to continue as
classroom teachers after completing the training course for foreign TM.

The two categories of TAs who chose nut to continue as classroom teachers,
Categories A and C. are not of particular interest in this study because these
TAs, for a variety of reasons, have made the choice to not be involved in the
education of American undergraduates. On the other hand, Categories B and
D include the TM who have continued as classroom teachers.

Those in Category B, the largest group, achieved some degree of successful
integration into the American classroom. Although each of them still had spe-
cific difficulties in the areas of language and teaching skills, their open attitude
toward classroom educatitm in the United States served as a moderating vari-
able. These TM had a realistic perception of themselves as speakers of English
and as classroom teachers, as shown by the match between their evaluations
of themselves and external evaluations. They saw both classroom teaching and
language skills as gradual processes requiring constant attention for improve -
ment to take place.

In contrast, the TM in Category 0, who also continued teaching, did not
show the same degree of successful integration into the American classroom.
I hs lAs had shown improvement in their English language skills, but exhib-
ited a rigid attitude' toward classroom education. They had specific preconceived
notions about the educational process, which max, have been a reflection of
either a cultural or a personal attitude toward education. The study found that
these t As did not have a realistic perception of themselves as speakers of
English or as classroom teachers. Their attitude toward impawing classroom
ettectivenss was that if their English skills improved, they would automatically
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become more effective teachers. The discrepancy found between the way these
TAs perceived themselves and the way others, including American undergrad-
uate students and immediate supervisor~, perceived them suggests that this
category of the tour requires the most immediate attention, assuming that
quality education for undergraduates is a high priority.

Thes case studies have shown that proficiency in the English language
and adequate teaching skills are essential to the foreign TA's success in the
American classroom. However, the studies also indicate that the individual
TA's attitude toward the educational process in the United States is a key
variable in classroom effectiveness that merits further attention and research.

Endnotes

I An earlier (-Noon of this chapter appeared in the MinneTTIStN. Journal
2 For further dis4 it...don of blackboard tetimiques .pee the chapter by Shaw and Carats.,

this tit flunk.

Appendix A. Oa, room ommunicahott for foreign TAs
!'r nitric a Nediain4.
the I As present the syllabus and essential information for the course they are teaching.
the lot us of this first actiin is on dearly presenting the pertinent informationand estab
lishmg rapport with the .lass ( minutest

2 Definition of a term
In this &windy the TA, present a definition of a special term or concept from their fields. It

essential that the I As adapt their material to inert the general level of the audience and
that the length of the presentation be kept withm the prescnbed time limit (5-7 minutes)

a I triahhhV a thavoin ',Wel ea ilhotratkm
The IA.. choose a diagram. model. or illustration from their fields to present to the claw
This At twit% requires the IA. to use the blackboard or some other teaching aid and at the
same time to maintain adequate eve kntact with the class. (5-7 minutes)

4 i.ivirN doe, hon. to the das.
In the. at twits- the I As gate the class directions for drawing something (usually a geometric
design or symbol, Only oral &minium:abort can be used. The class members can ask
questions to tows or clarity the TAN' directions. The TA% receive immediate feedback on
their %nate,. in.ommunuattng the spetihrd information
f a it
Questions based 4 on each I A's previous presentation are asked by native speaker% of

Fnglish the questions are audiotaped and then played for the TA% to answer. The 1 As
are videotaped in tront of the cla.s as they listen to, restate, and answer the question.. The
.lass members an ask for dantication or elaboration. This activity focuses on listening

as %OLP. the Attila to clearly and accurately restate questions.
h Sholf tare

the' I As present short ks. tures based on topics of general interest from their fields. This
ac tnity requires the TA. to synthesize the skills emphasized .n the coupe and is intended
to gist. them a item. sense .4 what they have accom dung the quarter, MI minutes)
I olloie In rid Pr
In this at tit its the IA% I an draw on the information presented in the previous lecture and
an assume a 4 Ertmn amount of shared knowledge on the part of the class members This

gases there an opporiunns to &Lir& problems horn the previous presentation and to
elahrrate on a Tetitit point t IO minutes)
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Appendix B. University of Minnesota, classroom communicatlim skills for
international TAN. Pi/ore-up questiOnnain:

11;o1

1. Name
2 Department
3 Primary asva of interest
4 When did you begin your studies at the U of M?
5 flow many graduate credits do you usually take per quarter?
6 When do you plan to finish your dewy?
7 What types of assistantships have you held at the U 11.1?

Si What classes have you taught at the U M?
i5 Are you teaching this quarter'

Ili How large are the classes you teach?
11 How often do you have TA meetings?
12 Native language
13 Country
14. TOEFI, score
15. Michigan Test score

What language do you *peak at home?
17 flow many hours a day do vim generally speak English?

give the name of at least one person who has observed your teaching or has a good
idea of your prhtwnc in EnghAti.

Part II

Meant rate your own prfftwricy in English in the following areas:
grammar Very good Good Fair Poor
Learning

C ompreftereacin Very good Good Fair PC if
Speaking Very good Good Fair Pow
Pronunciation Very maid Goad Fair Prim
Composition Very good Good Fair Poor
Mir following questions are intended for people who have been teaching during the last
year )
1 flow do you feel about teaching at the U of M?
2 flat e there been any changes in your teaching since you have been at the U of M?
; It you feel your teaching has changed, what chi you think the causes of the changes are?
4 Have there been env changes in your ability to use English for teaching?

It you feel your proficiency in English has changed, what do you think the causes of the
c hanges are'

liar!

I thinking back on the your** "Classroom Communication for International TAs" that you
took, what were the most useful parts of the course tor you?

2 What .pee the benefits did you gain from the various parts of the course?
; A, a student or IA at the University of Minnesota, what specific problems do you still have

that the course did not help you with?
4 How could the course have helped you with these problems?

It you were a foreign TA lust hecnning at the U of M. would you take this course? Why
hv not'
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hit' Instruments for Aoessing the Oral English Proficiency
of Foreign Teaching Assistants'

ClIARIES W. STANSFIELD
RODNEY J. BALLARD

S*me 14*-1. the lest of English as a Foreign Language (TOFFL) hasbeen used
to assess the I:nglish language proficiency of non-native English speakers

immapplying to undergraduate or graduate programs at U.S. and Canadian
colleges and unsversihes. The test, which has been shown to be valid and reliable
when used for its intended purpose, measures the ability to understand spoken
and wntten English in an academic contest.

Because of increased interest in a standardized measure of oral language
proficiency, in 1478 the staff of Educational Testing Service initiated a research
pniwct Mark and Swinton 1979) that culminated in the development of the Test
of Spoken English 1TSE). This exam is a tape recorded measure of oral English
proficiency w which the examiner's c -.sponses are also tape recorded. After
subsequent validation in academic settings (Clark and Swinton 1980), the TSE
became an operational testing program. Now in its third year of operation, the
TSE provides U.S. and Canadian universities with a means of measuring the
English speaking ability of international students who are being considered for
te.klung assistantships or for other positions that require extensive use of
spoken English A. a test of oral proficiency, the 'ISE is a complement to the
l't 1E+1 It is sponsored 1w the IOEEL Program and is administered by Educa-

tional I esting service t FISi.

-F.SE (in ten t

1 he 1 sl !Ake% about twnt minutes and consists of seven sections, each
inc of% tug a radii ular spess'h 41CtIVIiV I he first section is an unscored "warm
up m whit h the esammee responds orally to a short series of biographical
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questions spoken on the test tape (name, reasons for studying English, future
plans. etc In the second section. the examinee reads aloud a printed passage
of approximately 125 words and is told that scoring will be based on pronunci-
ation and overall clarity of speech. Time is allowed for preliminary silent reading
of the passage.

In the third section, the examinee sees a series of ten partial sentences and
is asked to complete each sentence orally in a was that conveys meaning and
is grammatically correct. Some sample items are

I. In order to finish the assignment
2. By saving our money
1 While I was waiting for the bus . .

4 Although many people liked the movie
Because of the cold weather .

The fourth and fifth sections utilize picture stimuli that "tell a continuous
story Atter studying the drawings briefly, the examinee is asked to tell the
story that the plc tures show, and to include as much detail as possible. In
set lion lice the examinee looks at a single photograph and answers a series of
spoken questions about the picture's content.

Section six consists of a series of spoken questions intended to elicit free
and somewhat lengthy responses from the examinee. The questions require
both &scripts:ins of common obiects,(e.g., describe' a bicycle in as much detail
as you can) and open-ended expressions of opinion on familiar issues. For
instance, an examinee might be asked to discuss the best way of dealing with
the t% :rid fc :cid shortage The linguistic quality and adequacy of communication,
rather than the specific knowledge revealed, are considered in scoring this
sect:tin.

In the seventh anti final section, the examinee sees a printed schedule,
such as the following schedule for an imaginary course:

Chont-tru 101)
lass 14...4 lures

I .1114:1-a tory

mat esaminatu:n

1 Iii % croft

Monday.. and Wednesdays
Anderson I fall Room 1412
9:00 10:(K) a.m.
ndays

lohnson I fah Room 302
1.0(1 Cal p.m.
Wednesday, Mx-ember Itf

Anderson flail Room 102
'nu 1000 a.m.

hursdav, til ember 21
rida% November 24

\o t lassies
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Textbook. An introductwn to College Chemistry, C. Clauss
and t Whitehead, Oxford University Press: 1976

The candidate is asked to describe the schedule aloud, as though informing a
group of students on the first day of class.

Overview of ISE Operational Procedures
The TSE is given at TOEH., test centers in the U.S. and abroad. it is given

on scheduled TOUT dates so that students can take both tests on the same
day and at the same location. The test is given six times per year, currently
dunng the months of August, November, December, March, May, and June.

Administrative Procedure's

Each year the exact test administration dates are published in the TSE
-Examinee Application Form and Procedures." Copies of the form are distrib-
uted to all 1011.1. test I enters, to American embassies, binational centers, and
knguage institutes, and to numerous other agencies and individuals interested
in the' INV' Often departments that require TSE scores of applicants include
copies of the application torm in thte materials sent in response to inquiries from
non-native English speaking persons. The TSE is given at TOFU. test centers
throughout the world under strictly controlled testing procedures. Once a
completed appplication form is received, the examinee is assigned to a test
colter for the date selected and sent a registration form, the' TSE &amine..
I landhvA and a disc. the I ianiikok and disc include a description of each section
of the WA, the test directions, and practice questions. The registration form
requests information necessary to identity the examinee and the names of
institutional -4. ore recipients.

Scoring Procedures

the eaminee's tape.. is sent directly to EIS for scoring. TSE answer tapes
are rated by *nu sl raters, who are epenenced teachers and specialists in
the held of Unglish as a second language, Raters are trained at one-day work-
shops conducted hv l TS staff members.

urrently. every ISE tape' is rated independently by two raters; neither
person rating an individual tape' knows the scores assigned by the other, and
the' eammt.e....citre is the average' of their two ratings. Scores are assigned on
tour separate criteria (overall comprehensibility, pronunciation, grammar, and
Hooky) It the two raters tit, not agree on any of the four scores, a third person
listens to the an..t. er tape' anti rates the areas of disagreement. In such a case,
the reported '4 ores are based on the average of the three ratings.

The overall tomprehensibility critenon is designed to be a global rating of
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the r'ummie's proficiency in dealing with a variety of complex speech tasks.
Overall comprehensibility scores are reported on a scale that ranges from 0 to
U); all scores are rounded to the nearest tenth. Descriptions of the performance
indicated by each score range follow.

Overall Comprehensibility
040 Overall comprehensibility too low in even the simplest type speech.
KIU-140 Generally not comprehensible due to frequent pauses and/or
rephrasing, pronunciation errors, limited grasp of vocabulary, and lack of
grammatical control.
150-190 Generally comprehensible but with frequent errors in pronuncia-
tion, grammar, choice of vocabulary items, and with some pauses or
rephrasing.
200-240 Generally comprehensible with some errors in pronunciation,
grammar, choice of vocabulary items, er with pauses or occasional rephras-
ing.
240-1iN) Completely comprehensible in normal speech, with occasional
grammatical or pronunciation errors in very colloquial phrases.

Reporting Procedures

The score cepor;-. for the TSE consist of an Examinee's Score Con-
firmation Record, r is sent to the examinee, and an official score report
that is sent directly by kducational Testing Service to two institutions specified
bv the examinee. The official score report includes the examinee's name, native
country and language, date of birth, the test date, and four different test scores:
a score for overall comprehensibility and scores for the three diagnostic areas
of pnmunciatiein, grammar, and fluency. It also provides descriptions of general
speech characteristics by score level for each of thcs criteria.

Speaking Proficiency English Assessment Kit (SPEAK)
The .1SE. program also offers the Speaking Proficiency English Assessment

Kit (SPEAK), which enables institutions to utilize a retired test form from the
ISE international program for local placement purposes. While the TSE is
designed for use it the selection and placement of graduate foreign applicants,
'+ITAK an be used to test those currently employed as teaching assistants or
in another tapacir. Using both the TSE and SPEAK, it is possible to assess the
oral English profie:ency of a non-native group at the time of application and at
one or more points subsequent to their arrival on campus. Alternatively, one
could compare overseas candidate's' ME scores with the SPEAK scores of cur-
rntly mpktyed non-nafir. speaking '1 As.

4111. Ak toilt4Ms all the materials needed to set up and administer a local
testing program. The kit includes a self-instructio 11 rater training manual that
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explains how to administer the test, how to use the overall comprehensibility
and diagnostic scales to assign ratings, and how to determine the overall co rn-
prehensibihty and diagnostic scores. Also included is a set of rater training tapes
containing examples of actual examinee performance and an explanation of the
rating assigned to each response. A set of rater testing tapes permits the rater
to score a seres of complete tests and to compare the scores with the actual

scores assigned by language testing specialists at ETS. The kit also includes 30

reusable test booklets for examinees, one cassette and one reel-to-reel test tape

" for actual administration of the test, and a package of rating sheets to be used

for the assignment of ratings and the calculation of scores.
SPEAK is available for direct purchase by univessity-affdiated English lan-

guage istitutes, institutional testing offices, private language schools, and
other education-related organizations serving public or private educational pro-

grams. Fir additional intormation, write to SPEAK, Box ai82, Princeton, NJ

08541.

Current Use of TSE and SPEAK

As of August 1981 ISE and SPEAK were being used by several colleges

and universities ism Appendix A) to assess the spoken English skills of foreign

teaching assistants and other foreign students. The state legislature of Florida

recently mandated non-native speaking instructors "be proficient in the oral

use of English, as determined by the Test of Spoken English . . or a similar

test- (Chnlrid fiNher UfgatilM, July 7, 1983, 2). Both TSE and SPEAK are
currently being considered at many other institutions in the U.S. and Canada,

particularly those with large graduate programs and those admitting a large
number of foreign graduate students. Institutions set their own criterion levels

on these tests; typically, the standards of acceptable oral proficiency for non-
native speaking TAs tall within a range of 200-250 on the overall compiehen-

sibilit scale.
The ISE. is also used within the health-related professions. Currently,

foreign trained veterinarians are required to submit TSE scores to the Education

Commission on hirign Veterinary Graduates, an affiliate of the American
Vetennary Medicine Association. These candidates must demonstrate profi-
ciency in spoken English as part of the process of becoming licensed to practice

vetennary medicine' in the United States. The TSE is also required of foreign-
trained nurse. applying for licensing to the Colorado State Board of Nursing.

A recent rest -11 study (Powers and Stansfield 1983 shows the TSE can also

be a valid me re of oral language proficiency for use in the certification or
htensing of non-native English-speaking professional's in the health-related

fields of medicine, nursing, pharmacy and veterinary medicine. SPEAK is also

used for on-site testing by a number of government agencies and private cor-

porations.
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Research on the TSE

As noted above, the IS E and SPEAK are commercially available tests of
oral English proficiency which have been used in many situations. With the
increased utilization of the TSE and SPEAK, it has been possible to conduct
studies of their reliability and validity.

Reliability of the TSE

Reliability is the extent to which a test yields consistent results. Several
different types of reliability may be relevant to a single test. In the case of a test
of oral language where scores are assigned by more than one rater, interrater
reliability is of particular concern. When an examinee's score is based on the
average of two ratings, as is currently the case, unless scores are abnormally
discrepant, the interrater reliability of the two overall comprehensibility scores
is .$8. That is, if tests already scored by two raters were rescored by two different
raters. the correlation K.Iween the two averages would be .88.'

As noted 'dove, three raters are used whenever there is a substantial
discrepancy between the ratings assigned by the first two .aters to the overall
score or any of the diagnostic subscores. Current experience indicates that a
third rater is utilized about 6 percent of the time. In such cases, an estimate of
the interrater reliability of the overall comprehensibility score is .92. That is, if
tests scored by three raters were rescored by three different raters, the corre-
lation between the two score averages would be .92. Because most TSE scores
are based on the average of two ratings, the coefficient of .88 can be considered
a fair, if not a slightly conservative, estimate of the true interrater reliability of
TSE scores.

Validity of the TSE

validity refers to the extent to which a test actually measures what it
purports to measure. If an oral language proficiency test yields very consistent
scores. it can be considered reliable. However, if those scores show little rela-
tionship to reallife performance, the validity of the test is questionable. While
many procedures exist for determining validity, there is no single indicator or
standard index of validity. Rather, validity is established by compiling infor-
mation on the nature' of the test and its ability to predict certain criterion
behaviors

Fin- nearly three decades the most widely respected test of spoken language
proficiency has been the oral proficiency interview administered by the Foreign
service Institute (ON) of the United States Department of State (Wilds 1975;.
Slknberger l'7$). It consists of a structured conversation of about fifteen to
twentv-tiye minutes between the examinee and a trained interviewer who is
either a native or a near-native speaker of the test language. Performance on
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the interview is evaluated on a wale ranging tram zero to five, with level zero
representing no tumtinal ability in the language, and level five representing
proficiency indistinguishable trom that of an educated native speaker.

In order to determine the relationship between scores on the FSI Oral
Interview and scores on the Test of Spoken English, both tests were adminis-
tem' to sixty foreign teaching assistants (TAs) at several tar e state universities
Mark and Swinton 19f40). In addition, recent TOEFL scores for thirty-one of
those TA+ were obtained from student records. Table I depicts the correlations

between the ISE and the other two instruments.

Table 1. Relation +hip of TSE to FSI ratings and TOEFL scores*
a-

TSE
mate

Correlation with
PSI rating

Correlation with
TOEFL

total score

rttinunoatkm 77 56

(4-aniniat 71 70

Flurtn% 7 60

t IompthrmshsIsh. 76* .57

'Alt correlatwn ltoettittritt% Aft' mgnitwant at or beyond the .001 n = 31.

As can be seen. th? TSE shows fairly strong correlations with FSI interview
ratings, while TSE subscores other than grammar show only moderate corre-
lations with TOEFI, scores. In additiqn, the correlation between l'SE compre-
hensibilit and FSI ratings for all sixy TAs in the Clark and Swinton study
(198()) was .79. It one accepts the FSI Oral Interview as a valid criterion measure,
Clark and Swinton's findings indicate that the TSE represents a substantial
improvement over TOEFL in the prediction of oral language proficiency.

Within the context of college and university instruction, the TSE was vali-
dated in the same study involving 134 foreign teaching assistants at nine uni-
versities (Clark and Swinton 1980). Here it was found that an instructor's TSE
ciimprhensibilitv score correlated with students' assessmentof the instructor's
ability to handle common situations involving language skills. Some of these

situations and their corresponding correlations were lectures (r = .60), under-
standing student questions (r .32), answering questions (r = .53), and com-
munication during office appointments (r = .54). The TSE score also correlated

with the degree to which the instructor's pronunciation interfered with student

understanding (r .tits). To a lesser extent, the ISE score predicted students'
evaluations of the instructor's overall teaching performance (r = .29, n = 34,

p-
In addition to language' skills, overall performance or teaching effectiveness

is determined by several other factors, such as organization, class preparation,
interpersonal relations. accessibility, originality, assigned workload, and eval-
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uation procedures The fact that the TSE comprehensibility score correlates with
teat lung eltectiveness (nay also indicate that degree of English language profi-
t sencv influences or otherwise 4. orrelates with these factors. In the Clark and
Swinton study. the TSE. score did not correlate significantly with student ratings
of the instructor's knowledge of the subject.

Concluding Remarks
One way in which the TSE. or SPEAK can be used is in helping academic

departments to establish criterion levels of acceptable comprehensibility among
torign teaching assistants. The TSE program has developed a sample tape that
tontains examinee responses to selected TSE passages at ten different score
levels, arranged in order from low score to high score. The tap, may be used
by departmental or institututional committees responsible for establishing initial
score requirements. Such committees could include both faculty and student
representatives.

Unit' an initial standard is set, departments or institutions should conduct
follow-up studies on the validity of the score standard. This research may be
conducted by the local office of institutional research, by the university testing
service. or by a graduate student in education or psychology in fulfillment of a
thesis requirement. A correlation coefficient between student ratings and ME
scores car/ be useful in establishing local validity. Expectancy tables can be used
to show the distnbulion of levels of teaching performance, as rated by students,
for instructors with given English proficiency scores. The expectancy tables can
be portrayed by department, and can be considered in subsequent discussions
to raise or lower the standard. Additional information on local validation of
standards is available in the TSE Manual for Score Users, in Powers and Stansfield
0400). and in ...vingston and Ziekv (1982). Further infortiation about the TSE
and SPEAK, including the TSE Manual for Score Users and a sa: tape, can be
obtained by contacting the TSE Director, Department 110, Educational Testing
Service, Pnnceton, XI 08541.

Endnotes
I An earlier wrsion of this chapter was presented at the 1951 N AFSA Annual Conference

in I. inn innati C harles W Stanstield
2 A supplt of these torm call tee esbtained from NE, Bo% 21182, Pnriceton, NJ, OK54l.
1 1 wilier information about the test's reliability P. tound in the 7S1. Manual tor Score

4 1 he f sf- program °nue attempt.. to monitor the use t TSE In agents..., and institutions
that titillie the test ere roe Thus. institutions conducting local validation studies are requested
to tors. ard a tope of the finding.. to the Tt)f-Fl Program Research Cotwdinator
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Appendix A. Users of ISE and SPEAK as of August 1983

Indianians with one ar
e departments aguish%

or signaling TSE scats
inatitaless wing

SPEAK

University of Florida
University of Caldurrua at Los Angeles
Mations.. State Lniveraty
f..niversity of Minims
University of Altoona
University of Wisconsin
Northwestern University
University of Delaware
University of Maryland
University of Missouri
University at Central Florida
University of Arkansas
Iowa State University
Monterey Institute of International Studies

University of Alabama
University of Texas at San Antonio
Newport Collegge
University of Georgia
Ohio University
State University of New York at Buffalo
American University
University of Dallas
University of California at Santa Cruz
Pennsylvania State University
University of South Carolina
Indiana State University
University of Tennessee
State University of New York at Stony

Brook
North Texas State University
Creighton University
University of Manitoba, Winnipeg,

Canada
University of Guelph. Guelph, Canada
Nazan University, Nagoya, Japan
World Economic Information Services,

Tokyo
NAVid.Postgraduate School, Monterey,

CA
Pomona Valley Community Hospital,

Pomona. CA
Columbia College, Vancouver, Canada
Queens College. NY
Thai International Airways
Syracuse University
University of Maryland
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.4 bpology of Teaching Assistants'

KATHLEEN M. BAILEY

0 ur awareness of "the foreign TA problem" is largely a result of students'
complaints about non-native speakers employed as TAs in U.S. univer,
sities. Unfortunately, though not surprisingly, these complaints tend to

be rather vague. "He can't speak English" and "You can't understand a word
he says" are not particularly useful comments in any diagnostic sense.

In order to better understand what exactly students were complaining
about, I arranged to visit the classes of non-native speakers working as TM at
UCLA. The departments of math and physics were chosen for the on-site
observations because these two departments had the most letters of complaint
on record regarding non-native speaking TM. In addition, courses in these two
departments afforded a combination of both discussion sections and laboratory
settings.

Six pairs of TM were chosen in each department from among a pool of
forty-four TAs who were willing to be observed. Each pair consisted of a non-
native speaking Asian TA matched with a native speaker teaching in a different
section of the same course during the same quarter. Non-native speaking TM
were paired with native speakers in this study so that, by comparison, I could
detect both "errors of omission" and "errors of commission." It is possible that
some of the students' complaints were based on what the foreign TAs failed to
do as well as what they did. Asian TAs were chosen because in a pilot study
they had been identified as the group having the most difficulty adjusting to
the educational system at UCLA. The twelve foreign TAs in the observational
sample were native speakers of Chinese, Korean, and Japanese. All these TAs
were males.

All of the classes observed were regularly scheduled lower-division under-
graduate courses. In each department three of the courses were designed for
majors .in that discipline and the other three ts ere designed non-majors.
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Students' evaluations of these twenty-four TM were made available to me

at the end of the quarter. A comparison of the scores showed that the students

rated the native speakers significantly higher than the foreign TAs. However,

there were no significant differences between the rating of the math TAs as a
group and those of the physics TAs, nor was there any interaction effect

The classes were visited during the beginning, middle, and end of the
academic quarter. During each observation I took extensive fieldnotes, docu-
menting the TA's speech, his patternsof movement through the classroom, his

nonverbal behavior, and evidence of his relationship with t.,w students. After
each observation the rough notes were recopied and details were added. The
data upon which the following typology is based consisted of 1,197 pages of
finalized fiekinotes. In the fieldnotes, the 24 TAs were identified by pseud-
onyms. some of which are also used in the following discussion.

TA Typology
the tildnotes for each observation were summarized, and then the sum-

maries of each TA's performance were synthesized to form a profile that char-

acterized the subiectri behavior over the ten-week quarter. The profiles of the

twenty-four teaching assistants were then compared to identify possible models

or types of TAs. Five types emerged in this analysis. Each type was given a

descriptive label and one TA profile was selected to represent the type. The

typological names are intended to capture ageneralization about the behaviors

of the group members. (For a more complete discussion of the research meth-

odology and sampling issues involved in this study, see Bailey 1982a).

Type I: Active Unintelligible TAs

The first type of TA can be characterized as ihysically active, fast-talking,

knowledgeable, but unintelligible. There were three foreign TAs in this group,

two Koreans and a native speaker of Chinese. All three were able to do the
students' homework. They could all talk and write at the same time, providing
explication as they solved the problems at the blackboard. They were also

physically active and appeared confident. They used a variety of hand and arm

gestures, althoughsthese gestUres were not always dearly synchronized with

...the meaning of their Englsh utterances.
these three TAs sh,...red linguistic characteristics as well. Their speech was

so heavily accented that they were difficult for the students to understand.

They tended to talk very quickly, which often compounded their pronunciation
problems. Although they apparently understood students' questions and com-

ments with little difficulty, the students were not always able to understand

these TAs, Syntactic errors were common in their speech, especially in the cases

of the two Koreans, who produced noticeable subiectless or verbless sentences.
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these IA% ottn asked questions or encouraged the students to speak, but
many -such utterath es were simply follow -ups to initial misunderstandings.
!hey. trequently encouraged students to come to their office hours and announced
additional help sessions before exams. Yet their efforts apparently went unap-
preciated since they were rated very low in the student evaluations. The follow-
ing profile' of Park illustrates the classroom communication problems of an
Active Unintelligible TA.

Profile of Park

Park is a native speaker of Korean who led a physics discussion section for
students maloring in physics, math, or engineering. The section met ina large
lecture hall with an amphitheater floor plan.

Park was apparently competent in his discipline, and tried very hard to
explain the material to the students, but his spoken English presented serious
problems Ifis speech could be characterized as fast but inaccurate. Park's
grammar and accent were especially faulty. There were numerous errors in
bask sentence structure. including subjectless and verbless sentences andmor-
phology problems (e g., using a noun as a verb or vice versa). These "basic"
syntactic problems are puzzling since they were sometimes juxtaposed with
well-formed complex sentences.'

Park's difficulties with the pronunciation of English consonants were typ-
ical of many Korean adults learning English. (For example, "s" is sometimes
pronounced like "sh." "1" like "r" and vice versa, and word-initial "w" may
seem to disappear.) But the main source of Park's difficulty was the supraseg-
mental patterns of English. He sometimes broke his phrases at non-phrase
boundanes. inserting pauses at unexpected points. He also overused rising
intonation within sentences, perhaps to check the students' understanding of
the material, his English, or botii. This combination of inappropriate phrase
boundaries and the list-like rising intonation gave Park's speech a looping,
repetitive, si.g-song quality. (Park realized that his pronunciation was problem-
atic. tie had even voluntarily taken a course to improve his accent.)

These phonological and grammatical problems were compounded by the
speed with which Park spoke. Ile talked as fast as any of the native speaking
TAs, and even faster than iome. Although there were occasional false starts in
his speech. Park seemed to be a confident speaker of English. tie also answered
students' questions without hesitation. ilowever, the pace of his speech, cou-
pled with his accent and the numerous grammar errors, sometimes made it
impossible to understand him.

I he speed at which Park spoke gave his discussion section a rushed quality,
t' hit h %V.14 .acrbated by his nonverbal behavior. At each of the three obser-
vations he hurried into the lecture hall (sometimes late), talked and wrote
quickly. moved fast, only partially erased the blackboard, and generally rushed
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through the problems Items he dropped (the chalk, an eraser) were left on the
floor or kicked aside. Once atter an observation I told Park I hoped I had not
made him nervous. He responded with "No, no! No time to nervous!" (sic).

Part of the impression of haste he created was due to Park's physical
movements, but his nonverbal behaviors sometimes aided his efforts to com-
municate. His motions were purposeful and fluid, so he looked confident and
physically balanced. He was very mobile and used much of the blackboard
space in the amphitheater, but he shuffled his feet as he walked back and forth
beside the blackboard. He gestured boldly with his hands and arms as he spoke.
Usually these gestures helped convey the meaning, but at other times they
seemed random. Occasionally he talked toward the blackboard as he wrote and
then failed to re-establish eve contact with the students when he had finished.
He sometimes asked a question without looking at the students and then
answered it himself when no one volunteered a response.

These problems in Park's communication skills were apparent in all three
observations. Yet it was also obvious that he was trying very hard to help the
students. Ile attempted to answer all their questions and seemed prepared for
class. Before the midterm exam he invited the students to come to his office for
additional help (even on a Saturday). The offer for an extra study session was
made again before the final exam. During the last class session he twice encour-
aged the students to come to his office hours. He also gave them some tips
about solving equations and about what to expect on the exam.

But, as might be expected, the students did nut seem to respond to Park's
efforts. Many appeared restless during the class. Some asked questions that
seemed to challenge Park's knowledge and or authority. Some talked together
pnvatel as Park tried to conduct the session. I heard sighs, exasperated exhal-
ations. and snickering or snorting sounds from thestudents. There was laughter

among a group of male students after oneof them belched loudly. Others came
in late and sett early. Some changed seats during the discussion section in order
to sit near friends and chat. In general, the group conveyed an attitude of
annoyance with the TA. The students seemed to tolerate Park rather than to

coopvratt' with him.

Type 2: Mechanical Problem Solvers

the second TA category in the observational sample includes one native
speaker and live non-native speakers of English. These six teachers were all
competent in their subject matter. That is, they were able to solve and explain
the students' honwork problems and conduct physics labs. Thus, like the

a4 twe TAs, they are characterized as knowledgeable.
However, the mechanical problem solvers differ from the former group in

that they seemed relatively passive and quiet. In fact. they spoke so quietly that

it was sometimes difficult to hear them over the general noise in the environ-
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ment In addition, there were often periods of silence in the classrooms of these
TM as they wrote on the blackboard or silently watched the students conduct
the expenments. Although they were able to write and talk simultaneously,
they did so less regularly than other TM in the sample. When they did talk,
their speech was relatively slow and deliberate.

Physically, these TAs were also somewhat passive in the classroom. Com-
pared to other TAs in the sample, they seldom used hand or arm movements
to underscore the meaning of their utterance's. Their eve contact with students
was also less frequent and of shorter duration than that of the other TAs.

In terms of classroom discourse patterns, the mechanical problem solvers
elicited less input from the 'Students than their peers. They also shared less
personal mfirmation and offered little encouragement to their students. Although
there is some variation in their behavior, as a group these TA s tended to react
to the students, rather than directing the classrtxtm interaction.

Profile of Kwan

!Swan was a native speaker of Chinese who was the TA for a math discus-
sion section. I here were seldom many students in his section and those who
did come tended tee trickle in late and leave early_. At the first meeting there
were eighteen students present. Dunng two other observations there were only
three students one day and seven on anotherwhich happened to be the day
before an CUM. At one of my scheduled observations, no students appeared
at all. These' low attendance patterns may be related to Kwan's teaching style.

At the first class meeting Kwan wrote his name, office hours, office number,
and the course' number on the board, but he told the students nothing about
his background ; nd asked nothing about them (e.g., he apparently did not try
to learn their name's). There were no "getting-to-know-you" remarksno COM.
;nests about the course or himself to put the students at ease. In short, Kwan
made no effort to build rapport with the students.'

11/4 wan.% classroom style was rather passive'. Much of this impressior was
bawd on nonlinguistic signals. Ile seldom used gestures to support the meaning
of his spec% h When he' was not writing, his arms hung limply by his sides
and even when he was writing, his other hand was inactive. His voice was soft,
and he sometimes mumbled or talked toward the blackboard. There was little
or no difference between the volume or pitch he used as he spoke to the students
and that he used as he did calcuLions on the blackboard. He did nut pro*ct
his coke te hen addressing the class; it was as it he were talking to himself.
I here were also periods of silence as the TA wrote on the board, read his math

,ok. or awaited the students' questions.
Is. A.111 didn't call on students during any of the classroom observations.

Instead he %%mild stand silently. waiting for them to ask questions. Then he
w,,uid usually. %%Ink problems (rather than explaining them) in response to their
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requests. In tact. writing seemed to be his main channel for communicating
with the students Indeed. he had what could be called -good blackboard
technique- ti e clear handwriting, wganstvd lay-out of solutions on the board,

bows drawn around the answers. vertical lines drawn to separate completed
portions of problems from new work, etc.). But as a result of Kwan's involve-
ment with the blackboard, there was relatively little eye contact between him
and the students. Instead he would look at the problem and occasionally glance

back at the students, with the Nackkoard holding his attention.
One result of Kan's seeming passivity, distance, and lack of exuberance

was that the student% ran the class most of the time. They were in control of
the discourse and kwan reacted to them. In each observation the students
talked to one another about the math, with a great deal of can -task, overt peer-
teaching. as it they were being TA% tor each other, explaining further or expand-
ing on what kwan had said. In tact, Kwan did not seem to explain much. Ile
was like a problem-solving machine: he worked the problems and the students
watched They would ask him questions, but much of the elaboration and
explanation was generated by the students instead of the TA. To be sure, there
was some give-and-tak but kwan could not be characterized as having an
interactive teaching style As Asa result, the students set the pace and kept the
lessons goingin etteo +operating with one another to digest the TA's dem-
onstration solutions. Net there were possible symptoms of boredom among the
students (yawning. stretchmg, early departure, developing side conversations).

kwan's English Was not a serious problem. Although there was
occasional see itching of "I" and "r." his prcmunciation was quite intelligible,
lids grammar errors did not seem to interfere with the students' ability to
understand him. Ile spoke at a slow steady pace, suggesting neither great
fluency nor a lack ot fluency. Although he occasionally repeated words or
phrases verbatim, possibly indicating a restricted vocabulary, Kwan apparently
understood the students' questions and responded to them without hesitation.
In sum, even though his spoken English was not native-like, it was not really
problematic, but his passivity and inappropriate paralinguistic behavior made
him seem inept.

Nus kw an's major classroom communication problems can be attributed
to the tact that he either did not understand the role of the TA or he was
unwitting ( Of unable) to assume it. Xoticeably, he never approximated the role
Ot a TA as a knowledgeable helpmate and friend. There were no smiles, jokes,
laughter. or ott-task comments, no sharing of personal information in any of
his t tiNeTV t 1.4

Type 3: Knowledgoble Helpers/Casual Friends

1 he third category, the largest group of TA% in the observational sample,
cons.sted ot six native speaker, and two non-nativ speakers. Like the active
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unintelligible TA, and the mechanical problem solvers, all the members of this
group were us their disc splines. they could all solve the students'
homework problems or conchae t physics labs. In addition, the members of this
group clearly demonstrated purposeful teaching behaviors. Mos' to explain,
to clarity, to paraphrase. and to demonstrate were typical of their classroom
disc nurse. They were helpful and generally friendly to the students, and there
wen- occasional flashes of on-task humor. However, the tone of their clasfes
was business-like, with the TA either in control or quickly able to regain control.-

the members of this group also differed from the previous types in that
they could be' easily heard and understood. This is not surprising, since three-
fourths ot the group were native speakers of English. However, this was also
true t the two foreign TAs in this group.

Both of thew non-native speakers seemed to enact the nth, of a TA as
knowledgeable helper and casual friend to the students (as did the native
speakers in the group) In the tiekinotes, there were no records of complaints
tram the students or observed negative behavior toward either of these TAs.

Profile of Urn

Lim is a natic e speaker of Chinese who led a physics lab section for life
science ma;ars 1 k. had a very interactive teaching style. In all three. observa-
ta ms. he elicited mtrmation from the students during the explanation of the
experiment /le wasted patiently atter posing questions and then restated his
questions it the students did not respond. lie often confirmed their ideas by
saying "Yes and repeating or paraphrasing their answers to his questiqns. In
each observatum he checked to see what material had been covervd in the

. protssr's lectures. lie also consistently gave the students helpful hints about
conducting the expenments and tips on how to write the lab reports coirectly.

In terms cot his nonevrtial behavtor, Lim appeared confident, animated,
and relaxed. Ile used hand and arm gestures which supported the meaning of
his utterances He maintained regular eve contact with the class as he talked.
In addition. he was able to use the blackboard to advantage, consistently draw-
ing diagrams and painting to them during his explanation, of the labs. Ile e'tk'n
smiled and tt.e. students laughed at his pleasantries. Ile seemed to think of the
students as near-equals: they called him by his first name and he' sometimes
used the' inclusive forms we and let's.

u's a 'Intro) of I nglish. while clearly not "native," was usually sufficient.`
I a. h set at tieldnotes includes an observation that the EA spoke tom and
clearly. indicating his understanding of the appropriate paralinguistic features
au tea, hing discourse Although his speech was accented and occasionally
s4nitufvd ,..ouu.what &hippy, I im was usually easy to understand. There are
three instana es recorded in the ticking rte.. at my haying misunderstood a word,
but in a h e.s.e the I A was abk to make himself understo od. fin exam**,
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during one lass I nu told the students, It you prove this. you get some bonus
mark," but the last two words were un4 tear Ile immediately wrote bonus mark
on the blackboard, perhaps in ft-sp ins'. to a non-ye/bat cue from a student
which I did not see. Although a native speaker of American English might have
said "extra credit" instead, Um quickly clzrified his comment by resorting to

the written mode.
1 urn's speech revealed occasional grammar errors, including missing third

person singular -s, lacking the plural -s in places, and no inversion of the subject
and auxiliary verb in some' questions. /1owever. errors of these sorts were more
sporadic than regular. Once he admitted in class that he was often confused as

to whether a w orci was pet-meat:ray or prrmeaffility, but then he used the latter

form correctly in his explanation.
More significant than his occasional grammar errors was Lim's versatility

in the different uses of speech associated with teaching discourse. Lim's verbal
repertoire included greetings at the beginning of the lab sessions, occasional
jokes. confirmations. hints, tips, elicitations, and apologies when students
pointed out errors on the blackboard. He also provided reassurances, as when
hr told the students, following a complicated point, "Don't worry about it. I
will put this on the tilac khoard Liter."

In addition. Lim's explanations were well structured. For instance, at one

point in a lengthy explanation, he reminded the students of what they would
have alre'adv done in the first part of the lab by the time they got to the section

he was describing. In this way_ , he seemed to knit the lesson together and
prorde a better overall picture of the experiment for the students.

AU the I As categorized as knowledgeable helpers casual friends demon-
strated purposeful teaching behaviors. This characteristic is illustrated in the
length of tin's xplanatins. In each of the three observations, Lim used the

first forty-live to tiny minutes t a two-hour lab period to explain the experi-
mental procedures and the theory behind them. This was longer than the time
taken for explanations by the other lab TAs in the observational sample. How-

ever. trin's students never exhibited symptoms of boredom or restlessness, as
did the students in the classes of the mechanical problem solvers. Instead, they

responded to his questions, asked questions of their own, and murmured

answers as he talked. seemingly involved in and following his explanations.
was apparently successful as a TA, while other non-native speakers

with similar language proficiency were not. Some factors contributing to his

site ltia1 ha% e been his sense of humor, his apparent confidence, the fact
that he was helpful to the students, his organized presentations and dear

drawings, and the relatively interactive teaching style he used.

ype 4: Littertattutig Antes

this group consisted of two native speakers of English: Mark, a physics
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lab TA, and Dan, a math TA. Both taught courses for non-majors. Like the
other types of 1 As, both Dan and Mark were competent in their subject matter.
Dan solved and explained the students' math homework problems, while Mark
conducted and supervised the physics experiments with apparent ease. These
two TAs differed from the previously discussed TA types, however, in their
consistent use of humor in the classroom.

Mark's use of humor in the physics lab was very interactive. lie seemed to
encourage light banter between himself and the students, although he usually
restricted the playfulness to the task at hand. During one lab session as the
students did the experiment Mark asked, "Okay, who's gut problems?" A male
student responded, "I've got all kinds of problems. You wanna hear about
them?" Mark told him to write to Dear Abby. When another student made a
mistake in an experiment Mark said, "No, no, no! Well, I'm afraid your academic
career is over. I'll visit you at Venice Beach while you're there swilling Ripple."
Some students laughed and asked him if he had seen them at that beach, since
they went there often.

In addition to entertaining the students and explaining the subject matter
dearly, Dan and Mark also gave signals that they were the students' allies.
They both overtly thanked students for information, praised the students'
questions and correct answers, encouraged them to ask further questions, and
titer; gave them tips about solving problems, doing the labs, and taking exams.

These TAs' linguistic characteristics also emphasized the ways in which
Dan and Mark were like their students. Roth of them adopted a casual, con-
versational stele of classroom discourse, which included frequent use of phon-
ologically reduced forms, such as gonna. loanna, hafta, gotta, etc. They both
regularly used the inclusive pronouns we, our, and us. Thus in their respective
classrooms. Pan and Mark seemed to take positions as knowledgeable group
members lather than as distant authority figures. When a student asked Dan
about mandato attendance at the discussion section, the TA said, "I don't
take roll."

These two TAs also seemed to have a sense of their students as an audience.
Roth constantly used hand and arm gestures that underscored the meaning of
their utterances. Both looked back over their shoulders at the students as they
wrote on the blackboard, typically maintaining (rather than re-establishing) eye
contact with the students. These TM were both physically mobile and smiled,
or even grinned, much of the time. They both seemed to enjoy their subjects,
their teaching, and their students. The students responded by attending their
classes regularly, staying actively involved in the lessons, and giving them high
marks on their teaching evaluations.

Profile of Dan

Dan is a native speaker of English who taught a low-level math class for
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life science mapors In addition to apparently knowing the subject matter, Dan

explained it with confidente and enthusiasm. His discussion sections were
enlivened by his consistent use of humor, including puns, word play, and
humorous anecdotes. For example, when he said, "Do U" in explaining the

steps of a problem, he then played with the meanings of "do you" and "do

ewe."
However, this light-hearted tone did not mean Dan was wasting time. On

the contrary, his humor was "on-task." He used it in the process of explaining,

to help students understand the math concepts he covered. He also incorpo-

rated shared cultural knowledge into his humorous explanations of mathemat-

ical concepts. For instance, Dan explained average velocity through an extended

impromptu narrative about a hypothetical driving trip from Los Angeles to San

Francisco, which included stopping at PeaSoup Andersen's (a restaurant about

midway between), getting a spending ticket, and shooting at a highway patrol-

man. The students laughed as Dan made up the story. While he talked he drew

a line graph on theblackboard which depicted the relationship between distance

and speed on his make-believe journey. The students laughed again as Dan

said. "This is a bad graph. This actually has me going in reverse here. . . . "
Such humor was typical of his explanations. During Dan's class the students

often laughed and they appeared to enjoy his lessons.

Dan also used a variety of teaching strategies to his advantage. These

included restatements and paraphrases, rhetorical questions to structure the

discourse, and overt definitions (i.e., those preceded by some sort of verbal

announcement of a definition to follow, such as "By 'distinguished' I mean
."). lie also gave the students real-world examples (e.g., talking about smog

in illustrating linearity) and hints which allowed them to solve the problems

they had asked him about. He tried to make math both clear and fun.

Dan's nonverbal and paralinguistic behavior facilitated communication. He

used a casual speech style, talking quickly, loudly, and clearly. He gestured

almost constantly, using hand and arm movements that emphasized the mean-

ing of his verbal explanations. His facial expressions were lively too. He often

smiled broadly and winked at the students when he made a joke or when they

indicated sudden understanding of a concept. He would frequently look back

over his shoulder at the class as he wrote on the blackboard. Sometimes he

stepped away from the board and looked at it from the students' vantage point.

Physically he exuded enthusiasm almost to the point of nervous energy.

Dan seemed very happy about his role as the students' ally. He often
encouraged them to ask questions. He reminded with "Sure!" when a student

asked if he would work another problem for her. At the first class meeting he

arranged his office hours after polling the students about a convenient time for

them (but )eked that it had to be bel.ire three in the afternoon because atter

that he would be at the race track). lie 4lso told the students that while doing

word problems, "you lust gotta try to stay sane." Dan's encouragementseemed
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to provide the students with affective support while they struggled with the
math concepts he taught

Type 5: The Inspiring Cheerleaders

The two TAs in this category were Alan, a physics discussion leader, and
Lan, a math TA. Alan, a native speaker of English, appears to be the students'
ideal teaching assistant, since he was rated highest in the student evaluations
of these teachers. Lan, a native speaker of Chinese, was ranked third out of the
twenty -four TAs on overall teaching effectiveness.

Alan and Lan both taught at eight o'clock in the morning, which may
suggest that they and their students were energetic early risers. Alan's stud( its
were physics, math, and engineering majors who met with him once a week
in a large lecture hall for the discussion section supplementing a professor's
lectures, while Lan's were non-majors enrolled in his remedial math class. It
met every day and he was the sole teacher for the course. In spite of the apparent
differences between the two groups of students. Alan and Lan used some
remarkably similar teaching behaviors.

One of the most notable characteristics of the two inspiring cheerleaders
was the high level of positive affect in their classrooms. Both TAs learned and
consistently used their students' first names in class, which was strikingly
different from the behavior of all the other TAs in the observational sample. In
calling their students by name, these TM seemed to recognize themas individ-
uals. Such acknowledgement may be a rare experience for freshmen enrolled
in large lecture classes. The students were on a first-name basis with Alan and
Lan as well.

Alan and Lan were also friendly and supportive toward their students.
Their use of the inclusive pronouns we. our, and us was noticeable. They praised,
encouraged. cajoled, and generally seemed to value their students as individ-
uals. They communicated an almost cheerleader-like enthusiasm for the subject
matter. Their attitudes toward the students and the work seemed to be, "We're
in this together and it's great fun!"

flowever, Alan and Lan's success was not based only on their rapport with
the students. Both were skillful teachers who took their roles seriously. In each
observation they both worked from prepared lesson plans. Their explanations,
which were easily understood, were usually communicated in all three channels
available to a teacher: the oral, the graphic, and the gestural modes. They could
easily be heard at the back of the room, and their blackboard drawing and
writing were dear and legible. In working with concepts, Alan and Lan both
dealt with the homework problems incremental, , making sure the stuoents
understood what had been done before proceeding.

All of these teaching characteristics taken together meant that the students
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did not have to struggle to understand either Alan or Lan. They could concen-
trate instead on mastering the subject matter.

These two TAs seemed to inspire the students with enthusiasm for math
and physics. Part of this impression of enthusiasm is based. on the TAs' non-
verbal behavior. Both Alan and Lan were physically active in the classroom,
moving confidently through the teacher's zone, using hand and arm gestures
and whole body motions to underscore the meaning of their words. They
maintained regular eye contact with the students, including those in the most
distant corners of the rooms. They often smiled and their facial expressions
frequently revealed happiness, even joy, as they taught. Unlike Dan and Mark,
the entertaining allies, who typically communicated humor, Lan and Alan
(whose classes were by no means devoid of humor) consistently projected
infectious, almost boyish enthusiasm and high positive expectations for their
students' success. While the entertaining allies appeared to enjoy teaching,

Alan and Lan seemed to love it.
The following profile of Lan represents the Inspiring Cheerleaders. Given

his strong evaluation by the students, Lan can be considered as an exampleof
a very successful foreign TA.

Profile of Lan
Lan is a native speaker of Chinese who taught a remedial math class, which

met five days a week. When I observed the class, it was always well attended
even though it met at SAM a.m.

Lan's English competence was the strongest of all the non-native speakers

in the observational sample. Although there were occasional errors in his speech

(e.g.. articles, tense agreement, -s, etc.), there were no observable communi-
cation breakdowns. His pronunciation was good, and I could Lnderstand every-
thing he said. Ile spoke at about the same rate as a native speaker.'

In addition to Lan's strong English proficiency, his nonverbal behavior wa
also near-native. He smiled a great deal, gestured and pointed as he etplainf
and maintained regular eye contact with the students, rarely talking towzni the
blackboard. Ills motions were graceful and confident. His posture and stance

suggested that he was relaxed and open to the students.
Lan appeared to know his subject well. This is not surprising since he was

a graduate student teaching remedial (high school level) math. But he was also
familiar with his material. That is, he was apparently well organized and worked

from a structured lesson plan. Furthermore, he shared that organization with
the students, often explaining to them what he was planning to do in the rest
of the lesson or even later in the week.

Beyond his linguistic and subject matter strengths, Lan had also mastered

the role of a TA as a helper and ally. He was one of the most interactive TM I

observed . The regular class routine was for students to select difficult homework
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problems and volunteer to solve them at the blackboard. They then explained
the solutions to their classmates. tan was the only TA in the observational
sample that myolved the students to this extent. He also gave them a great deal
of positive feedback when they were right and corrected them without belittling
them when they were wrong. He used on-task humor and called individual
students by name, which kept the tone of the class friendly but serious. He also
used the inclusive forms tile and let's, urged students to ask questions, praised
their questions, encouraged them to do extra unassigned homework problems,
and generally conveyed high positive expectations for their success in math.
They, in turn, seemed to be very involved in his lessonsnodding, murmuring
answers, overtly responding to his elicitations, correcting one another, or shak-
ing their heads in disagreement.

On two occasions, students supplied spontaneous praise for Lan. At one
observation he asked the students if the problems seemed easier, and a student
said, -Yes, you've given us the tools to solve them." Following another obser-
vation. one of Lan's students passed me in the hall and said, "Isn't he won-
derful' Ile makes me understand math as I've never understood it before." Lan
seemed to have the equation for success as a math TA: know the material, speak
English well, present the information in a clear and organized manner, get the
students actively involved with the lesson, and show them that you care about
them and believe in their potential for success.

Summary of the TA Typology
The above typology can be summarized as follows:
Type I The active unintelligible TAs (e.g., Park) attempted to actually teach

their students. However, the gaps in their language skills, especially their
common pronunciation problems, compounded by the speed at which they
spoke, were so serious as to impede communication.

Type 2: The mechanical problem solvers (e.g., Kwan) did not seem to
engage in active teaching behaviors or to establish affective bonds with the
students. Instead, they were rather passive and spoke very quietly. Their bare-
bones teaching style primarily involved demonstrations of lab equipment and
non-interactive solutions to homework problems.

Type 3: The knowledgeable helpers - casual friends, such as Lim, seemed to
typify a basic, acceptable level of TA performance for the students. These TAs
could all be understood, they all engaged in purposeful on-task teaching activ-
ities. and they established some positive affect in their classrooms.

Type 4: The entertaining allies were a small group consisting of only two
native speaking TAs, Dan and Mark. Their teaching style, while purposeful,
was characterised tw consistent and active uses of humor and a "one-of-the-
group" attitude. While the students were actively taught, they were also enter-
tained by these TAs.
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Type 5: The inspiring cheerleaders, another group of two TAs (Lan and
Alan), generated infectious enthusiasm for the subject matter and high regard
for the students. In addition to using well organized and purposeful teaching
behaviors, these two TAs communicated personal interest in the students as
individuals and high expectations for their success.

Obviously these categories do not constitute an exhaustive list of all the
possible TA types in U.S. universities. Allowing for individual variation, how-
ever, they do describe the majority, of TM observed in this study. But three
teaching assistants did not seem to fit exactly into any of these categories. All
threeToshio, Curt, and Timwere math TM. But these TAs do not comprise

a group themselves since they were quite different from one another, with the
exception of one behavior pattern: They often either did not or could not help
the students with the math assignments.

Tim was a first-time teaching assistant who had been awarded his TAship
just before the beginning of the quarter. Although he was a graduate student
in mathematics, he often could not solve the students' assigned homework
problems. Yet he adopted a friendly attitude toward the students and commis-
erated with them on the difficulty of the material. Tim seems to have tried to
approximate the rule of a Type 3 TA, except that he was not a knowledgeable
helper he was only a casual friend.

Curt, in contrast, was not f -redly to the students. His eissroom style was
condescending and haughty. He distanced himself from the students both
physically and emotionally. For example, he stood with his back to the class as
he explained or wrote on the blackboard, folding his arms across his chest when

he faced the class. He sometimes used the inclusive pronouns rve and ours to

refer to himself and the math department faculty, rather than to himself and
the students. Yet there was apparently little justification for Curt's aloofness.
He often could nut or did not solve the studerie homework problems, and
chose instead to lecture about math concepts that in;erested him.

While Curt had apparently mastered neither :tie subject matter nor the
desired TA-student relationship, he had mastered a certain style of classroom
discourse management which consisted largely o% bravado and intimidation. It
is possible that Curt represents a type of TA (or teacher) of whizh he was the
only example among the TAs observed. That type could be called the patron-

izing eptist.
The third TA who did not fit in any of the five categories discussed above

was Toshio. a native speaker of Japanese who taught a low-level math class for

life science majors. Like Tim and Curt, he sometimes did not solve the students'
homework problems, but he.was more popular with the students. Toshio had
partly adopted the role of rA as entertainer. Hisclass periods were characterized
by humorous anecdotes, personal history, and jokes. The students often laughed
and they seemed fond of Toshio. However, while he was entertaining, he was
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not an ally to the students. For instance, he refused the students' request for
an extra help session before an MM. And since his humor was seldom on-
task. he did relatively fink purposeful teaching. Unlike Dan and Mark, the
entertaining allies, Toshio had not learned to balance his sense of humor with
his primary responsibilityteaching mathor his unwritten responsibility
supporting the students.

Concluding Remarks
What difference do these TA types make in teachers' and administrators'

attempts to solve Cie foreign TA problem? When the students' evaluations of
these TAs' teaching effectiveness were compared, a clear pattern of increasing
mean scores was observed across the types, as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Students' etvluations of the teaching of fire TA types

TA ewe Mean saws

Active umnteiliRtbte TA% in 3) 36.8
Mechanical problem milveri 6) 42.7
Knowledgeable helper, caNual tnends (n 8) 55.0
Fnteitaming alive` 21 59.0
In%piring cheerleader, (n = 2) 62.7

Thus, the active unintelligible TAs were rated the lowest by the students,
followed by the mechanical problem solvers. There is a large gap between the
mean score of the latter group and that of the third type, the knowledgeable
helpersicasual friends. The entertaining allies and the inspiring cheerleaders
were rated higher still, indicating the students' preference for their teaching
styles over those of the lower rated groups.'

One of the responsibilities of TA trainers is to help foreign graduate stu-
dents understand their role and the advantages and disadvantages of adopting
any one role model over another. Used in conjunction with videotapes or role-
plays, the descriptions of these TA types and the profiles which illustrate them
could help novice TM diagnose their own teaching and provide them with a
clearer picture of students' reactions to various teaching styles. While long-term
efforts may be required to improve foreign TAs' English proficiency, a better
understanding of the TAs' role could lead to relatively quick behavioral changes
in their classroom performance.

With the exception of the entertaining allies (which Toshio only resembled),
foreign TAs are categorized as belonging to each of these TA types. This finding
illustrates the obvious: non-native speakers are not automatically doomed to
failure as rAs. Like their native speaking counterparts, they have options from
which to choose as they ui4ertake the TA role.
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Endnotes
I flus chapter is based on portions of the author's doctoral dissertation. Earlierdrafts

benefited hum the constructive criticism of Frances Hinotons, Russ Campbell, and Dan Shan-
ahan, as well as the insight and patient scalpel of Harold Levine. For further detads an the
findings and methodology, sat Bailey (1962).

2. On the Foreign Service Institute (FSI) Oral Interview, Park was rated as a "I ."
3 See SadOW and Maxwell (1963) for a good discussion of the first day of dass. Those

authors also provide a brief typology of American students.
4 Lim's ISI rating wits a' 2." (Kwan, whose pnifi le is given as the example of a mechanical

problem solver, declined to be Mterviesved.)
S. Lan's F5I rating was a "3."
b. A one -way analysis of variance revealed statistically significant differences among the

mean scores of the five TA types, but Siheffes's test for a posteriori comparisons faded to
detect the specific location(s) of these differences. It is possible that with a larger sample,
dearer distinctions among the ratings of the TA types would emerge. For the present, the
break between Type 2 looms the largest.
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